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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents a systems-based empirical modeling framework based on three 

dimensions of resilience described by the theoretical resilience curve to determine disaster, 

community, and natural environment factors which affect the resilience dimension 

measurements.  The three dimensions include robustness, or ability to retain system functionality 

when subjected to an extreme event, rapidity, or the time that it takes to recover system 

functionality, and functionality change, the difference in pre-event functionality and the 

functionality at a discrete time interval.  The resilience models are created using econometric 

frameworks and built using spatiotemporal data sets, with data collected from public resources 

and acquired through deep learning procedures conducted on publicly available imagery.  The 

Resilience Robustness Model (RRoM) is constructed with a comparison of discrete choice model 

frameworks to find correlation between measured damage states and community characteristics 

and to validate a transferable model structure.  The Resilience Rapidity Model (RRaM) is 

constructed using an ordered probit model to determine likelihood of recovery within specified 

time intervals.  The functionality change model is constructed with a binary discrete choice 

model to determine likelihood of recovery at a specific time interval.  The model framework was 

tested on the system of community buildings affected by the 2011 Tuscaloosa Tornado.   

 In addition to the modeling framework, a methodology to rapidly collect, store, 

disseminate, and analyze post-event and longitudinal data is presented.  These tools are 

developed to facilitate the creation of deep learning algorithms to automatically measure damage 

states and recovery patterns as well as create variables to enhance the resilience measurement 
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models.  The synthesis of enhanced data collection and information extraction fueling empirical 

resilience models will aid decision-makers in the prioritization of resilience goals in community 

planning.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the world disasters impact communities leading to societal losses that are too 

costly to ignore.  The dynamic forces at play in communities make the vulnerability to these 

disasters difficult to quantify and the development of mitigation strategies highly complex.  

Disaster resilience has become a global focus with the goal of mitigating the effects of disasters 

on human society.  While advancements in research and technology have been made, losses 

continue to rise due to factors such as poor land management, lack of adherence to best practices, 

and effects of climate change.  It is imperative that advances are made at a more rapid pace, 

otherwise the short- and long-term effects of these disasters will continue to devastate 

communities.   

Advancements hinge on a broad understanding of resilience goals, objectives, and 

frameworks.  To provide a fundamental understanding of communities, highly granular data sets 

captured in a spatial and temporal format are necessary.  The extraction of information from 

these data are necessary for a robust understanding of disaster phenomena, when, where and how 

communities prepare and recover from extreme events.  The data describing community 

resilience and disaster impacts, as well as the knowledge obtained from collected data, must be 

shared across organizational boundaries, including different levels of government, across 

research fields, and to community stakeholders in an understandable format.   

1.1 What is Resilience? 

The topic of resilience in the context of the engineering sciences is an emerging paradigm 

that seeks to enhance the understanding and execution of the engineering design philosophy 
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across organizational borders.  Disaster resilience is a multidisciplinary paradigm that 

emphasizes bringing together all necessary stakeholders to provide the best systems-based 

solution to the question “How do we build our societies in a way that reduces negative impacts 

from disasters?”  The question is complex and requires bringing together not only researchers 

and practitioners, but governmental and non-governmental decision-makers, industries including 

healthcare, legal, and insurance, and non-profit organizations that ideally combine to synthesize 

wide-ranging depths of specific knowledge.  The engineering tasks for disaster reduction have 

historically focused solely on infrastructure design and maintenance, but in a resilience 

framework new design philosophies will be required that intersect with construction, economic, 

insurance, and legal fields, among others.   

The term resilience, from the Latin term “resalire” meaning to spring back, has been in 

existence for at least two hundred years.  A spike in usage was seen in the 1880’s as the term was 

used to describe the ability of trees to respond to large loads over a small time without breaking, 

and extended to describe the physical rebound capacity of springs.  Since that time, the word has 

been adapted to describe the capacity of a system to respond and adapt to stimulus.  As losses 

from natural disaster have risen (NRC, 2012), the term disaster resilience has become almost 

ubiquitous in areas of research focused on mitigating societal losses from these events.  The term 

was adopted by engineers in regards to disasters in the 1980’s and was defined as the ability of a 

community to absorb and recover from an extreme event (Holling, 1973).  The recent uptick in 

usage regarding such a broad concept has led to ontological discrepancies in understanding.  This 

is ironic considering the paradigm of community resilience is rooted in multi-disciplinary 

understanding.  While the exact definition of resilience is often dependent on the research field 

(Manyena, 2006), many of the goals of each domain converge to a set of interdependent metrics.  
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The accepted definition that will be used herein comes from the National Academy of Sciences 

and is stated as “the ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, and more successfully 

adapt to adverse events” (NRC, 2012).  

While the mitigation of adverse effects stemming from natural and manmade disasters 

has been a priority for many decades, the mitigation paradigm has evolved through time.  

Beginning with research conducted in the mid-20th century, a paradigm shift from resistant 

engineering design to a philosophy of resilience has developed.  The goal of resistant 

engineering design was to protect against higher loading states seen in disaster scenarios.  The 

resistance approach has been superseded by a resilience paradigm, which focuses on recovering 

from disaster scenarios.  The resilience paradigm includes resistance to high load cases, but 

extends to include scenarios where the loading experienced in the disaster exceeds design loads.  

The resilience paradigm can be employed by weighing the costs and benefits of zoning, design, 

and other community adjustments and adaptations.  To understand and improve community 

resilience, advances in previously siloed research fields such as engineering, social science, and 

economics need to be synthesized to provide a holistic understanding of the effects of 

community characteristics on recovery.  This understanding will allow community leaders to 

make informed, data-driven decisions on how best to improve their community resilience. 

Measurement science aimed at understanding the factors that make a community resilient is 

currently being prioritized by researchers (Ellingwood et al., 2017).  While many empirical 

studies have focused on the recovery patterns of single community systems, studies have 

emerged that focus on the effects of mitigation strategies (Sutley et al., 2016).  A conceptual 

framework for resilience quantification has been developed to provide a baseline of 

understanding that can be utilized by focused recovery studies (Cimellaro et al., 2010).  The 
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framework uses a graphical representation called a resilience curve to provide an understanding 

of system recovery over time that provides comparative resilience analyses across systems and 

events. 

1.2 The Resilience Curve 

The resilience curve, sometimes called a functionality curve, measures system 

functionality over time, as shown in Fig. 1-1.  In the figure, line B represents the resilience curve 

for a system that is perturbed and recovers its original functionality, while line A regains and 

exceeds original functionality more quickly and line C does not return to pre-event functionality.  

Cimellaro (2010) measures resilience as the area under the resilience curve.  In this scenario, 

System A is the most resilient of the three systems and System C is considered the least resilient.   

 
Figure 1-1. The resilience curve model. 

1.2.1 Systems-Based Approach 

The definitions of system and functionality can be considered in terms of target 

objectives.  For example, a resilience study could set a community as the target system with the 

objective of understanding human displacement, with the functionality defined as the population 

of the community.  In this scenario, the drop in population accounts for functionality lost in the 
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system and the recovery is measured by the population change over time.  A community 

constitutes a system of systems, so to provide a higher level of granularity, population 

measurements could be conducted by defining the system as neighborhoods, census tracts, or 

census blocks to better understand spatial displacement and recovery.  This method allows the 

community resilience curve to be created by aggregating the loss and recovery of each 

neighborhood, tract, or block.  Community resilience can be measured in a variety of systems 

each containing a variety of metrics (Cutter et al., 2008).  Systems can also be defined in terms 

more spatially disparate than a single community, such as in Bhatia et al. (2015) where the 

Indian railway network is studied and measured by number of network connections and traffic 

volume.  Cascading effects of functionality loss across systems can be quantified using resilience 

curves, as in Masoomi & van de Lindt (2016) where the effect of electric power network and 

water network functionality loss on school functionality is modeled.  While resilience can be 

analyzed using alternative methods (Zhao et al., 2015), applying a systematic and agreed upon 

method such as the resilience curve to create a suite of empirical resilience measurements 

provides a pool of knowledge that is more easily understood by the decision makers who rely on 

the research. 

1.2.2 Dimensions of Resilience 

The resilience curve can be broken into three dimensions that can be measured to 

understand factors that control a community’s response to a disaster.  The dimensions are: 

robustness, rapidity, and functionality change.  These three resilience dimensions are shown on 

the resilience curve in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-2. Resilience curve with system robustness and rapidity displayed (adapted from 

Cimellaro et al. (2010). 

Robustness, measured on the Y-axis of the resilience curve, has been defined as 

“strength, or the ability of elements, systems, or other units of analysis to withstand a given level 

of stress, or demand without suffering degradation or loss of function” (Bruneau et al., 2008).  

Robustness is inversely proportional to the drop in functionality measured in the system, as 

shown in Figure 1-2.  Communities at risk of disaster have two opposing forces at play: the 

disaster stressors placed on the community and the inherent resistors of the system.  The disaster 

stressors can be thought to act downward, in a manner to lower system functionality.  The 

inherent resistors of the system oppose this downward force, acting to sustain functionality.  

Stressors include physical forces, such as wind speed or ground motion, which impact the natural 

and built environment of the community, but due to system interdependencies the damage felt in 

these systems cascades to other systems, including human health and wellness, education, and 

social systems.  The determination of resisting factors that lead to robustness is necessary for 

planning mitigation strategies.   
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Rapidity, measured on the X-axis of Figure 1-2, and functionality change, measured on 

the Y-axis of Figure 1-2, are functions of time.  Community systems are dynamic and constantly 

changing regardless of the occurrence of extreme events, which makes the quantification of 

impact when these disasters occur especially difficult to discern.  Following extreme events and 

the almost instantaneous and highly volatile loss of functionality in community systems, disaster 

response occurs to preserve life safety.  This period leads to long-term recovery, which is highly 

variable between systems and locations in a system.  Rapidity and functionality loss in a system 

have been considered using an ambiguously defined “new normal,” which benchmarks either the 

time after the event or the amount of regained functionality where a system is thought to have 

returned to a familiar state of functionality.  This new normal could be considered as the instant 

when functionality in a community returns to its pre-event level, but non-resilient communities 

will never return to their pre-event functionality, while highly resilient communities may exceed 

their pre-event functionality very quickly.   

The determination of the new normal state is more a social than scientific conception, as 

it is highly subjective and can be driven by community members repairing or rebuilding housing 

units, returning to work, or could be based on the return of community landmarks that hold social 

capital.  Social vulnerability is a research focus, and measures how functionality returns to these 

systems in a spatially, economically, and socially disparate manner.  Based on the social 

implications of the new normal state, an approach to measuring functionality recovery over time 

is presented where the new normal can be adjusted to allow for hypothesis testing.  Instead of 

asking when a new normal does occur, measurements should consider targets for a new normal.  

For example, consider a city mayor who wants to conduct studies on the ten year anniversary of 
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a devastating earthquake to learn how the community responded and where it can do better in 

future disasters.  The mayor could pose these questions: 

1. Which types of buildings recovered the fastest in the first five years after the disaster? 

2. Why were more houses not rebuilt in the first two years? 

To answer Question 1, the new normal would be set five years after the disaster to 

measure rapidity in the system of community buildings.  Question 2 would be answered setting 

the new normal at two years, and measuring functionality change in the system of residential 

homes.   

In addition to the two dimensions of resilience, adaptive capacity is a descriptive aspect 

of resilience that can be used to describe a system.  As with the concept of resilience, there has 

been much debate about how robustness, rapidity, and adaptive capacity fit into the resilience 

paradigm.  Cimellaro et al. (2010) and Cutter et al. (2008) provide an informative groundwork 

for these concepts.  Adaptive capacity is the system’s ability to return to its original state and 

advance the state through learning and adaptation.  To add human responsibility, adaptive 

capacity is the ability of system stakeholders to reshape the system to bolster robustness, 

rapidity, or both.  Adaptive capacity cannot be directly measured, but a comparative 

understanding can be gained using robustness, rapidity, and functionality change of a system.  

Through probabilistic modeling, two versions of a system can be perturbed by the same load and 

measurements of robustness and rapidity can provide a comparison of adaptive capacity between 

the two versions.  Changes in system characteristics can be used to test adaptation approaches.  

Disaster simulation and modeling programs such as the Federal Emergency Management 

Agency (FEMA) HAZUS model (DHS 2003) and the Ergo multi-hazard assessment, response, 

and planning software platform can be used to simulate disaster events and provide robustness 
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models for some hazards.  Empirical measurements to support robustness models are needed as 

well as evidence-based rapidity and functionality change models are needed. 

1.3 Empirical Resilience Modeling 

The system-based resilience curve, broken down into its constituent dimensions, provides 

a framework for measurement of community resilience following disasters.  The definitional 

ambiguities of resilience and its factors are mitigated with this standardized framework.  

Additionally, this framework will support empirical models based on standardized measurements 

that characterize a community.  With this standardized framework, measurement approaches for 

each system in a community, each disaster encountered, or interdependencies between systems 

will be established.  To measure the robustness of a system, discrete damage states will be 

derived, and probabilistic predictions can be made.  Empirical models of rapidity will be created 

by measuring a system longitudinally to determine how long recovery activities take.  

Functionality change will also be measured longitudinally to determine how much functionality 

has returned to the system at discrete time intervals.   

1.3.1 Measurements and Data Collection Supporting Empirical Resilience Models 

Capturing pre-event community data, post-event disaster data, and longitudinal 

community data is critical for furthering the measurement science needed to develop empirical 

models for disaster resilience.  Pre-event data provide the fundamental ground-truth of the built 

and natural environment before a disaster strikes, which is used as a baseline to measure impact 

and performance following an event.  Post-event data serve to classify system characteristics into 

established damage states.  Longitudinal data tracks recovery in the system over time.  To 

adequately assess the built and natural environment, data must be collected in highly granular 

spatial and temporal formats.  Although significant progress has been made in the application of 
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science and technology to reduce disaster effects, there are still many challenges related to 

preparation, response, and recovery.  In 2004 the National Science Board recognized the need for 

a cyber-integrated scientific research platform for collection, transfer, mining, and storage of 

perishable data (NSB, 2005).  In 2008, The National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) 

Subcommittee on Disaster Reduction put forth a list of Grand Challenges for Disaster Reduction.  

The first of these challenges is to provide hazard and disaster information where and when that 

information is needed.  The subcommittee also recommended that disaster information should be 

provided through a real-time mechanism of data collection and interpretation that is readily 

available and usable by all scientists instead of a select few (NSTC, 2008).  Collecting data and 

information are critical in addressing additional grand challenges that include developing hazard 

mitigation strategies and technologies, reducing the vulnerability of infrastructure, and assessing 

disaster resilience (NSTC, 2008). 

Currently, data collected by disaster reconnaissance teams for a particular study are not 

typically integrated, distributed, or stored and made available for use by others in the scientific 

community.  Disaster data are used primarily in isolation by separate research teams and may be 

published in a limited capacity with the results of investigations.  Reuse of the collected 

information is typically in the form of the meta-analysis of literature and not the collected data.  

Advances in data collection and storage technologies offer the ability to meet these needs with 

modern sensors, platforms, and data collection techniques.  However, emerging data collection 

equipment require standards, protocols, workflows, data storage technology, and software 

require data management strategies to be effectively implemented to further research goals.  Big 

data issues often accompany the new technology and make management and extraction of salient 

information difficult (De Mauro, 2016).  The process of information extraction from these 
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datasets is critical for researchers to further measurement science.  Additionally, long-term 

storage and dissemination of data across organizational platforms and stakeholders is needed to 

break down siloed research fields and benefit public understanding of disasters and mitigation 

strategies.  A methodology of disaster data collection is needed, from developing data collection 

standards and protocols to storing and disseminating the collected data across organizational 

boundaries.  Extracting information from collected data will enhance measurement science and 

fuel fundamental research for community vulnerability as well as other research areas where 

ground-truth information of the natural and manmade environment promotes research.   

1.4 Objectives and Overview 

A framework is presented for modeling disaster resilience in a systems-based approach 

implementing empirical modeling.  This approach provides tools that are extensible across 

systems, spatial dimensions, and disasters.  Three empirical models, relying on econometric 

modeling frameworks, are presented: A Resilience Robustness Model (RRoM), Resilience 

Rapidity Model (RRaM), and Functionality Change Model (FCM).  These models use empirical 

measurements taken from publicly available aerial imagery.  The system for this resilient study is 

buildings that were damaged by the 2011 Tuscaloosa Tornado.  Figure 1-3 presents the 

framework of empirical models as applied to the Tuscaloosa building case study.   

 
Figure 1-3. Flowchart of the modeling framework presented in this dissertation 
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The three resilience models are created using probabilistic discrete choice frameworks.  

The Robustness Model evaluates event, natural and built environment, and socioeconomic 

characteristics to predict damage states of buildings.  Affected buildings are assumed to have lost 

functionality.  Buildings that were affected from the Tuscaloosa tornado were measured over five 

years to provide a data set of functionality return over time.  Buildings that were affected by the 

storm were used to construct the Functionality Change Model to determine the characteristics 

that effect recovery.  The Functionality Change Model was run multiple times, changing the new 

normal to specified targets of one, two, and three years after the storm to determine whether the 

driving characteristics were consistent through time.  The Rapidity Model was run for the entire 

five-year recovery of the Tuscaloosa buildings to determine what role disaster and community 

characteristics played in the recovery process.   

1.4.1 Problem Statement 

Resilience is a multi-disciplinary approach to disaster loss reduction and community 

planning and has no universal definition.  Resilience is typically defined and understood 

differently among disciplines.  The broad nature of the paradigm means that decisions to increase 

resilience have trade-offs that cannot satisfy all objectives.  Siloed research work has added to 

the difficulty of crafting data-driven approaches to decision-making.  Engineering literature 

concerning resilience has historically focused on resistance to disasters, although recently more 

holistic and interdependent approaches to assessing and measuring resilience have developed.  

This work seeks to provide an empirical approach to measuring and validating resilience, which 

will add to the developing measurement science for resilience. 

1.5 Research Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses have been investigated in this work: 
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Hypothesis #1: The existing theoretical resilience curve can be updated to provide empirical 

measurements describing robustness, rapidity, and functionality change. 

Hypothesis #2: A Resilience Robustness Model can be created to correlate measured damage 

states with event, natural environment, and built environment characteristics. 

Hypothesis #3: A Resilience Rapidity Model can be created to predict recovery time based on 

exposure and socioeconomic characteristics and validated against field data collected following 

disaster events. 

Hypothesis #4: A Functionality Change Model can be created to correlate community 

functionality loss at a specified time interval based on socioeconomic characteristics and 

validated against field data collected following disaster events. 

Hypothesis #5: Data collection and extraction approaches can automate measurements of 

resilience dimensions and feed the empirical models. 

 Chapter 2 will present the methodology of creating the three resilience models, including 

the econometric frameworks applied.  The methodology will include the data collection 

procedures which will be applied in the future to supplement the three models.  Chapter 3 will 

present case studies of each model, with the measurement strategy employed in modeling 

procedures.  A case study of the data collection methodology will be presented to illustrate the 

methods used.  Chapter 4 will provide results of the case studies to validate the hypotheses 

presented earlier.  Chapter 5 will present conclusions of the work and offer future work to extend 

the use of the data collection procedures and empirical resilience modeling approaches.  
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 

 

Key characteristics of community resilience are determined by analyzing the recovery of 

communities impacted by large scale disasters.  This recovery analysis must be systematic, easily 

reproducible, and should assimilate into existing workflows of the community.  Literature 

suggests the need for a standardization of loss data collection, documentation, accessibility, and 

dissemination (Gall et al., 2009).  To meet these needs, methodologies are required to study the 

effects of disasters and determine which community characteristics affect the resilience of 

communities.  This includes creating datasets that describe a community, the effects of a disaster 

on a community, and data describing the recovery of a community.   

2.1 Measurement of Resilience Dimensions 

Research has been conducted to probabilistically model tornado occurrence and 

infrastructure impact.  Climatological approaches to tornado occurrence modeling have been 

presented in Schaefer et al. (1986) and Standohar-Alfano & van de Lindt (2014).  Risk 

assessment methods for infrastructure analysis have been developed to predict the level of 

damage for communities affected by these disasters.  These typically are created using physics-

based modeling predicated on reliability analysis.  These reliability analyses produce fragility 

curves that predict the probability of exceeding a damage state based on demand parameters such 

as wind speed or ground motion.  The structural character of a building is needed to create 

fragility curves; therefore, much literature has been dedicated to the practice of developing 

fragility curves.  Masoomi & van de Lindt (2016) present a fragility assessment for masonry 

school buildings, Koliou et al. (2017) created fragility curves for big-box retail buildings, and
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Memari et al. (2018) have offered a portfolio of fragility curves for multiple building archetypes; 

all of these studies are presented for buildings subjected to tornado loads.   

While physics-based models have been shown to predict damage losses from storms very 

well, the approach is limited.  Damage states modeled in reliability analyses are predicted by 

applying a load to a structure and predicting the performance based on structural theory.  These 

methods have been applied for earthquake impacts and have been shown to accurately predict 

response, but lack the means to accurately account for other disasters, such as wind storms.  For 

example, in hurricanes and tornadoes debris impact and treefall cause significant damage to 

structures, but are not accounted for using reliability-based methods.  Additionally, human 

decision-making is not included in these damage predictions.  In many cases, buildings are 

damaged to a point in which owners must decide whether to repair or rebuild.  This decision is 

driven by factors not accounted for by the physical loading or performance of the building, such 

as owner income and insurance coverage.  A “pseudo-damage state” is presented here that 

accounts not only for physical damage sustained by buildings due to tornado loads but also 

includes human choice.  Characteristics of the physical, built, and social environment of 

communities have an effect on decision-making that may be just as useful in explaining the 

“pseudo-damage state” caused by human decision making.  Empirical measurements of the 

pseudo-damage state allows for an econometric modeling approach to be employed.  This allows 

researchers to determine correlations that exist between community characteristics and the 

measured pseudo-damage states, which will describes community robustness. 

Research has historically focused on disaster impacts, but is evolving to account for 

recovery of community systems.  In addition to empirical measurement supporting robustness, 
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rapidity is measured over time to characterize temporal recovery.  These temporal recovery 

measurements also support functionality change modeling.   

The system measured in this work uses aerial imagery to conduct measurements, but 

measurements supporting these approaches are conducted through many approaches.  The 

modeling frameworks require discrete damage states to be defined for the Resilience Robustness 

Model and ordered recovery intervals for the Resilience Rapidity Model.  The Functionality 

Change Model is conducted at a single time interval with the two discrete choices “recovered” 

and “not recovered”. 

2.2 Resilience Robustness Model 

A discrete choice analysis was conducted to represent the Resilience Robustness Model 

using multiple model frameworks that satisfy two main objectives: (1) measure the effects of 

characteristics on the damage states observed in a community, and (2) implement a transferrable 

framework that can be used to predict damage states for extreme event scenarios in new 

communities based on previous models.  The multinomial logit (MNL) model (McFadden, 1974) 

is one of the most commonly used discrete outcome regression models for multivariate analysis 

(Cheng & Long, 2007).  Although the MNL model is widely used, there are inherent 

assumptions made in the model derivation that are problematic if not fulfilled.  The most 

discussed assumption is called the independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property.  To 

account for the potential violation of this property, the Nested Logit (NL) model specification 

was derived to eliminate the IIA violation.  The results from MNL and NL models can be tested 

for spatial and temporal transferability using likelihood ratio testing.  A spatially transferable 

model has the ability to apply parameter values of community characteristics obtained from 

model(s) for a disaster in a single community to adequately predict damage states in a different 
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community.  While the MNL and NL models are quite popular in practice, newer model 

frameworks have been developed to more effectively describe the contribution from each 

parameter in the model.  These are the Random-Parameter Multinomial Logit (RPM) and the 

Latent Class Logit (LCL) models.  The modeling strategy and framework choice decision 

follows Table 2-1.  As shown in Table 2-1, the LCL is expected to more accurately measure the 

contributions compared to the MNL, NL, and RPM.  To satisfy the first objective, the log-

likelihood value of each model, representing the accuracy of the model in measuring the 

contribution of parameters on observed damage state, will be presented to compare accuracy 

values across model frameworks.  While expected to more adequately explain the partial 

contribution of each parameter to the likelihood of each discrete outcome, the RPM and LCL 

models are not transferable and cannot be applied to predict damage states in other communities, 

although if parameter values are consistent between model frameworks, the RPM and LCL 

models will validate the use of the MNL and NL models in transferability analyses.  To satisfy 

objective 2, this validation will be conducted.   

Table 2-1. Modeling frameworks used in discrete choice analysis and analysis goals. 

 
Multinomial 

Logit 

Nested 

Logit 

Random Parameters 

Multinomial Logit 

Latent 

Class 

Logit 

Satisfies IIA Assumption ? ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Measures Contribution from Factors ✓ ✓ ✓✓ ✓✓✓ 

Apply to Different Communities ✓ ✓ X X 

2.2.1 Multinomial Logit Model Framework 

Due to the discrete nature of damage states, the multinomial logit is chosen as an initial 

model framework.  Equation 2-1 is used to determine the probability of damage state, 

 𝑃𝑛(𝑖) = 𝑃(𝑆𝑖𝑛 ≥ 𝑆𝐼𝑛) ∀ 𝐼 ≠ 𝑖 2-1 

where 𝑃𝑛(𝑖) is the probability that the building is in damage state I, 𝑃 is the probability, 𝑆𝑖𝑛 is a 

function of the covariates that determine the likelihood of building 𝑛 being in damage state 𝐼, 
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and 𝐼 is the set of all possible damage states.  An equation to define damage state likelihood is 

given in equation 2-2,   

 𝑆𝑖𝑛 =  𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑛 +  휀𝑖𝑛 2-2 

where 𝑿𝑛 is a vector of characteristics that describe parcels, such as distance from tornado 

centerline, age of building, etc., 𝜷𝑖 is a vector of coefficients that will be estimated in the model, 

and unobserved factors that affect damage states are accounted for in the error term 휀𝑖𝑛.  

Combining equations 2-1 and 2-2, equation 2-3 provides a function for an estimable damage 

state model where the error term is assumed to follow a distributional form,  

 𝑃𝑛(𝑖) =  𝑃(𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑛 −  𝜷𝐼𝑿𝑛 ≥ 휀𝐼𝑛 − 휀𝑖𝑛) ∀ 𝐼 ≠ 𝑖 2-3 

Assuming a normal distribution for the error term results in a probit model, which has 

proven difficult to estimate computationally (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985).  To produce a closed-

form model that can be estimated using standard maximum likelihood methods, the error term is 

assumed to follow a generalized extreme value distribution.  Assuming that the error term is 

generalized extreme value distributed then produces the functional form, 

 
𝑃𝑛(𝑖) =

𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑛]

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝜷𝐼𝑿𝑛]
  2-4 

that is the multinomial logit model formulation and can be estimated using standard maximum 

likelihood methods.   

2.2.1.1 Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives Assumption 

 The multinomial logit is formulated with restrictive assumptions that, if not met, could 

cause specification errors.  The most common and well known of these errors is the 

independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA) assumption, which states that error terms are 

independent and identically distributed across discrete outcomes.  The problem arises when a 

subset of the discrete outcome functions share unobserved effects.  A limitation of all statistical 
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models is omission of key variables, and when all of the discrete outcome functions share these 

unobserved effects the errors cancel out.  When a set of 2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑛 − 1 functions share 

unobserved effects, the IIA property is violated and the MNL model cannot be accurately used.  

Cheng and Long (2007) concisely state that the IIA assumption as “all else being equal, a… 

choice between two outcomes alternative outcomes is unaffected by what other choices are 

available.”  A popular illustration of the IIA complication presented in McFadden (1974) 

considers the transportation choice decision for an individual choosing between car, a red bus 

and a blue bus for travel to work, where the buses are identical except for the color.  It is easy to 

see that the buses will share unobserved effects that will show up in the error terms and their 

utility functions will be equal.  Washington, Karlaftis, & Mannering (2010) use the illustration to 

show that if all three mode choices share the same 𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑛 values, the predicted probability for 

each route choice will be calculated as 33%, although the true probabilities are 50% for car and 

50% for combined red and blue bus.   

 McFadden (1974) states that the MNL modeling framework should be used only in cases 

where the decision maker can confidently expect the discrete outcomes to fulfill the IIA 

assumption.  Additionally, tests have been specified to check the IIA assumption in the MNL 

model framework.  The Hausman and McFadden test (Hausman & McFadden, 1984) and the 

Small-Hsiao test (Small & Hsiao, 1985) are the most common tests to check compliance with the 

IIA assumption.   

2.2.1.2 Hausman and McFadden IIA Test 

 The Hausman and McFadden test is a particular formulation of the broader Hausman 

specification test (Hausman, 1978).  The MNL model is estimated with all discrete outcomes to 
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obtain a full model, and estimated again with a smaller set of discrete outcomes to obtain a 

restricted model.  A Hausman test statistic is calculated, 

 𝐻𝑀 = (�̂�𝑟 − �̂�𝑓)
′
[𝑉𝑎�̂�(�̂�𝑟) − 𝑉𝑎�̂�(�̂�𝑓)]−1(�̂�𝑟 − �̂�𝑓) 2-5 

 

where �̂�𝑓 represents the vector of estimable coefficients in the full model, �̂�𝑟 is the vector of 

coefficients in the restricted model, and 𝑉𝑎�̂�(�̂�𝑓) and 𝑉𝑎�̂�(�̂�𝑟) are the estimated covariance matrices 

for the full and restricted models, respectively.  If the model fulfills the IIA assumption then �̂�𝑓 values will 

be consistent and efficient and �̂�𝑟 values will be consistent but inefficient.  If the HM statistic is 

found to be significant then the IIA assumption has been violated.  Additionally, if HM is found 

to be negative then the IIA assumption is fulfilled.   

2.2.1.3 Small-Hsiao IIA Test 

The Small-Hsiao test is conducted by splitting the data into two even, random samples (𝑁𝐴 and 

𝑁𝐵).  The two samples are estimated in a MNL model to obtain parameter estimates 𝜷𝐴 and 𝜷𝐵.  

A weighted average of the parameter estimates obtained in the two models is found using  

 
𝜷𝐴𝐵 = (

1

√2
)𝜷𝐴 + (1 −

1

√2
)𝜷𝐵 2-6 

 Similar to the Hausman and McFadden test, a subsample of the full set of outcomes is 

found as a restricted set of outcomes and defined as 𝐷.  𝑁𝐵 is then restricted to only the 

observations that are found in 𝐷 to create a sample 𝑁𝐵′
.  Two models are estimated using 𝑁𝐵′

 

setting 𝐷 as the entire set of outcomes.  The first of these models is created by setting the 

parameter vector equal to 𝜷𝐴𝐵 and the second estimates 𝜷𝐵′
.  A chi-squared statistic, calculated 

using the log-likelihood values from these models with the degrees of freedom set equal to the 

number of parameters in 𝜷𝐴𝐵 and 𝜷𝐵′
, is used to evaluate the suitability of the model.  The chi-

squared statistic is calculated using  
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 𝛸2 =  −2[𝐿𝐿𝐵′
(𝜷𝐴𝐵) − 𝐿𝐿𝐵′

(𝜷𝛽′
)] 2-7 

The test is repeated by exchanging the roles of the subsamples 𝑁𝐴 and 𝑁𝐵 and following 

the same methodology.  For this step, the weighted average equation becomes 

 
𝜷𝐵𝐴 = (

1

√2
) 𝜷𝐵 + (1 −

1

√2
) 𝜷𝐴 2-8 

and the chi-squared statistic becomes 

 𝛸2 = −2[𝐿𝐿𝐴′
(𝜷𝐵𝐴) − 𝐿𝐿𝐴′

(𝜷𝐴′
)] 2-9 

2.2.2 Nested Logit Model Framework 

To overcome the Multinomial Logit IIA deficiency, McFadden (1981) developed a class 

of generalized extreme value models to address IIA issues.  One of these models is the Nested 

Logit (NL) model that eliminates IIA violations by adopting a nesting model structure.  The NL 

model groups discrete outcomes that are assumed to share unobserved effects, as illustrated in 

Figure 2-1.  The shared unobserved effects in each nest will cancel out, and the IIA assumption 

will be satisfied.  It can be confidently assumed that if unobserved effects in the damage states 

are shared between discrete outcomes, it would be the damaged and destroyed outcomes that 

would have shared effects.  Therefore, as presented in Figure 2-1, a new “affected” outcome is 

added to the model, and the damaged and destroyed outcomes are nested within.  This reduces 

the modeling framework to a sequence of binary logit models.    

 

Figure 2-1. Illustration of the nested logit modeling structure. 

Unaffected 
Affected 

Damaged Destroyed 
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 Equations 2-10, 2-11, and 2-12 are found using McFadden’s generalized extreme value 

disturbance term distribution assumption for each 𝒏 observation with a set of 𝒊 discrete outcomes 

 
𝑃𝑛(𝑖) =

𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑖𝑛 + 𝜙𝑖𝐿𝑆𝑖𝑛]

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [∀𝐼 𝜷𝐼𝑿𝐼𝑛 + 𝜙𝐼𝐿𝑆𝐼𝑛]
  2-10 

 

 
𝑃𝑛(𝑗|𝑖) =

𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝜷𝑗|𝑖𝑿𝑛]

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [∀𝐽 𝜷𝐽|𝑖𝑿𝐽𝑛]
 2-11 

 

 𝐿𝑆𝑖𝑛 = 𝐿𝑁[∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
∀𝐽

𝜷𝐽|𝑖𝑿𝐽𝑛)] 2-12 

where 𝑃𝑛(𝑖) is the probability of observation 𝑛 choosing discrete outcome 𝑖, 𝑃𝑛(𝑗|𝑖) is the 

conditional probability of observation 𝑛 choosing discrete outcome 𝑗 given that 𝑛 has already 

chosen outcome 𝐼, and  𝐿𝑆𝑖𝑛 is the inclusive value that is calculated and then used to find 𝑃𝑛(𝑖).  

𝜙𝑖 is an estimable parameter that must be between 0 and 1 for the NL to be consistent with the 

derivation of the NL model structure.  If 𝜙𝑖 is less than 0 then factors in the function of a choice 

in the lower nest will in turn decrease the likelihood of the nest being chosen.  If 𝜙𝑖 equals 0, 

changes in nest outcome probabilities do not affect the probability of the nest being chosen and 

the correct model is recursive.  If 𝜙𝑖 equals 1, the unobserved effects, assumed to be shared by 

the outcomes grouped in the nest, are not found to be significant and the NL model structure then 

reduces to a standard MNL.  Traditionally, a t test is conducted to determine whether 𝜙𝑖 is 

significantly different from 1 using  

 
𝑡∗ =

𝜷 − 1

𝑆. 𝐸. (𝜷)
 2-13 

 

where 𝑆. 𝐸. represents the standard error of the 𝜷 vector. 

2.2.3 Random Parameter Multinomial Logit Model Framework 

The MNL and NL model structures treat estimable parameters as constant for all 

observations and provides a single parameter estimate for each observation in the model.  The 
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method of fixing parameter estimates is useful for computation, but is inaccurate when compared 

with models that produce multiple parameter estimates.  A class of random-parameter models 

has been created to account for unobserved heterogeneity by assigning parameter estimates for 

each observation in a dataset.  The Random-Parameter Multinomial Logit (RPM) model 

(McFadden & Train, 2000; Train, 2003) is the standard discrete outcome random-parameter 

model framework.  Allowing parameter estimates to fluctuate among observations eliminates 

several issues in the MNL formulation, including the IIA assumption (Train, 2003).  The 

derivation of the RPM model is similar to the MNL, but adds a mixing function.  The derivation 

follows 

 
𝑃𝑛

𝑚(𝑖) = ∫ 𝑃𝑛(𝑖)𝑓(𝜷|𝜑)𝑑𝜷
𝑋

 2-14 

where 𝑃𝑛
𝑚(𝑖) is the outcome probability and 𝑃𝑛(𝑖) is the probability of observation 𝑛 falling in 

discrete outcome 𝑖.  The mixing function 𝑓(𝜷|𝜑) denotes the 𝜷 density function, and 𝜑 is a 

vector of parameters of mean and variance parameters of the density function.  The RPM 

probability equation for each discrete outcome is a weighted average of the MNL probabilities 

where the density function determines the weights.  The RPM equation used to determine these 

probabilities is 

 
𝑃𝑛

𝑚(𝑖) = ∫
𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝜷𝑖𝑿𝑛]

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝜷𝐼𝑿𝑛]𝐼
𝑓(𝜷|𝜑)𝑑𝜷

𝑋

 2-15 

In model estimation following Equation 2-15, 𝜷 accounts for variations of the effects of 

𝜲 on the outcome probabilities across all observations.  𝜷 values are determined using the 

mixing function 𝑓(𝜷|𝜑), where the mixing function is typically assumed to follow a normal 

distribution (Washington et al., 2010; Milton et al., 2008), although other distributions are 

possible.   
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A strength of the RPM modeling framework is that the model cannot suffer from an IIA 

violation because coefficients are allowed to vary between parameters and therefore cannot be 

correlated.  The RPM formulation is more effective when measuring parameter contributions to 

discrete outcomes, but because the 𝜷 values are allowed to vary across observations, the model 

results cannot be used to predict outcomes in a different dataset.  Therefore, while the RPM 

model will be more accurate in determining the parameters that contribute to a discrete choice, 

the model results cannot be used to predict the discrete choices in different communities.    

2.2.4 Latent Class Multinomial Logit Model Framework 

Where the Random Parameters Multinomial Logit model allows 𝜷 estimates to vary for 

each observation, the Latent Class Multinomial Logit (LC-MNL) model is a special form of the 

RPM formulation that estimates distinct classes of variables to reduce unobserved heterogeneity 

(Greene & Hensher, 2003; Shaheed & Gkritza, 2014).  The distribution specification for random 

parameters in 𝜷 can be difficult for the RPM model.  The LC-MNL reduces heterogeneity across 

parameters by considering parameters within a discrete number of classes; therefore, a 

distribution assumption is not needed.  The LC-MNL will have 𝒏 number of 𝜷 values, where 𝑛 is 

the number of distinct classes, whereas the RPM model will provide a 𝜷 value for each 

observation included in the model.  As with the RPM model, the LC-MNL model is used to more 

effectively measure the contribution of parameters, but cannot be used for prediction in other 

communities.  A comparison of the log-likelihood values for the MNL, NL, RPM, and LC-MNL 

models was conducted to illustrate the performance of each modeling framework.  The equation 

determining latent class probabilities is as follows 

 
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚) =  

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜃𝑚𝑧𝑖)

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜃𝑚𝑧𝑖)
𝑀
𝑚=1

 2-16 

where 𝜃𝑚 are parameters for each class 𝑚, and 𝑧𝑖 are a set of characteristics for each class.   
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The probability that an observation will be in a specific latent class is  

 

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝑗) =  ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚)

𝑀

𝑚=1

× 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑗|𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚) 2-17 

where 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑗|𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚) is generated using the MNL form  

 
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝑗|𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑚) =  

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜷𝑚𝜲𝑖𝑗)

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜷𝑚𝜲𝑖𝑗)𝐽
𝑗=1

 2-18 

 

2.2.5 Marginal Effects 

To uncover the sensitivity of each parameter estimate on outcome probabilities, marginal 

effects are calculated.  Marginal effects provide the change in discrete outcome probability of an 

observation based on a unit change for a parameter, with all other parameters held at mean 

values.  The multinomial logit formulation for marginal effects is provided by  

 𝐸𝑥𝑛

𝑃𝑛(𝑖)
= [1 − ∑ 𝑃𝑛(𝑗)

𝐽

]𝜷𝑖𝜲𝑛 2-19 

where 𝐸 is the elasticity of the parameter, 𝑃(𝑖) is the probability of outcome 𝑖, 𝑥𝑛 is the value of 

a variable 𝑛 for outcome 𝑖, and 𝐽 is the set of alternatives that have the variable 𝑥𝑛 in the 

outcome likelihood functions.   

Equation 2-20 is used to calculate marginal effects for continuous variables, but cannot 

be used for binary indicator variables, such as variables describing zoning classification.  A 

pseudo-elasticity is calculated for non-continuous variables.  Pseudo-elasticity for variables in 

the MNL formulation are found using  

 
𝐸𝑥𝑛

𝑃𝑛(𝑖)
=

𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝛥(𝜷𝑖𝜲𝑛) ∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝐽 𝜷𝑗𝜲𝑛]

𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝛥(𝜷𝑖𝜲𝑛) ∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝐽 𝜷𝑗𝜲𝑛] + ∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [𝐽≠1 𝜷𝑗𝜲𝑛]
− 1 2-20 

where all variables have been defined previously. 

2.3 Functionality Change Model 
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The functionality change model predicts the likelihood of system measurement units 

recovering functionality at a discrete time interval.  In the Tuscaloosa Tornado example focusing 

on buildings, the model would predict likelihood of damaged buildings being repaired and 

destroyed buildings being rebuilt.  The time interval chosen for modeling is variable, and can be 

set based on the system being measured.  For example, functionality in electrical distribution and 

roadway network systems typically recover from disaster more quickly than the building system, 

therefore electrical and roadways network time intervals may be measured in days or weeks 

where building system time intervals are measured in years.  Additionally, the functionality 

change model can be applied to the same system at multiple time intervals to test whether 

influencing characteristics are consistent through time.   

 The binary logit modeling framework is estimated following the approaches used to 

estimate the multinomial logit model.  As with the RRoM, the FCM was executed by estimating 

a binary logit model as well as a random parameters binary logit model.  The random parameters 

model uses a mixing function which allows the 𝜷 values to vary among observations.  The 

random parameters approach provides a better fit to the data, signifying a more accurate model, 

but is not transferable to new communities.  The results of the two models will be analyzed to 

determine if the parameter signs are consistent.   

2.4 Resilience Rapidity Model 

The Resilience Rapidity Model is executed by measuring recovery in discrete, ordered 

intervals.  Characteristic data is used to find correlation between the probability of an interval 

choice and the variables describing community characteristics.  The discrete, ordered nature of 

the measured data is used to estimate an ordered probit model. 

2.4.1 Ordered Probit Model Framework 
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The ordered probit model is estimated by determining an unobserved 𝑧 variable that is an 

ordinal number and follows the discrete intervals.  The 𝑧 variable is found using Equation 2-21 

shown below 

 z = βΧ + ε 2-21 

where β is a vector of characteristics for each observation in the dataset, Χ is a vector of discrete 

ordering variables for each observation, and 휀 is a random disturbance term that is assumed to 

follow a standard normal distribution.  To illustrate the modeling approach, consider a theoretical 

example where a model is built with a single indicator variable separating normally constructed 

buildings in the community from buildings constructed as “tornado-resistant.”  The vector 𝑿 

describes all “tornado-resistant” buildings, and 𝜷 is the coefficient for the variable, which is the 

same for all observations. 

A set of variables, 𝑦, define the discrete observation of ordered intervals into which each 

observation is placed.  The y variables are based on µ values that act as threshold values for the 

set of y discrete intervals.  Equation 2-22 defines the method to determine the discrete intervals. 

 y = 1 if z ≤ µ0  

 y = 2 if  µ0 ≤ z ≤ µ1  

 y = 3 if µ1 ≤ z ≤ µ2 2-22 

 y = …  

 y = I if z ≥ µI-1  

where 𝜇𝑖 is the set of threshold parameters that determine the value 𝒚, and 𝐼 is an integer 

describing the highest ordered value for the discrete intervals.  Values of 𝜇 are estimated with the 

𝜷 values for the model.  The probability for each interval is calculated for each observation, 𝑛.  

As stated earlier, the random disturbance term, 휀, is assumed to follow a standard normal 

distribution with a mean of 0 and variance of 1 in the ordered probit modeling framework.  In the 

theoretical example, assume that 𝜇 values are 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1, where 𝑦 = 1 if 𝜇 is between 
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0 and 0.25, 𝑦 = 2 if 𝜇 is between 0.25 and 0.50, and so on.  The 𝑦 value for each observation is 

calculated following Equation 2-22, by multiplying the 𝑿 observation value with the 𝜷 value 

calculated for the “tornado-resistant” building parameter.   

The equation to determine probability values for each variable y is provided in Equation 

2-23 

                     P(y = 1) = Φ(-βΧ) 

2-23 
                     P(y = 2) = Φ(µ1-βΧ) - Φ(-βΧ) 

                     P(y = 3) = Φ(µ2-βΧ) - Φ(µ1-βΧ) 

                     P(y = I) = 1 - Φ(µI-1-βΧ) 

where Φ(∙) is the cumulative normal distribution defined in Equation 2-24. 

 
𝛷(µ) =

1

√2𝜋
∫ 𝐸𝑋𝑃[−

1

2

𝑢

−∞

𝑑𝜔2]𝑑𝜔 2-24 

Equation 2-25 is used as a generalized function for model estimation. 

 Prob(y = n) = Φ(𝜇𝑛 − 𝜷′𝜲) − 𝛷(𝜇𝑛−1 − 𝜷′𝜲) 2-25 

The log-likelihood function, used to fit data in the ordered probit model, is stated in Equation 2-

26. 

 LL = ∑ ∑ 𝛿𝑖𝑛𝐿𝑁[𝛷(𝜇𝑖 − 𝜷𝑿𝑛) − 𝛷(𝜇𝑖+1 − 𝜷𝑿𝑛)]𝐼
𝑖=1

𝑁
𝑛=1  2-26 

A graphical representation of the ordered probit modeling framework is presented in 

Figure 2-2.  The likelihood of occurrence for each time interval, 𝑦, is calculated using the area 

under the cumulative normal distribution for each time interval.  The threshold values will shift 

according to estimated 𝜷 values for each variable added to the model.  For the theoretical 

example, the probability of an observation falling within a discrete interval 𝑦 is calculated using 

the area under the normal distribution, found by integrating over the 𝜇 threshold values that 

define the interval. 
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Figure 2-2. Graphical representation of the ordered probit modeling framework. 

 

2.5 Data Collection Tools for Enhanced Resilience Modeling 

The resilience models described previously rely on data collection from publicly 

available aerial imagery.  The strength of this resilience measurement methodology is that 

resilience assessments are now available to any community stakeholder.  While the methods 

described provide a systematic, repeatable method for assessing resilience, the models could be 

enhanced with better data describing damage states and recovery patterns.  The RRoM provides 

three exposure classifications, but these could be expanded to better classify damaged buildings 

into existing damage state categories, such as the Enhanced Fujita scale for tornadoes, or to 

allow assessors to create independent damage states.  Increasing the granularity of time intervals 

used in the RRaM would provide more descriptive results. 

 To provide better resilience measurement data, tools have been created to more easily 

capture damage and recovery information, and to provide an open-source platform for 

stakeholders to preserve, analyze, and share collected data.  The Extreme Events Web Viewer 

(EEWV) is a GIS-based web platform that provides a spatial and temporal repository for disaster 

data.  It is meant to open data viewing, analysis, and attribution to all stakeholders in order to 
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break down siloed data collection and storage.  The platform will store and facilitate automated 

data capture and analysis tools that are meant to improve resilience modeling techniques.  Data 

collection, processing, and analysis techniques include 360° video that can be stored and viewed 

through the EEWV.  A tool for automated extraction of images from the 360° video data at 

locations of interest specified in the EEWV was created to streamline data capture.  Machine 

learning has been leveraged to analyze and classify images to convert data to useful information.  

The implementation of the tools will increase efficiency and robustness of extreme event data. 

2.5.1 The Extreme Events Web Viewer 

The Extreme Events Web Viewer (EEWV) has been created at The University of 

Alabama to facilitate data storage, dissemination and analysis of community and extreme event 

data. The EEWV is a web-based internet clearinghouse using Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS) tools to facilitate fundamental research and disseminate data to a broad user base.  Data 

describing a community before or after an event is uploaded and displayed geographically and 

provided with attribute data to facilitate geospatial analyses. Survey locations storing 

photographs, PDFs, audio files, or other data types, are added to the EEWV in a spatial and 

temporal format and symbolically display attribute metadata.  A users guide to the EEWV is 

provided in Appendix A.  Building locations are marked separate from survey locations and can 

be used for data integration and analysis.  Integration includes consolidating all survey location 

data describing a single building.  One analysis technique, which will be presented as part of the 

methodology detailed here, extracts photographs from passive, vehicle-mounted 360° video data.  

The EEWV is set up to accept new analysis tools to broaden the resources available to 

researchers.  Figure 2-3 shows the data types stored in the EEWV, including survey locations 

shown in magenta (when highlighted survey locations change to cyan, as shown in the figure), 
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building locations shown in blue, and video paths depicted as green lines.  As shown in the 

figure, when a survey location is selected a data view window opens to display data stored in the 

survey location.   

 
Figure 2-3. Data visualization in the Extreme Events Web Viewer for (a) survey locations, 

and (b) 360° videos.  

Post-disaster reconnaissance has typically been conducted by groups of researchers 

traversing a damaged area on foot and collecting digital photography, video, or human subject 

surveys, describing infrastructure performance, social impacts, or other effects of the studied 

disaster.  This approach works well for studies requiring close-range photography to highlight 

specific details, such as determining component failure mechanisms, but this method requires 

large investments of personnel and time if data describing a large area are required. This often 

leads to expensive reconnaissance trips or studies focused on a small portion of the affected area. 

Additionally, information describing the pre-event functionality of the community is rarely 
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prioritized, even in high-risk areas such as coastal communities that are vulnerable to hurricanes 

and flooding, and Tornado and Dixie Alleys, which have high vulnerability to tornadoes.  

Recently, researchers have explored using drone videos to capture larger areas in smaller 

amounts of time (Ezequiel et al. 2014).  This method is beneficial, but drone platforms suffer 

from small battery life, legal requirements such as the need for pilots to maintain line-of-sight 

with the platform, airspace permission, and pushback from community members due to privacy 

concerns.  An approach for rapid, passive, and large-volume data collection using vehicle-

mounted 360° cameras with onboard Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors has been created 

to meet the needs of researchers following an event as well as before a disaster occurs.   

The EEWV facilitates visualization of collected videos using GPS latitude, longitude, and 

timestamp values.  Figure 2-4(a) shows GPS location points collected using a vehicle-mounted 

camera.  GPS point locations typically vacillate around the true driven path with a manageable 

error, but larger errors are encountered when collecting video in the presence of disrupting 

infrastructure such as large buildings or trees, highway overpasses, etc.  In order to increase the 

accuracy of GPS data, which is useful when extracting photography from the collected videos, 

location values are snapped to roadway lines obtained from the publicly available United States 

Census Bureau Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) data 

repository, as shown in Figure 2-4(b).  A video path polyline is then created by connecting 

snapped GPS points sequentially.  The video path line typically follows TIGER roadway line 

geometry, but in some cases inaccuracies exist due to the snapping procedure.  GPS location 

points are snapped to the nearest roadway line, and due to location inaccuracy of GPS points, an 

incorrect roadway line may be closer than the actual roadway line driven.  This typically occurs 
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at roadway intersections.  While using more accurate GPS devices alleviate this problem, the 

data visualization and photograph extraction techniques generally do not suffer from this effect.   

  
Figure 2-4. Geolocated GPS points (a) before being snapped to roadway lines, and (b) after 

being snapped to roadway lines. 

Another potential source of error in the geolocation process of video data occurs where 

TIGER linework does not match the actual roadways, for example if a new road has been 

constructed but TIGER roadway lines have not been updated to accommodate the change.  

Leveraging alternative open-source roadway lines repositories, such as OpenStreetMap 

(OpenStreetMap, 2018), may reduce the error stemming from this effect.  Many communities 

maintain highly accurate roadway lines of their own.  These should be used when available as 

they typically constitute the most accurate account of roadway location in that community. 

The geolocation approach enhances visualization of the collected videos in the EEWV by 

showing vehicle location on a map while a video is playing.  Figure 2-5 shows the vehicle-

mounted 360° video display approach.  The green line illustrates the video path.  When a video 

path is selected, a video player opens.  The video player includes pan and zoom features which 

allow users to manually inspect collected videos to analyze the environment captured in the 

video.  The video GPS location points are stored in the EEWV but are initially invisible to the 

(a) (b) 
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user.  Each GPS location includes a timestamp which is synced to the time in the video.  When 

the video time matches the timestamp for a GPS location, the GPS location becomes visible as a 

cyan point on the video path to show the location of the vehicle.  Location values typically 

update at a rate of 1 Hz.  A yellow triangle has been added in Figure 2-5 to illustrate the field of 

view shown in the video playing in the left side of the screen.  Users can view collected videos 

and manually add survey and building locations to the EEWV to store information gleaned from 

videos.  A method to automatically extract useful data from videos has been created to facilitate 

this process.   

 
Figure 2-5. Geolocated vehicle-mounted 360° video visualization technique in the EEWV.  

The vehicle-mounted camera approach allows researchers to rapidly capture large passive 

datasets describing buildings, distribution networks, and other infrastructure.  This approach 

creates a large volume of sensed data that will require a large time investment to analyze.  While 

the open format of the EEWV allows multiple researchers to conduct an assessment 

simultaneously, which would make the data mining process more efficient, automated data 

extraction tools significantly improve assessment speed.  The Extreme Events Video Capture 
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(EEVC) tool allows users to automatically extract images from the 360° video at locations of 

interest.   

2.5.2 Extreme Events Video Capture Tool 

A video display window for the EEVC tool was created using Unity©, a graphic 

development platform, and provides an interface to interact with 360° video geometry to extract 

images at specified video geometric orientations.  The tool can function manually, but is also 

intended to interact with the EEWV to automate data extraction and upload processes.  Figure 2-

6 shows the video display window of the EEVC tool.  The video time is displayed and buttons 

allow the user to pause, slow the video down to quarter or half speed, or speed up to two or five 

times normal playback speed.  Users can pan horizontally and vertically, and the orientation of 

the video geometry along both axes is displayed.  Screenshots of the displayed window can be 

extracted and saved as Portable Network Graphics (PNG) image files.     

 
Figure 2-6. Extreme Events Video Capture tool video display window. 

A custom tool was created to automate extraction of photographs from 360° videos by 

calling the video player and providing parameters that allow the tool to interface with the 

EEWV.  The parameters include a video path identifier, a maximum distance from the camera to 
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the point of interest, a camera direction relative to the direction of travel, and a processing 

method for photo extraction.  Figure 2-7 provides a graphic illustration of the photograph 

extraction process.  The video path identifier corresponds to a video path stored in the EEWV, 

for the example provided in Figure 2-7, Video Path 1 would be used as the input parameter.  The 

maximum distance from the camera to the building, measured in meters, allows the tool to select 

all building location points within the distance specified.  This parameter defines a boundary 

around the video path that specifies only building points visible in the video specified by the 

video path parameter.  The maximum distance boundary is shown in red in Figure 2-7, where 

one side of the boundary is shown.  The boundary also extends the same distance on the opposite 

side of the video path.  Latitude and longitude values for building locations within the maximum 

distance boundary are used to calculate rotation angles between vehicle direction of travel and 

building point locations.  The camera orientation relative to direction of travel parameter is used 

to calibrate the direction of travel to 0° in the horizontal plane of the video.  This parameter is 

useful when the camera is mounted in an orientation where 0° rotation does not align with 

vehicle direction of travel.  In Figure 2-7, the camera direction relative to direction of travel is 

illustrated as the ϕ variable.  The processing method parameter allows users to extract images 

from the closest vehicle GPS location (typically located at 90 degrees to the direction of travel), 

or at specified angles provided as a list. Providing a list of angles allows images to be extracted 

showing different sides of the point of interest; for example, if photographs of the front façade 

and both side walls of Building Location Z in Figure 2-7 are desired, the user could input 60°, 

90°, and 120° to extract photographs from GPS Locations A, B, and C, respectively.  The 

process shown in Figure 2-7 iterates through all of the building locations within the maximum 

distance boundary specified to extract images at all angles provided.  Once the process has 
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completed, survey locations are created at a location half of the distance between the building 

location and the GPS location used for the photo extraction.  If multiple angles are specified, 

multiple survey locations will be created.  If the area is visited multiple times to document 

change, survey locations can become difficult to manage.  To streamline data management, all 

survey locations extracted for a building location are automatically related to the building 

location.  When the building location is selected, all photographs will be displayed.  This 

methodology allows researchers to rapidly collect data for large areas, either to document a 

community before a disaster occurs to benchmark infrastructure functionality or determine 

vulnerability, just after a disaster to preserve perishable data describing infrastructure 

performance, or at multiple times after a disaster to document recovery progress. 

 
Figure 2-7. Illustration of the automated photograph extraction process. 

2.5.3 Deep Learning Implementation with TensorFlow 

 The methodology for data capture, storage, and visualization provides data where and 

when needed, meeting the grand challenge posed by the NSTC subcommittee, but there arises a 
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big data issue.  In general, big data refers to high volume and high variety data that require cost-

effective and advanced forms of information processing to enable better understanding of the 

data (De Mauro et al., 2016).  The EEVC tool extracts manageable datasets from collected 

videos, but for a researcher or community official to manually inspect these large volumes of 

data to obtain useful information, especially at multiple time intervals, a large time investment is 

still required.  An application to facilitate the use of the TensorFlow architecture previously 

described was created to extract information from the collected data.  The application is coded in 

Python, and calls the TensorFlow library from the web to facilitate the deep learning 

architecture.  This application allows a user to train a deep learning model for image 

classification by providing training images in folders separated by classification.  The 

unsupervised deep learning architecture will produce a model that can then be used to classify 

new images.  The model training screen is shown in Figure 2-8.  A folder of training images is 

used as input to the application.  The training images folder must contain subfolders representing 

classifications with images representing the classification.  The tool allows ten classification 

subfolders.   

 
Figure 2-8. TensorFlow image classification application training screen. 

 The output includes Python scripts including a frozen graph file, which represents and 

executes the deep learning model.  To classify new images, the desired frozen file is chosen, as 
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shown in Figure 2-9.  Classification categories are also used as input, and both fields have drop-

down menus populated with the available models and categories. 

 
Figure 2-9. TensorFlow application model selection screen. 

 Once a model is selected, and confirmed, the “Current Frozen Model” and “Current 

Categories” fields in the top right hand corner of the application update to display the choices.  

The chosen model is used to classify new images, which are input to the application by 

specifying either the path of a single image or of a folder containing multiple images, illustrated 

in Figure 2-10.  If a folder of images is chosen, the image classification results box updates with 

the category and confidence value for each classification, and a status circle updates to show the 

percentage of images that have been classified.   
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Figure 2-10. TensorFlow application image classification screen. 

 Once the classification procedures are finished, an excel spreadsheet is created to view 

the classification results.  A summary including image classification categories with number of 

images classified in each category, as shown in Figure 2-11.  The summary also includes the 

number of images per classification category that scored above an eighty percent confidence 

threshold.  The excel spreadsheet contains a tab including the results for all classified images, 

and tabs for each classification category.   

 
Figure 2-11.  Excel summary output from TensorFlow application. 

The output in each of these tabs includes the image name, classification category, and 

confidence value for each image, illustrated in Figure 2-12.  The image names are hyperlinked to 
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the path of each image and clicking the name will open a photo viewer to display the image.  

This allows for rapid validation of classification accuracy.   

 
Figure 2-12.  Image validation using excel output of TensorFlow application. 
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CHAPTER 3: CASE STUDIES 

 To validate the application of the econometric modeling processes described, case studies 

for each model were conducted using the measurements taken from the aerial imagery analysis 

described in Chapter 2.  In addition to case studies conducted to validate the econometric 

models, a case study is presented to illustrate the novel data collection procedures created to 

enhance model capabilities.   

3.1 Tuscaloosa Tornado Damage Collection 

A damage assessment was performed following the 2011 Tuscaloosa Tornado (Prevatt et 

al, 2011) that catalogued photographs of single-family homes in the affected area and rated the 

photographs using the Enhanced Fujita (EF) scale.  The study area covered a 6-mile long, 1500 

acre section of the tornado damage swath in the city of Tuscaloosa, AL.  The suite of geolocated, 

EF-rated points was used to create a geostatistically interpolated damage contour showing the EF 

rating.  A study conducted on the damage assessment data described the failure mechanisms of 

single-family homes in Tuscaloosa and found that few, if any, homes affected by the tornado 

contained structural design elements for wind loads (Roueche & Prevatt, 2013).  A building-level 

damage state and five-year recovery measurement methodology was developed and implemented 

with support from the post-event damage assessment to define building damage and recovery 

patterns in Tuscaloosa (Crawford et al., 2017).  
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3.1.1 Aerial Measurement Methodology 

The building-level study used parcel data obtained from the City of Tuscaloosa and 

combined GIS software and publicly available aerial imagery to measure buildings in the 

affected area.  The study area was a 2600 yard wide, six-mile segment of the tornado path 

through the City of Tuscaloosa, which matches the affected area determined by the Storm 

Prediction Center (SPC 2017).  The primary building on each affected parcel was assessed and 

assigned one of three damage states: unaffected, damaged, or destroyed.  Damaged and 

destroyed buildings were assessed through time at discrete intervals to provide functionality 

return dates.   

The approach to measuring damage states follows from Crawford et al. (2017) where 

parcels in Tuscaloosa were inspected at multiple temporal intervals using Google Earth aerial 

imagery to determine building-level damage states.  Buildings were provided one of three 

pseudo-damage states: unaffected, damaged, and destroyed.  The damage states were determined 

by inspecting not just the image immediately following the storm, but also analyzing the images 

obtained at 5, 18, 37, and 58 months after the tornado.  Buildings were typically repaired or 

demolished within the first 18 months, although some damaged buildings remained longer.  

Figure 3-1 shows an area in Tuscaloosa at one day after the storm, shown in Figure 3-1(a), and 

18 months after the storm, shown in Figure 3-1(b).  The damage gradient in Figure 3-1(a) ranges 

from completely destroyed buildings near the center of the tornado path, shown as a dashed line 

in Figure 3-1(a), to unaffected buildings further from the center of the storm.  Each parcel in the 

study area within the City of Tuscaloosa were inspected and assigned a pseudo-damage states.  

Figure 3-1(b) shows region A completely destroyed buildings to region C unaffected buildings.  

Region B contains buildings that were damaged, some of which were repaired and others were 
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demolished.  The buildings that were demolished would be assigned the destroyed pseudo-

damage state.  These buildings suffered less physical damage than those in region A, but 

ultimately met the same fate.  Buildings that experienced this type of damage illustrate the need 

to empirically measure and assign pseudo-damage states to account for human choice.   

 
Figure 3-1. Aerial analysis of buildings in path of the Tuscaloosa Tornado (a) one day after the 

storm struck, and (b) eighteen months after. (Map data: Google, USDA) 

 

3.1.2 Tuscaloosa Resilience Curve 

Exposure categories were applied based on damage to building elements visible in the 

aerial imagery including roofing elements such as exposed structural members or sheathing, and 

damage to shingles.  Roofs with evident tree fall or missile damage are included in the 
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consideration, as well as roofs with tarps.  Photographs collected in the damage assessment were 

used to supplement aerial imagery by providing evidence of damage to walls, windows, and 

doors.  Destroyed buildings are those that show damage and are either demolished in consecutive 

images, leaving empty lots, or where new construction has occurred.  Google Street View 

imagery was used to verify new construction.  Once initial exposure categories were assigned, 

each affected parcel was inspected over a five-year time period to determine when functionality 

return.  Building functionality is defined here as “the structural integrity of the building meeting 

or exceeding the pre-event structural integrity.”  To meet this functionality, a damaged building 

must be repaired and a destroyed building must be rebuilt.  In some situations, damaged 

buildings are still be used without performing repairs.  Determining whether partially damaged 

buildings are still in use requires additional measurement that were not publicly available.  

Therefore, the definition of building functionality is limited to what can be measured in publicly 

available imagery.  Functionality return was defined as the time in the first image where a 

damaged building showed signs of repair or completed new construction replaced a destroyed 

building.  The measurement methodology is improved when more frequent areal images are 

available.   

An example of the recovery measurement methodology is presented in Figure 3-2, where 

images of an affected block in Tuscaloosa are shown at the available time intervals.  Exposure 

level and functionality state are applied to each parcel at each time interval.  These temporal 

functionality states are presented in Table 3-1.  Figure 3-2 shows an aerial image taken before 

the tornado that shows the census block and parcels labeled with identifying numbers.  The block 

is shown before the tornado to establish a baseline of functionality, i.e. to determine parcels 

containing buildings before the tornado.  In areas where tree cover renders the observation of 
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building presence difficult, damage assessment photographs and Google Street View imagery is 

used.  Empty parcels were not considered in the measurement because they are expected to have 

no impact on building functionality.  An image captured the day following the tornado provides a 

sense of building exposure, and the functionality change of each parcel seen in later images helps 

to clarify whether each building was either damaged or destroyed by the tornado.  All of the 

buildings in the block exhibit some level of damage; therefore, zero functionality is measured in 

the block on the day following the storm.  The image captured on September 29, 2011 has poor 

resolution but functionality states can still be observed, especially for buildings that were 

destroyed in the storm.  Advancements in aerial imagery technology are expected to lower the 

likelihood of poor quality images in the future.  Based on the evidence in the September 29 

photo, all buildings in the block were categorized destroyed except for those in Parcels 2 and 11 

(construction is observed in Parcel 8, but the building has not yet been completed).  Parcel 2 

contained a roof tarp in the September 29 image and remained categorized as damaged, while 

Parcel 11 has been repaired.  In the October 20, 2012 image, new buildings appear in Parcels 5, 

6, and 8.  Parcel 1 shows new construction in the image taken May 5, 2014.  Finished new 

construction appears in Parcels 3 and 4 in the February 6, 2016 image.  Parcels 7, 9, 10, and 12 

remain empty through the measurement period. 

Once damage categories were assigned to each parcel for each time interval, resilience 

curves were created to illustrate recovery.  Parcel recovery in Tuscaloosa was assumed to be 

binary, which prohibits the creation of a resilience curve for individual parcels.  Census blocks 

were used as the basis for the resilience curve aggregation measurements, with block aggregation 

functionality determined at each time interval by the percentage of functional parcels in the 

block.  Parcel functionality is non-weighted, for example a parcel containing a single-family 
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residence is assumed to contain the same functional capacity as a parcel containing an industrial 

or healthcare facility.  In blocks containing fewer parcels, each parcel makes up a larger 

percentage of block functionality.  Therefore, a weighting discrepancy between blocks can 

impact functionality, but in general the resilience curve provides a systematic, repeatable, and 

quantifiable method for measurement and comparison of resilience.  The block presented in Fig. 

3-2 contains 11 parcels, with each parcel constituting 9.09 percent of block functionality.  Figure 

3-3 presents the resilience curve for the block functionality observed in Figure 3-2 and presented 

in Table 3-1.  Five months after the storm only one parcel has returned to functionality, 

constituting 9.09 percent block functionality.  The largest increase in functionality occurs in the 

time interval between months 5 and 18 of the recovery period, where the functionality increases 

by over 36 percent.  Less than 20 percent functionality returns between months 18 and 58.  The 

block recovers only 63.6 percent of its original functionality in the five-year measurement 

period.   
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Figure 3-2. Illustration of aerial imagery analysis for recovery measurement (Map data: 

Google, USDA). 
 

Table 3-1. Breakdown of parcel functionality states shown in Figure 3-2. 

Parcel 

Number 

Functionality State 

04/28/2011 9/29/2011 10/20/2012 05/05/2014 02/06/2016 

1 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Rebuilt Rebuilt 

2 Damaged Damaged Repaired Repaired Repaired 

3 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Rebuilt 

4 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Rebuilt 

5 Destroyed Destroyed Rebuilt Rebuilt Rebuilt 

6 Destroyed Destroyed Rebuilt Rebuilt Rebuilt 

7 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed 

8 Destroyed Destroyed Rebuilt Rebuilt Rebuilt 

9 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed 

10 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed 

11 Damaged Repaired Repaired Repaired Repaired 

12 Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed Destroyed 

Total 

Functionality 
0 % 9.09 % 45.5% 54.5% 63.6% 
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Figure 3-3. Empirical resilience curve representing block recovery measurement in Figure 3-2. 

The suite of affected blocks in Tuscaloosa were aggregated to provide a resilience curve 

describing the recovery of the entire affected area.  This curve is provided in Figure 3-4, with the 

mean functionality values at each time interval representing the curve.  Dashed lines in the figure 

represent one standard deviation in the data.  The variation is homoscedastic and therefore 

consistent through time.  The Community Resilience System Initiative (CRSI 2011) conceptual 

resilience curve model includes an ambiguous “new normal” at the time when recovery has 

ended.  The resilience curve for Tuscaloosa takes the shape of an S-curve in the first two years, 

with recovery continuing through the five-year period but at a greatly decreased rate.  Based on 

an analysis of building permits obtained from the City of Tuscaloosa, the new normal is 

estimated at two years after the storm and constitutes 80 percent of original functionality for the 

affected region.  Additional communities impacted by a large-scale tornado should be studied to 

determine whether the two-year trend is typical or if it is local to Tuscaloosa.  The goal of any 
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community seeking to increase disaster resilience is to increase robustness through hazard 

mitigation to decrease incurred losses, and to shift the resilience curve up and to the left, 

decreasing the time that it takes to reach the new normal.  To determine which community 

variables affect the initial drop in functionality, the RRoM was created tested with measured 

damage states in Tuscaloosa.  To determine which variables affect the probability of recovery, 

the FCM was tested with measured recovery.  To determine which variables determine the shape 

of the resilience curve, the RRaM was created to find correlations between measured temporal 

recovery patterns and attributes of the Tuscaloosa community. 

 
Figure 3-4. Resilience curve (solid line) representing the area affected by the Tuscaloosa 

Tornado with one standard deviation (dashed lines). 

3.2 Resilience Robustness Model 

A forward selection process with hypothesis testing was implemented for variable 

selection in model building for each model described below.  Log-likelihood values describing 
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goodness-of-fit will be described for each model and compared to show the relative effectiveness 

in accounting for unobserved heterogeneity in the discrete outcomes.  As mentioned earlier, 

random parameters and latent class models account for unobserved heterogeneity by allowing 

parameters to vary across observations (Milton et al., 2008; Morgan & Mannering, 2011; Adanu 

et al., 2018).  Therefore, the log-likelihood values are expected to be higher for these models 

compared with the standard multinomial logit and nested logit models.  

3.2.1 Robustness Characteristic Data Description 

The University of Alabama Center for Real Estate conducted a housing needs study 

following the Tuscaloosa tornado (ACRE 2012) that documented variables describing parcels 

including zoning, building age, building value, etc.  These data were provided by the City of 

Tuscaloosa. Gaps within the data set exist.  Geographic Information Systems (GIS) software was 

used to measure the distance (in feet) from the tornado path to the centroid of each parcel.   

Buildings on each parcel were categorized into five zoning classifications: single family 

residential, multi-family residential, mobile home, commercial, and manufacturing.  The number 

and percentage of observations in each zoning classification is presented in Table 3-2.  Zoning 

classifications are further broken down by pseudo-damage state observed.  Single family 

residential homes represented the vast majority of buildings, which is typical for US 

communities, with multi-family residential, commercial, manufacturing, and mobile home 

representing the other classifications.  The parcels used in the study were selected using the 

maximum width of the tornado provided by the SPC.  The SPC maximum width was used 

because the width provides a standard boundary for similar studies, although in many areas the 

width was narrower than the stated maximum.  Due to this effect, a large percentage of buildings 
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in each classification were observed to be unaffected.  The mobile home classification was 

excluded from modeling procedures due to too few observations.   

Table 3-2. Zoning classification breakdown for Tuscaloosa dataset. 

Zoning Classification Observations (Total = 5,531) 

Single Family Residential 4390 (79.37%) 

   Unaffected        3326 (75.76%) 

   Damaged      769 (17.52%) 

   Destroyed      295 (6.72%) 

Multi-Family Residential 721 (13.04%) 

   Unaffected      708 (98.20%) 

   Damaged      7 (0.97%) 

   Destroyed      6 (0.83%) 

Mobile Home 3 (0.05%) 

   Unaffected 3 (100.00%) 

   Damaged 0 (0.00%) 

   Destroyed 0 (0.00%) 

Commercial 316 (5.71%) 

   Unaffected      254 (80.37%) 

   Damaged      29 (9.18%) 

   Destroyed      33 (10.44%) 

Manufacturing 101 (1.83%) 

   Unaffected      87 (86.14%) 

   Damaged      7 (6.93%) 

   Destroyed      7 (6.93%) 

3.2.2 Deep Learning Data Acquisition 

Tree fall is a significant threat in windstorms, especially in cities with a high 

concentration of tall softwood trees as are observed in areas of the Southeast U.S. such as 

Tuscaloosa.  Studies have been conducted to recreate tornado wind fields using tree fall analyses 

(Beck & Dotzek, 2010; Kuligowski et al., 2013).  These studies do not account for tree cover 

effects on building-level damage state.  To account for the effects of tree fall potential, a deep 

learning approach to classify tree cover for each parcel was conducted.  Aerial images were 

obtained for nearly 16,000 buildings in Tuscaloosa, using an automated approach to mine 

imagery from Google Earth® at a zoom level of 30 meters.  The methodology used to mine 

aerial imagery is provided in Appendix B.  TensorFlow, an open-source numerical computation 
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architecture created by Google that supports machine and deep learning, was employed to 

automatically classify images into three categories: heavy tree cover, light tree cover, and no tree 

cover.  

Machine and deep learning approaches to automated interpretation of aerial imagery hold 

vast research potential due to growing availability of high quality image data as well as 

breakthroughs in computing power.  These approaches have been used in research areas such as 

urban planning, crop and forest management, disaster relief, and climate modeling (Mnih, 2013).  

Deep learning models are trained using neural networks to process imagery data and instinctively 

detect trends without user input.  Neural networks combine computational models into 

processing layers, where parameters used in lower layers inform the computations of the higher 

layers (LeCun et al., 2015; Erhan et al., 2016).   

TensorFlow has been leveraged to enhance the resilience modeling approaches presented 

here by extracting model variables from publicly available aerial imagery.  TensorFlow has been 

described as a “system for the implementation and deployment of large scale machine learning 

models” (Abadi et al., 2016) using the Inception v3 image classification algorithm (Szegedy et 

al., 2016).  The deep learning approach is executed by classifying images into categories and 

training a model to provide a percent likelihood prediction for input images, classified as one of 

the specified training categories.  For example, to capture the influence of tree cover on damage 

states from the Tuscaloosa tornado in the discrete choice model, pre-event aerial images of 

buildings were collected and classified into three categories: heavy tree cover, light tree cover, 

and no tree cover to train a classification model.   

Figure 3-5 presents images representing each classification category for the tree cover 

example.  The heavy tree cover classification, presented in Figure 3-5(a), is applied to buildings 
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that have trees on multiple sides of the building that are taller than the building.  Buildings in the 

light tree cover classification, presented in Figure 3-5(b), include smaller trees that do not mask 

the roof or are located further from the building.  Buildings classified with no tree cover, shown 

in Figure 3-5(c), include those where trees are not observed.  Landscaping including small 

shrubbery were not accounted for in the classification, therefore if an image included only small 

landscaping the model classified the building as no tree cover.  Inaccuracy found in the 

classification were related to the boundaries of each category.  It should be noted that human 

classification would likely perform poorly for images that land at the boundaries of that 

classification categories.  

 
Figure 3-5. Examples of tree cover model classifications for (a) heavy tree cover, (b) light tree 

cover, and (c) no tree cover. (Map data: Google, USDA) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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An application was developed to facilitate deep learning image classification modeling.  

The application uses folders of images grouped by classification as input to train a model.  To 

ensure model accuracy, an iterative approach to model training and validation was used, 

following the flowchart provided in Figure 3-6.  The first iteration of the model was trained 

using twenty aerial images describing each classification category.  The model was tested using 

one hundred randomly selected images from the Tuscaloosa aerial imagery data set with equal 

representation in each classification.  If the accuracy was less than ninety percent, incorrectly 

classified images were manually classified and used to train the next iteration of the model.  The 

process was repeated until the accuracy surpassed 90%.  The model was then tested with 

approximately ten percent of the entire data set (1600 images) that were randomly selected.  If 

the accuracy of the sample was less than 90%, the model was again retrained using the same 

approach until the accuracy surpassed the 90% threshold.   

 

Figure 3-6. Flowchart showing methodology to develop and validate a tree cover model using 

Tuscaloosa aerial imagery. 

The final tree cover model was trained using 200 images for each tree cover classification 

category.  The trained model was used to classify the full suite of aerial images collected for 

Tuscaloosa buildings.  The output of the model was an estimated classification category for each 
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image and a confidence value for the classification (in percentage).  Restricting the model to a 

minimum confidence threshold was shown to increase the overall accuracy of image 

classification, although the number of observations dropped as the minimum threshold was 

raised.  The results of the validation test are presented in Table 3-3, where the unrestricted model 

accuracy was compared to models restricted to include only images with confidence values of 

80, 85, and 90 percent respectively.  When selecting a model, a high accuracy value should be 

weighed against the loss of observations that will reduce model observations.  Restricting the 

minimum confidence threshold to 80% increased the accuracy by 2.4%, but 12.4% of the 

observation data were thrown out.  At the 85% and 90% thresholds, the accuracy increased 

marginally while the loss of observations was consistent.  It is important to note that images with 

confidence values below these thresholds are often correctly classified in many cases.  The 

unrestricted model was chosen for implementation in the discrete choice model data for the 

Tuscaloosa tornado due to the high accuracy value with no loss of observations compared to the 

modest accuracy increase coupled with high observation loss percentages found in the restricted 

models. 

Table 3-3. Image classification model data based on restricting classification confidence 

values. 

Minimum Confidence 

Threshold  
Accuracy (%) 

Number of 

Observations 

Observation Loss 

(%)  

Unrestricted 91.3 1594 - 

80% 93.7 1396 12.4 

85% 94.1 1349 15.4 

90% 94.2 1294 18.8 

 

3.3 Functionality Change Model 

The binary logit modeling framework was applied to Tuscaloosa to determine community 

characteristics which affect the probability of recovery taking place at a discrete time interval.  

The time interval used in the model is left to the discretion of the user, who can be a researcher, 
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local community decision-maker, or interested community member.  The four intervals available 

for the Tuscaloosa case study are 5, 18, 37, and 58 months after the storm.  The parcel-level 

characteristic data provided by the city of Tuscaloosa had gaps, which were heavily present in 

the non-recovering parcels.  Therefore, modeling was only allowed at the 5 month time interval.  

While this precludes the comparison of model results at multiple time intervals for the 

Tuscaloosa FCM, it signifies that communities do not prioritize recordkeeping for parcels which 

do not recover following disasters.  Therefore, while the results of the model conducted at the 5 

month mark following the storm will be important in determining community characteristics that 

affect probability of recovery, the finding that community recordkeeping does not prioritize non-

recovering buildings shows that consideration should be paid to this trend so that communities 

retain these data in the future for resilience research. 

3.4 Resilience Rapidity Model 

To create a model to correlate measured rapidity with community characteristics, data 

describing the built environment and socioeconomic state of Tuscaloosa were obtained.  Sources 

of this data included the United States Census Bureau (USCB) and the City of Tuscaloosa.  The 

USCB provides community data compiled at multiple spatial resolutions.  Census blocks were 

chosen to sustain consistency with the rapidity measurement and because blocks provide the 

highest granularity the USCB offers.  Variables expected to significantly impact rapidity, such as 

homeowner income and building age, are not reported at the census block level so census tract 

data was used to provide these variables.  The spatial granularity at the census tract level 

increases variation in the data as compared to census blocks.  Census data from the 2010 

decennial census was used to describe blocks and 2010 American Community Survey data was 

used along with decennial census data to describe tracts.  The affected area contained 211 census 
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blocks and 16 census tracts.  In addition to Census Bureau datasets, data collected for a housing 

study compiled at The University of Alabama (ACRE, 2012) was obtained from the City of 

Tuscaloosa to provide data at the parcel level.  These data are expected to more accurately 

represent the community as they are the most granular data.  Unaffected parcels and parcels that 

did not return to functionality within the five-year window were not used in the rapidity 

modeling.  Over 2300 affected parcels were used as input into the RRaM. 

Variables describing the Tuscaloosa parcels that were used in the model are shown in 

Table 3-4 along with the spatial aggregation level for each variable.  Mean and standard 

deviation is reported for each variable.  Not all variables were found to be significant in the 

model, but including insignificant variables will extended the usefulness of the modeling 

framework to other communities as well as disaster types.  The measurement and model 

techniques represent a methodology for finding correlation between building recovery and 

natural, built, and social environment characteristics for communities damaged by tornadoes.  

The correlation between characteristics of the community and the return to functionality 

of affected parcels was modeled in the RRaM.  The dependent variable of the model is the 

discrete time interval that each parcel returned to functionality.  Four time intervals were 

analyzed: Time Interval 1 occurred between 0 and 5 months, Time Interval 2 occurred between 5 

and 18 months, Time Interval 3 occurred between 18 and 37 months, and Time Interval 4 

occurred between 37 and 58 months.  The time intervals are set based on when aerial 

photography data was captured.  Traditional duration models cannot be used because of the 

irregularity of the time intervals.  Therefore, an ordered probit model was employed for 

estimation due to the discrete, ordered nature of the dependent variable.   
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Table 3-4.  Variables describing Tuscaloosa parcels available for modeling. 

Variable Description Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 

     Census Tract   

Median Household Income (dollars) 15,550.42 4,064.75 

Residents living below poverty line (percent) 21.69 8.62 

Building age (years) 52.15 12.27 

     Census Block   

Population 205.38 274.22 

Housing units  97.75 131.35 

Occupied housing units (percent) 86.33 14.31 

Vacant housing units (percent) 12.04 8.97 

Housing units owned with mortgage (percent) 29.47 19.85 

Housing units owned outright (percent) 13.83 13.19 

Housing units rented (percent) 45.56 24.68 

     Parcel   

Distance to tornado centerline (meters) 261.88 133.98 

Building value (dollars) 105,495.4 156,901.6 

Tax (dollars) 1,129.46 8,975.91 

Number of buildings 0.839 1.48 

Number of rooms 4.93 25.87 

Number of stories 0.946 12.47 

Number of bedrooms 1.09 15.02 

Number of apartments 0.422 7.30 

Building age (years) 53.69 19.69 

Base building area (square feet) 1,808.39 3786.29 

Upper building area (square feet) 4,218.41 16,018.43 

3.5 Data Collection & Information Extraction for Dauphin Island Buildings 

Dauphin Island is a barrier island in the Gulf of Mexico located at the south end of 

Mobile County, Alabama. The west side of the island is made up primarily of vacation and rental 

property, while the east end holds more permanent residents (Janasie & Deal, 2015).  The west 

side of the island is entirely beachfront, while the east side contains maritime forests, including 

an Audubon bird sanctuary.  The island is highly vulnerable to hurricanes that often form in the 

Gulf of Mexico, with infrastructure damage due to wind and flooding as well as coastal erosion 
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common aftereffects of these severe storms.   Hurricane Camille in 1969 flooded over half of the 

island.  Hurricane Frederic, which made landfall on Dauphin Island in 1979 as a Category 4 

hurricane, swept away the viaduct connecting Dauphin Island to mainland Alabama.  Recently, 

Hurricane Ivan caused nearly one-fourth of the island to be flooded by two feet of water, 

Hurricane Katrina damaged homes on the west side of the island with high winds and storm 

surge (NWS, 2016), and damage was also reported from Hurricane Nate in 2017.  Hurricanes 

Ivan and Katrina destroyed over 300 homes on the island (Janasie & Deal, 2015).  The island has 

decreased in size by an estimated 16% since 1958 (Morton, 2008) due to coastal erosion.  

Despite the island’s natural vulnerability and changing shorelines, construction has continued on 

the island and residents tolerate the disruption that these storms cause (NPR, 2017).  The 

changing built and natural environment make Dauphin Island an excellent case study for the data 

collection and information extraction approaches described here.   

A reconnaissance trip was conducted to collect building data on Dauphin Island.  

Vehicle-mounted 360° video was collected covering almost every roadway on the island.  Data 

collection procedures required approximately 4 hours.  The small time investment to collect data 

describing nearly the entire island verifies the efficiency of the methodology, and promotes 

temporal data collection at regular intervals to monitor change.  Figure 3-7(a) shows the video 

paths, denoted by green lines, collected for the island.  Figure 3-7(b) shows building locations 

created for all buildings visible in aerial imagery.  In total, almost 2000 building locations were 

added to the EEWV.  Some buildings were observed to be under construction during the 

reconnaissance trip, and building locations could have been missing due to the absence of these 

buildings in the aerial imagery.  Manual inspection of videos would allow for the new 

construction to be tracked and additional building points in these locations could be used for 
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automated photograph extraction.  Figure 3-7(c) shows survey locations created to store building 

photographs extracted from the 360° videos. Data was not collected in gated communities in the 

southeast of the island or in government-owned compounds on the east edge of the island.  Over 

2,150 images were collected at building locations in the EEWV, with multiple images extracted 

for buildings which were documented in multiple videos.  Photographs were extracted for 1,752 

building locations on Dauphin Island.    

 

 

 
Figure 3-7. Dauphin Island with (a) collected video paths, (b) building locations, and (c) 

survey locations storing extracted photography. 

The extracted photographs were used to train a deep learning image classification model.  

The model included three classification categories: elevated building, non-elevated building, and 

unknown classification.  The unknown classification accounts for images where no building is 

visible; without the unknown classification, photographs without buildings visible would still be 

classified as elevated or non-elevated.  The existence of photographs with no building present is 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Gated Community 

Government Buildings 
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due to the maximum distance boundary specified for the videos.  Buildings on the west side of 

the island are typically located farther from the roadway than buildings on the east side of the 

island.  The maximum distance provided to the EEVC tool was large enough to capture buildings 

on the west side, but in some cases on the east side of the island photographs were extracted for 

buildings that were blocked by vegetation due to the maximum distance.  Additional 

obstructions, such as vehicles in two-lane roads, sometimes blocked buildings in the 

photographs.  Figure 3-8 includes images representing each classification category.   

   
Figure 3-8. Image classifications for deep learning model describing (a) elevated, (b) non-

elevated, and (c) unknown classifications on Dauphin Island.  

The initial deep learning model was trained using 50 images per classification to illustrate 

the use of deep learning for vulnerability assessment.  The model was used to classify a test set 

of 120 photographs to validate the accuracy of the model.  The test set was created by collecting 

images representative of the image variation encountered on the island, with an equal 

representation between classifications.  Images collected from the west side of the island 

typically show buildings constructed on elevated piers with open soft story and sandy soil with 

little to no vegetation, such as the elevated classification photograph in Figure 3-8(a).  Images 

collected from the east side of the island show buildings where construction typically varies 

between elevated piers with open soft story, elevated piers with enclosed soft story, and either 

slab-on-grade or crawlspace foundations, with grass and trees visible in the images, as shown in 

the non-elevated classification photograph in Figure 3-8(b).  Images in the unknown category 

Unknown Non-Elevated Elevated (a) (b) (c) 
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were typically collected from the east side of the island where vegetation in the images 

obstructed buildings, as shown in the unknown classification photograph in Figure 3-8(c).   

The results of the application of the trained model to the test set of 120 images are shown 

in Table 3-5.  The test images were classified manually to verify the accuracy of the predicted 

classifications output by the model.  The accuracy was found to be 82.5 percent, with Elevated, 

Non-Elevated, and Unknown classification accuracy 79.5, 75.0, and 92.7 percent, respectively.  

For each manually classified category, the inaccurately predicted classifications for each 

category are presented to provide an understanding of the inaccuracy found in the model.  For 

the 39 images classified as elevated, 5 of the images were incorrectly predicted to be non-

elevated and 3 were incorrectly predicted to be unknown.  For the 40 images classified as non-

elevated, 4 of the images were incorrectly predicted to be elevated and 6 were incorrectly 

predicted to be unknown.  For the 41 images classified as unknown, 3 of the images were 

incorrectly predicted to be non-elevated and zero were incorrectly predicted to be elevated.   

Table 3-5. Image classification model results for a test set of 120 images. 

Actual Image 

Classification 
Accuracy (%) 

Number of 

Observations 

Incorrect Prediction 

Classification 

Elevated 79.5 39  

       5 Non-Elevated 

       3 Unknown 

Non-Elevated 75.0 40  

       4 Elevated 

       6 Unknown 

Unknown 92.7 41  

       0 Elevated 

       3 Non-Elevated 

Image Test Set 82.5 120  

Deep learning models are unsupervised, therefore the source of inaccuracy in the trained 

model can be difficult to locate.  To illustrate potential sources of error in the model, Figure 3-9 

includes photographs that were incorrectly classified and are representative of the set of 
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incorrectly classified images in the test set.  Figure 3-9(a) shows a non-elevated building which 

was classified as elevated.  The model is likely mistaking the large columns supporting the 

walkway for building piers used in elevated buildings.  Figure 3-9(b) shows an elevated building 

which is off center in the image.  The center of the image contains a high concentration of trees, 

commonly seen in unknown images, which is likely leading to the unknown classification.  

Figure 3-9(c) shows an elevated building classified as a non-elevated building.  There are no 

discernible piers or soft-story, and the sides of the building are not visible.  The image feature 

which distinguishes the building as being elevated is the stairway, but if too few images with 

similar stairways were classified when training the model, this distinguishing factor would not be 

included in the classification algorithm. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-9. Incorrectly classified images of buildings on Dauphin Island with classification 

predictions of (a) elevated, (b) unknown, and (c) non-elevated structures. 

The natural variation in building design and construction material is expected to require a 

model with a large number of training images to produce an accurate deep learning model.  To 

Prediction: Elevated 

Confidence: 99.6% 

Prediction: Unknown 

Confidence: 97.1% 

Prediction: Non-Elevated 

Confidence: 99.9% 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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facilitate the increase in model accuracy, an iterative approach to retraining was used.  Images 

that were incorrectly classified by the model trained on 50 images in each category were 

manually classified and used to retrain the model.  Two retrained models were created, using 75 

images per classification and 100 images per classification. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 

 

 The models were executed using NLOGIT, an econometric modeling software.  Code 

samples for models described are provided in Appendix C. 

4.1 Resilience Robustness Model 

 A forward selection process with hypothesis testing was used in each model framework 

tested for the Resilience Robustness Model.  Utility functions for each damage state are used in 

the models, with positive parameter coefficients signifying an increase in the likelihood of that 

damage state being recorded based on the presence of binary indicator variables and increase in 

continuous variables.   

4.1.1 Multinomial Logit Model 

 The multinomial logit model was executed with the discrete damage states measured in 

Tuscaloosa using standard maximum likelihood methods.  Table 4-1 includes the results of the 

model, including coefficient value and z-statistic for each parameter in the model.  The variables 

are ordered by the z-statistic that provides statistical significance.  Variables with a z-statistic of 

1.96 or less were considered insignificant and removed from the model.  The constant value for 

the Destroyed discrete outcome is not provided because each parameter can exist only in 𝑛 − 1 

discrete outcome equations.  
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Table 4-1. Multinomial logit estimation for Tuscaloosa building damage states  

Variable Estimated Parameter z-statistic 

Constant (Unaffected) 1.4499 5.67 

   Distance to Tornado Centerline 0.0047 26.63 

   Single Family Residential  -1.1011 -4.85 

   Commercial Building -0.8032 -2.67 

   Building Value Above $150,000 -0.2571 -2.25 

Constant (Damaged) 0.0453 0.21 

   Light Tree Cover 0.7799 4.69 

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.6795 4.44 

   Building Age 0.0052 2.47 

Destroyed   

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.4800 3.49 

   Commercial Building 0.8059 2.95 

   Building Age -0.0064 -2.43 

Number of Observations 5531  

Log-likelihood at zero -3529.58  

Log-likelihood at convergence -2803.57  

4.1.1.1 Discussion of Findings 

When estimating the level of damage for a tornado, it is intuitive that the farther a 

building is located from the tornado, the lower the likelihood of the building being damaged or 

destroyed.  The coefficient representing the distance of buildings from the tornado centerline 

supports this assumption, at a highly significant level.  This variable is by far the most significant 

indicator in modeling damage states.  While the marginal effects of this variable will provide a 

more in-depth understanding of how the damage state probabilities change spatially, the random 

parameters and latent class models will likely uncover these effects in even greater detail.   

 Single family residences account for the largest portion of community building stock in 

most American communities.  These buildings are typically wood frame, small in comparison to 

other buildings, and often do not required structural engineer approval.  The effects of high wind 

events on these structures are well documented (van de Lindt et al., 2007; Prevatt et al., 2011; 

Prevatt et al., 2012, Graettinger et al., 2014; Kuligowski et al., 2013).  This is further highlighted 

by the fact that the original Fujita scale for tornado damage was created with only single family 
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residential buildings in mind (Fujita, 1971).  Model results show that single family residential 

structures are less likely to be unaffected as compared with all other building types.  This is due 

to the comparatively small area, less robust structural design, and weaker building materials used 

in construction.   

 Model results show that commercial buildings are also less likely to be unaffected and 

more likely to be destroyed as compared with other building types.  The information provided in 

Table 4-1 shows that a larger percentage of commercial buildings were observed to be damaged 

or destroyed as compared to all other building types.  Commercial buildings are often larger and 

require stricter design methods than single family residential buildings, which would seemingly 

signify that these buildings would perform better in wind storms.  The average area of 

commercial buildings in the sample is 9357 square feet, compared to an average of 1504 square 

feet for single family residences.  The average age of sampled commercial buildings is 39.7 

years whereas the average age of single family residential buildings is 53.2 years.  Therefore, the 

driving factor in probability difference between building types most likely lies in the 

comparatively small percentages of damaged and destroyed multi-family residential and 

manufacturing building types observed in the data set.   

 Buildings valued over $150,000 were found to be less likely to be observed in the 

unaffected damage state.  This finding is most likely picking up on unobserved effects or 

correlation with omitted variables that are not measured in the data.  For example, buildings 

meeting this criteria may be more likely to be located in areas with a high concentration of 

buildings, which could increase the probability of debris impact damage.  567 buildings meeting 

this criteria were observed to be unaffected, 123 were damaged, and 72 were destroyed.  Other 

parcels shown either did not include building value data or were valued less than $150,000.  The 
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buildings with higher damage states are located closer to the center of the tornado path, which is 

expected due to the high z-statistic for the variable describing distance to centerline.  There is 

less dispersion between the damaged and destroyed buildings, which supports the hypothesis that 

a high building concentration affects the damage state. 

 Tree cover was found to be a significant indicator for predicting damage states in the 

model.  Binary indicator variables for light and heavy tree cover were found to increase the 

probability of buildings being damaged, and buildings with heavy tree cover were also found to 

increase the likelihood of being destroyed.  As mentioned before, the city of Tuscaloosa contains 

a large population of tall softwood trees.  These trees are very susceptible to high wind, and 

buildings with more of these potential hazards adjacent to them are more vulnerable than those 

with fewer trees.  This may be a regional effect when considering the effect of tree fall on 

buildings in a tornado scenario.  For example, Tornado Alley is located mainly in the Great 

Plains region of the United States and the climate in the region is generally less suitable for the 

types of trees observed in the Tuscaloosa data set.  Therefore, this variable may only be 

applicable in humid subtropical climate regions such as the Southeastern United States.     

 Building age has been discussed in literature as a significant parameter for predicting 

damage from extreme events, especially wind storms.  The effects of building age on damage 

state can be tied to building codes followed during construction, building materials used, and 

potential for deferred maintenance.  The City of Tuscaloosa first adopted the Standard Building 

Code in 1967 and adopted updated versions of that code provision every 3-8 years until 2003, 

when International Building and Residential Codes were implemented.  In 2010, less than a year 

before the tornado, the city adopted the 2009 version of the International Building Code and the 

2006 version of the International Residential Code.  Enforcement of building codes has 
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historically been difficult to quantify (Mileti, 1999).  Additionally, building codes operate as a 

minimum life safety measure and have historically not been written to account for tornado loads.  

Therefore, it is difficult to use building age to determine the effectiveness of building codes in 

these storms.  The likely factor for building age driving the damage state prediction is the 

building materials used and the higher potential for older homes to exhibit deferred maintenance.  

The increase in likelihood of older homes being damaged and decrease in likelihood of older 

homes being destroyed seems contradictory to expected behavior of older buildings in wind 

storms.  It would be expected that older homes would be more likely to be destroyed, for the 

same reasons that older homes are more likely to be damaged.  The average ages for unaffected, 

damaged, and destroyed homes in the data set are 45.8 years, 53.9 years, and 46.9 years 

respectively.  The relative proximity of these averages coupled with the low percentage of 

destroyed buildings in the data set could have contributed to these findings, although the random 

parameter and latent class models presented below provide more insight. 

An additional explanation as to why older buildings were less likely to be destroyed 

could be found in the definition used for pseudo-damage state.  Figure 4-1 shows a trend 

between building age and the average median income of the census tract where buildings are 

located.  On average, older homes are located in tracts with lower average median household 

income; therefore, the older buildings are more likely to have occupants with lower average 

income as compared with occupants of newer buildings.  The data only accounts for the median 

household income of residential homeowners, although it is expected that the trend would 

consistent across building types.  Owners of older buildings, having less income, may have 

lacked insurance and chosen to repair even if demolishing and rebuilding was a better option.  

This would lead to these buildings being classified as damaged instead of destroyed.   
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Figure 4-1. Average median household income for decadal building age ranges. 

To provide a sense of the change in outcome probability based on a change in the 

parameter values, marginal effects were calculated.  Marginal effects summarize how response 

change is related to covariate change.  Binary variable marginal effects measure discrete change, 

whereas marginal effects for continuous variables measure the instantaneous rate of change.  A 

discrete change is the change in outcome probability as the variable shifts from 0 to 1, holding all 

other variables equal.  Marginal effects for continuous variables compute an instantaneous rate of 

change; i.e. how a one-unit change in the variable will affect the outcome probability.  The one-

unit change is dependent on scale and not necessarily measured in the same units as the variable 

in the dataset.  For example, the marginal effect of the variable describing distance from 

centerline in yards does not provide the change in probability due to a one yard change in 

distance.  Cameron and Trivedi (2010) discuss calculating the unit change as the variable 

standard deviation divided by 1000.  Furthermore, if the scale of the variable was changed from 
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yards to miles, the marginal effect calculation will be less intuitive, due to the nonlinearity of the 

relationship.   

Marginal effects of the multinomial logit model are provided in Table 4-2.  To provide an 

example of the interpretation of the marginal effects for a continuous variable, the probability of 

a building being unaffected will rise by 0.31 for a one-unit change in the positive direction for 

the distance to the tornado centerline.  Marginal effects sum to 0 across categories; therefore, a 

net negative effect exists across the damaged and destroyed categories in relation to the distance 

to tornado centerline.  Buildings being classified as single family residential, a binary indicator 

variable in the data set, are 0.21 percent less likely to be unaffected, therefore these buildings 

have a higher likelihood of being damaged or destroyed.  All other values in the table can be 

interpreted in this manner, but explanations are excluded for brevity. 

Table 4-2. Marginal Effects of the multinomial logit model 

Variable Marginal Effect 

Unaffected  

   Distance to Tornado Centerline 0.310 

   Single Family Residential  -0.212 

   Commercial Building -0.009 

   Building Value Above $150,000 -0.009 

Damaged  

   Light Tree Cover 0.182 

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.328 

   Building Age 0.202 

Destroyed  

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.259 

   Commercial Building 0.041 

   Building Age -0.282 

4.1.1.2 Multinomial Logit IIA Testing 

 As stated earlier, the multinomial logit formulation is hindered by the need to satisfy the 

assumption of independence of irrelevant alternatives.  Discrete choices for the model are 
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assumed to be adequately independent of each other, but a Hausmann and McFadden and Small-

Hsiao test test were run on the data to validate the assumption.    

 The Hausman and McFadden test returned a negative test statistic, which indicates that 

the assumption of independence of irrelevant alternatives was upheld.  The Small-Hsiao test 

returned a test statistic of 14.20 with a critical value of 18.31.  This result indicates that the IIA 

assumption is violated for the data set.  The contradicting results are seemingly problematic, but 

literature suggests that while they are helpful, the tests are not required to validate the IIA 

assumption. 

While various tests are available to check the IIA assumption, the Hausman and 

McFadden and Small-Hsiao tests are the most commonly used in discrete choice analysis 

literature (Allison, 2018).  Although these tests are widely used, both still suffer from critical 

issues (Cheng & Long, 2007; Fry & Harris, 1996; Fry & Harris, 1998).  One problem is that 

different simulations of the two IIA tests yield different results.  Through Monte Carlo 

simulation, Cheng & Long (2007) showed that even for very simple models the results are not 

adequate to accept that the IIA assumption has been met.  They concluded that the IIA tests are 

not adequate for use in application.  Many researchers ignore the potential for IIA violation, 

stating that discrete outcomes can reasonably be assumed to be distinct and independently 

weighted (Jones et al., 2013; Cushing & Cushing, 2007).   

4.1.2 Nested Logit Model 

 Due to the result of the Small-Hsiao test, a nested logit model was estimated to account 

for the supposed IIA violation encountered by the multinomial logit model.  When estimating 

nested logit models, an inclusive value (𝜙𝑖) must be calculated to provide information about the 

interpretation of the model.  If the inclusive value is not statistically significantly different from 
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1, the model reduces to a multinomial logit model (Savolainen & Mannering, 2007) and the IIA 

assumption is upheld.  The nested logit model estimated for the Tuscaloosa Tornado data was 

found to have a 𝜙𝑖 of 2.36.  A chi-squared test was run to ensure that the inclusive value was not 

statistically significantly different from 1, and the result was 1.12.  A chi-squared value less than 

1.65 verifies the assumption that nesting is not supported.  Therefore, based on the uncertain 

confidence in the IIA tests along with the outcome of the nested logit model derivation, the IIA 

assumption is upheld and the multinomial logit model is considered satisfactory for estimation 

procedures. 

4.1.3 Random Parameter Multinomial Logit Model 

 The random parameter multinomial logit model was estimated to observe the contribution 

of selected parameters at a deeper capability than that offered by the multinomial logit model.  

Random parameters produced standard errors for their assumed distribution that were 

statistically significantly different from zero.  If the random error of the distribution was not 

found to be statistically significantly different from zero, the parameter was held constant.  Table 

4-3 provides the variables used in the model with their parameter estimate and z-statistic.  It is 

noted that the variable describing buildings valued above $150,000 became insignificant in the 

model, supporting the assumption that there were unobserved effects leading to the abnormal 

parameter sign in the multinomial logit model.  The variables representing distance to the 

tornado centerline in the unaffected damage state and building age in the destroyed damage state 

were random with normal distributions.  The standard error and z-statistic for the normal 

distributions are included in parentheses for these variables.  Mixing distributions were estimated 

using 200 Halton draws as recommended in Bhat (2003).   
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Table 4-3. Random parameter multinomial logit estimation for Tuscaloosa building damage 

states 

Variable Parameter Estimate z-Statistic 

Constant (Unaffected) 0.8065 2.52 

   Distance to Tornado Centerline 0.0076 (0.0004) 13.54 (7.95) 

   Single Family Residential -1.2346 -4.50 

   Commercial Building -1.0056 -2.88 

   Building Value Above $150,000   

Constant (Damaged)  -0.1889 -0.76 

   Light Tree Cover 0.8383 4.53 

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.8028 4.71 

   Building Age 0.0068 2.77 

Destroyed    

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.6962 3.47 

   Commercial Building 0.9119 2.84 

   Building Age -0.0361 (.0148) -1.96 (2.66) 

Number of Observations 5531  

Restricted log-likelihood -6075.33  

Log-likelihood at convergence -2776.99  

 The parameter estimates found by the random parameter multinomial logit model were 

consistent with the results of the standard multinomial formulation and the distributions of the 

random parameter mixing functions were found to be significant.  The distance to tornado 

centerline parameter in the equation for the unaffected damage state is normally distributed with 

a mean value of 0.0076 and standard deviation of 0.0004.  This result indicates that the 

parameter estimate is less than zero for 50% of the observations and greater than zero for 50% of 

the observations.  The building age parameter in the destroyed equation is also found to be 

normally distributed with a mean value of -0.0361 and standard deviation of 0.0148.  This result 

also indicates that half of the observations are above zero and half are below zero.  The 

interpretation of these two variables suggests that two distinct trends exist in the data.  Based on 

these findings, it is expected that the latent class logit model will be able to capture the trends for 

these variables more efficiently. 
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The estimated marginal effects of the variables used in the random parameter 

multinomial logit model are displayed in Table 4-4.  The marginal effects of the random 

parameter multinomial logit correspond well with the marginal effects found for the standard 

multinomial logit model, with the exception of the building age finding in the destroyed function.  

Allowing for the building age parameter to vary across observations flipped the sign of the 

variable which was anomalous in the multinomial logit model.  This effect illustrates the favored 

performance of the random parameter model over the standard derivation. 

Table 4-4. Marginal effects of variables used in the random parameter multinomial logit model. 

Variable Marginal Effect 

Unaffected  

   Distance to Tornado Centerline 0.327 

   Single Family Residential -0.203 

   Commercial Building -0.004 

Damaged  

   Light Tree Cover 0.120 

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.317 

   Building Age 0.217 

Destroyed  

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.257 

   Commercial Building 0.035 

   Building Age 0.230 

4.1.4 Latent Class Multinomial Logit Model 

 In addition to estimating a random parameters multinomial logit model to more 

accurately account for unobserved heterogeneity by allowing 𝜷 values to vary across all 

observations, a latent class multinomial logit model was estimated to allow 𝜷 values to vary 

across a discrete number of classes specified in the model.  Three discrete classes were used for 

the Tuscaloosa data.  The output of the LC-MNL is provided in Table 4-5, where parameter 

coefficients and z-statistics are reported for variables estimated in each latent class.  Parameter 

coefficient estimates need only be significant within one of the classes for the variable to be 

retained in the model.  Parameter coefficients for the probability of each latent class also must be 
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significant for the model to be valid.  The three class probabilities are found to be significant, 

with a z-statistic of 11.00, 9.78, and 12.06 for Latent Classes 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  Models 

specifying additional classes were tested but class probabilities were not found to be statistically 

significant; therefore, those models were rejected.  The log likelihood value at convergence, -

2713.93, suggests a better performance than both the standard and random parameter 

multinomial logit models. 

Table 4-5. Results of the latent class multinomial logit model. 

Variable 

Latent Class 1 Latent Class 2 Latent Class 3 

Parameter 

Coefficient 
z-statistic 

Parameter 

Coefficient 
z-statistic 

Parameter 

Coefficient 
z-statistic 

Constant 

(Unaffected) 
-2.4349 -2.53 5.2349 1.45 -0.5408 -1.11 

   Distance to 

   Tornado     

   Centerline 

0.0108 6.75 -0.0013 -0.44 0.0117 7.83 

   Single Family 

   Residential 
-1.5350 -2.68 -1.3724 -1.00 0.9695 2.00 

Constant 

(Damaged) 
-0.7565 -1.13 -0.7222 -1.13 -29.2947 0.00 

   Light Tree  

   Cover 
1.1307 2.71 0.5641 0.99 22.8699 0.00 

   Heavy Tree  

   Cover 
1.2425 3.04 33.3142 0.00 -8.4906 0.00 

   Building Age -0.0063 -0.98 0.1323 2.00 0.0938 1.02 

Destroyed       

   Heavy Tree  

   Cover 
1.2425 3.04 33.1624 0.00 -8.4906 0.00 

   Building Age -0.3511 -1.59 0.1246 1.90 0.0160 2.37 

Latent Class 

Probability 
.4581 11.00 0.0583 9.78 0.4836 12.06 

Number of 

Observations 
5531      

Restricted Log-

Likelihood 
-6075.33      

Log-Likelihood 

at Convergence 
-2713.93      

McFadden 

Pseudo-R𝟐 
0.5533      
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Table 4-6 provides the marginal effects for the variables used in the LC-MNL.  Once 

again, effects are generally consistent with previous model derivations, but building age is 

positive for the destroyed category, which reinforces the finding from the random parameter 

multinomial logit model. 

Table 4-6. Marginal effects estimated for variables included in the latent class logit model. 

Variable Marginal Effect 

Unaffected  

   Distance to Tornado Centerline 0.398 

   Single Family Residential -0.139 

Damaged  

   Light Tree Cover 0.249 

   Heavy Tree Cover 1.425 

   Building Age 0.412 

Destroyed  

   Heavy Tree Cover 2.117 

   Building Age 1.434 

4.1.5 Comparison of Model Fit and Parameter Estimates 

 An objective of the study was to obtain a model that can be used to test the transferability 

of the model framework to other communities.  As stated earlier, the random parameter 

multinomial logit and latent class logit models are not suitable for transferability analysis due to 

the allowance of 𝜷 values to vary among observations.  The multinomial logit and latent class 

logit models hold 𝜷 values consistent for all observations; therefore, these models can be tested 

in transferability analyses.  The results of the three model frameworks are presented in Table 4-7.  

The latent class logit model had the highest log-likelihood value, indicating the best fit to the 

data.  The random parameter model had a lower log-likelihood value than the latent class model, 

although the value was higher than the standard multinomial logit model framework.  The sign of 

the parameter values are generally consistent (ignoring signs of constant values).  The sign of the 

single family residential variable in the unaffected equation for latent class 3 differs from latent 

class 1 and the other model frameworks.  Additionally, the sign of the building age variable is 
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different than that of the other model frameworks.  These issues arise due to the omission of 

relevant variables or correlation with other factors.  This should be taken into account if the 

Resilience Robustness Model is used for prediction, although future application of the model 

should verify the findings.  

Table 4-7. Comparison of goodness-of-fit values and parameter estimates 

Parameter MNL RPM 
LCL 

LC 1 LC 2 LC 3 

Constant (Unaffected) 1.449 0.807 -2.435   

   Distance to Tornado Centerline 0.005 0.008 0.019  0.012 

   Single Family Residential -1.101 -1.235 -1.535  0.969 

   Commercial Building -0.803 -1.006    

   Building Value Above $150,000 -0.257     

Constant (Damaged) 0.045 -0.189    

   Light Tree Cover 0.779 0.838 1.131   

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.679 0.803 1.243   

   Building Age 0.005 0.007  0.132  

Destroyed      

   Heavy Tree Cover 0.480 0.696 1.243   

   Commercial Building 0.806 0.912    

   Building Age -0.007 -0.036  0.125 0.016 

Log-Likelihood at Convergence -2803.57 -2776.99 -2713.93 

 

4.2 Functionality Change Model 

 A forward selection process with hypothesis testing was used in building the 

Functionality Change Model.  Table 4-8 provides the results of the FCM using the standard 

binary logit modeling framework.  A positive coefficient value signifies an increase in the 

likelihood of recovery.  For binary variables, such as a building being in the destroyed damage 

state, the presence of the variable signals an increase in likelihood.  For a continuous variable, 

such as poverty rate, an increase in the variable value signifies an increase in the likelihood of 

recovery.   
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Table 4-8. Results of the Functionality Change Model using the standard binary logit modeling 

framework. 

Variable Description Coefficient z-statistic 

Constant -0.5677 -0.84 

     Block   

Poverty rate -0.0441 -3.99 

Percentage of block households owned with mortgage 0.0361 8.05 

     Parcel   

Destroyed damage state -0.9553 -2.29 

Single family residential building -2.6929 -4.09 

Commercial building -1.7245 -2.24 

Property tax below $1,250 per year 1.5885 3.98 

Number of observations 1090  

McFadden pseuo-R2 .163  

Log-Likelihood & Restricted Log-Likelihood -444.5348 -531.2856 

4.2.1 Discussion of Findings  

The variables aggregated at the census block level were found to have high significance 

values, signifying that low granularity in these data do not prohibit their use in modeling.  This 

finding supports the use of this publicly available data in future resilience measurement models.  

The coefficients of these variables are relatively small, which is most likely due to low 

granularity, but the sign values are important to note.  The census tract poverty rate was reported 

by the American Community Survey.  The coefficient reported in Table 4-8 signifies that as the 

poverty rate increases, the likelihood of recovery decreases.   

 The percentage of census tract households owned with mortgage is included to represent 

insurance coverage.  While insurance coverage is known to be an important factor in community 

recovery following disasters, accounting for this variable has been difficult for researchers due to 

the proprietary nature of the information (Mileti, 1999).  The results of the Functionality Change 

Model suggest that as insurance coverage rates increase in census tracts, the likelihood of 

recovery also increases.  This is the most statistically significant variable found in the model.  

While the significance could be due to a relatively small number of discrete values (number of 
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census tracts modeled being much smaller than the number of parcels), it illustrates that 

insurance coverage is a significant predictor of recovery likelihood.   

 The damage state of buildings naturally has an effect on the recovery likelihood of 

affected buildings, with destroyed buildings expected to be less likely to recover within five 

months as compared to buildings that were only damaged.  The physical processes of rebuilding 

requires a larger investment of time compared to the repair processes, especially when measuring 

at a time interval of five months.   

 Model results show that building classification hold significance when measuring the 

likelihood of recovery.  The variables for single family residential buildings and commercial 

buildings show that these classifications are less likely to recover five months after a disaster 

compared with other building classifications.  These findings imply that the effects of disasters 

on housing and employment are still felt five months after the event takes place.  These impacts 

are significant, especially in the employment and tax revenue sector for a community.  While 

temporary housing can be arranged for displaced citizens, the loss of jobs due to damaged 

infrastructure can cause migration from the community.   

 Property tax is an indicator of the market value of a building, which includes the value of 

the building, land, and location.  The results for the binary variable indicating annual property 

tax below $1250 shows that lower value buildings are more likely to recover within five months.  

Recovery efforts for less valuable buildings are expected to cost less than those required for 

more valuable buildings, which could be a factor in this finding.  Additionally, owners of less 

valuable buildings may not have taken out insurance policies on the buildings and if owners of 

more valuable buildings are waiting for insurance payouts, five months may not be enough time 

for the insurance to be paid and the recovery actions to be taken.  
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 The marginal effects of the binary logit model are provided in Table 4-9.  These findings 

are provide a sensitivity analysis of model variables.  A parameter sensitivity analysis informs 

community decision makers prioritizing mitigation strategies.  The variables that most impact the 

likelihood of recovery should be prioritized to increase community recovery. 

Table 4-9. Marginal effects of variables used in the binary logit model. 

Variable Marginal Effect 

Destroyed -0.0998 

Poverty rate -0.0057 

Owned with mortgage 0.0046 

Single family residential building -0.4619 

Commercial building -0.1481 

Property tax below $1,250 per year 0.1507 

 

4.3 Resilience Rapidity Model  

A forward selection process along with hypothesis testing was used to guide model 

building.  Table 4-10 provides the variables used in the RRaM, along with their corresponding 

coefficient and z-statistic.  Variables are once again provided at their spatial level.  McFadden 

pseudo-R2 and log-likelihood values are also provided in this table.  The McFadden pseudo-R2 

value is a goodness-of-fit variable and is calculated using Equation 4-1.  As ρ2 approaches 1, the 

model fit improves.  

 ρ2 = 1 – [LN Lb/ LN L0] 4-1 

where ln 𝐿𝑏 is the log-likelihood at convergence and ln 𝐿0 is the log-likelihood computed at zero. 

The ordered probit model is analyzed using the sign of the coefficient for each variable.  If the 

model coefficient for a variable is positive, the presence of that variable is more likely to result in 

a longer return to functionality based upon the inference from the change in probabilities in the 

first and last intervals.  If the modeled coefficient is negative, the presence of that variable 

increases the probability of a shorter recovery time, based on the first and last time intervals.  

The interior intervals (interval 2 and interval 3) will later be clarified by examining the marginal 
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effects.  The significance of each variable is interpreted based on the z-statistic.  Z-statistic 

values between 1.96 and 2.58 are considered to be significant with 95% confidence and 

significance increases with the z-statistic.   

Table 4-10. Variables used in the ordered probit model along with coefficient and z-statistics. 

Variable Description Coefficient z-statistic 

Constant 0.4494 1.75 

     Block   

Building age (calculated from block data) 0.0197 4.46 

Housing units owned with mortgage  -0.0126 -5.50 

Housing units with 4 occupants -0.0152 -4.47 

     Parcel   

Destroyed building in parcel 1.0156 6.46 

Building age (reported at parcel level) 0.0079 3.13 

Distance to tornado centerline -0.0015 -4.84 

General Industry District zoning classification 2.1365 2.83 

Church zoning classification 1.2389 2.16 

Mobile Home Residence District zoning classification -1.8437 -2.30 

Building value over $150,000 0.3259 2.28 

Building area below 1500 square feet -0.1874 -1.95 

𝜇1 3.1601 0.10 

𝜇2 3.5528 0.12 

Number of observations  1154 

McFadden Pseudo R2  0.2024 

Log-Likelihood & Restricted Log-Likelihood -641.2819 -804.05 

4.3.1 Marginal Effects 

The evaluation of changes in the intermediate probabilities is difficult to quantify for the 

ordered probit model.  The effects of positive or negative shifts for each 𝜷 in the model cannot 

be directly interpreted for these categories due to the curve of the distribution.  To obtain a 
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directional sense of the effects in the intermediate categories, marginal effects are computed for 

all categories and reported in Table 4-11, where the probability of functionality return for 

variables in each time interval (TI) is presented.  Marginal effects are calculated following 

Equation 4-2.    

 𝜕 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝑦=𝑛)

𝜕𝑥
 = -[Φ(𝜇𝑥 – β’Χ) – Φ(𝜇𝑛−1 – β’Χ)]β 4-2 

where 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑦 = 𝑛) is the probability of the time interval 𝒏 and Φ(·) is the standard normal 

density function.  The marginal effects across all time intervals for a variable sum to zero.  For 

example, parcels with a General Industry District zoning classification are 20.10% less likely to 

recover within five months of a disaster than parcels with any other zoning classification, 

21.33% less likely to recover between five and seventeen months, 3.78% more likely to recover 

between seventeen and thirty seven months, and 27.65% more likely to recover between thirty 

seven and fifty eight months.  The positive likelihood in the later time intervals indicates that a 

parcel zoned as General Industry District has a higher probability of recovering in a later time 

interval.  The extreme time intervals will be used for brevity when discussing the model results.  
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Table 4-11. Marginal Effects of modeled variables for each time interval (TI). 

 Marginal Effects 

Variable 
TI 1 

0-5 months 

TI 2 

5-17 months 

TI 3 

17-37 months 

TI 4 

37-58 months 

Destroyed building in parcel -0.1823 0.1053 0.0406 0.0363 

Distance to tornado centerline 0.0004 -0.0004 -0.00002 -0.00001 

General Industry District zoning 

classification 
-0.2010 -0.2133 0.1378 0.2765 

Mobile Home Residence 

District zoning classification 
0.6421 -0.6317 -0.0070 -0.0034 

Church zoning classification -0.1829 0.0543 0.0623 0.0663 

Building value over $150,000 -0.0822 0.0705 0.0071 0.0046 

Building area below 1500 

square feet 
0.0515 -0.0462 -0.0033 -0.0020 

Building age (calculated from 

tract data) 
-0.0055 0.0050 0.0003 0.0002 

Building age (reported at parcel 

level) 
-0.0022 0.0020 0.0001 0.00008 

Housing units owned with 

mortgage 
0.0035 -0.0032 -0.0002 -0.0001 

Housing units with 4 occupants 0.0043 -0.0038 -0.0003 -0.0002 

4.3.2 Discussion of Findings 

The RRaM modeling framework allows for multiple variables to partially contribute to 

the amount of time necessary for recovery.  After a disaster, damage assessments often take 

place to evaluate levels of damage to affected properties in the community.  At a high level, 

affected buildings are generally either partially damaged (to any degree) or completely 

destroyed.  These two designations are critical in determining the amount of time to recovery.  

One of the most significant findings of the model pertains to buildings that were destroyed as 

opposed to being damaged.  Destroyed buildings were 18.23% less likely to recover within five 

months and had the highest likelihood of recovering between 17 and 37 months.  This result is 

consistent with and can be compared to a tornado recovery model described in Kikitsu and 
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Sarkar (2014).  Increasing recovery in the first time period can be achieved through policies and 

practices that: 1) harden infrastructure to reduce the number of destroyed buildings, and 2) 

expedite the reconstruction process for destroyed buildings.  For community leaders, this affirms 

mitigation efforts targeting reduction in damage levels but also holds potential for partnering 

with the local construction industry to speed community recovery.  

The distance of a building from the centerline of the storm provided significant model 

results, with every 10 meters of distance raising the probability of recovering in the first time 

interval by 0.04%.  There are many contributing underlying effects that interact with centerline 

distance, i.e. damage level, building type, etc.  This finding is useful for the delineation of future 

spatial recovery models to correlate a spatial probability distribution of recovery, particularly 

from an insurance and exposure standpoint.   

Beyond damage level and spatial analysis, multiple findings regarding land use were 

identified.  Land use regulations have long been documented as a mitigation strategy for 

reducing disasters impacts (Mileti, 1999).  For example, zoning restrictions in flood-prone areas 

restrict development within floodplains and insurance agencies typically refuse to underwrite 

loans for buildings constructed in these areas.  Unfortunately, communities in tornado-prone 

areas do not have the luxury of minimizing risk through these types of restrictions as a tornado 

could occur at any location within the community.  Some infrastructure such as bridges, 

communications, and power distribution networks are typically placed at specific locations based 

on building use, zoning practice, and regulation.  Therefore, they have vulnerabilities that may 

not be easily mitigated through new land use regulations.  However, strategic land use planning 

may be leveraged to minimize the probability of damage to similar types of critical buildings in a 

community being damaged.  Understanding the vulnerability and potential loss impact where 
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similarly zoned buildings are grouped is important for community leaders.  Parcels zoned as 

General Industry Districts were found to have a 20.10% lower likelihood of recovering in the 

first time interval and a 27.70% higher chance of recovering in the fourth time interval, 

suggesting a very lengthy recovery process due to complex structural design and construction 

methods.  Buildings in this zoning classification tend to employ a high volume of workers, and 

fewer affected buildings will mitigate employment disruption stemming from disasters, 

preventing cascading effects in employment and economic sectors.  Figure 4-2 shows the 

General Industry District parcels in the affected area of Tuscaloosa with many grouped into 

“industrial parks”, which is typical in American cities.  While there is historical logic on 

grouping industry together for functional reasons (proximity to suppliers, transportation 

networks, other resources, etc.), employment losses for a community may be reduced by 

spatially distributing industrial zoning.  Communities should update land use planning 

techniques to distribute the development of these buildings in the future.  Along with General 

Industry District buildings, these zoning rules should be considered for medical facilities, 

emergency centers, and other buildings deemed critical to the short- and long-term recovery of 

the community. 

 
Figure 4-2. Spatial distribution of parcels zoned General Industry Districts. 
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Regarding land use planning for distribution of critical infrastructure in communities 

vulnerable to tornadoes, typical tornado width and direction should be considered.  Tornadoes 

generally occur in the United States in a Southwest-Northeast orientation, with an average 

compass orientation based on Storm Prediction Center (SPC 2017) data of approximately 60° 

ENE.  Therefore, to minimize multiple impacts on similar infrastructure, critical infrastructure 

with similar function should be distributed at an orientation generally perpendicular to the 

expected path of travel, and local mean orientation values should be considered.  Planning efforts 

should also consider that the maximum tornado width reported in the SPC tornado database is 

4184 meters.  The wind speed gradient of a tornado has been shown to drop fairly quickly as 

distance from the path centerline increases (Reinhold and Ellingwood, 1982; Standohar-Alfano 

and van de Lindt, 2014), which decreases the probability of severe damage to buildings even in 

the widest tornadoes.  Planning efforts based on these tornado attributes could minimize the 

potential for multiple hits to critical infrastructure. 

Community leaders weighing resilience decisions are often faced with trade-offs between 

goals.  An example trade-off concerning resilience is affordable housing, safety, and time to 

recover.  Model results show that parcels zoned as mobile home districts were found to increase 

the probability of recovering in the first time interval by 64%, as seen in the TI1 column of Table 

4-11.  Even though mobile homes recover quickly and are affordable, they are much more 

vulnerable to wind storms than most other building types.  To increase the safety of mobile home 

occupants, community storm shelters in mobile home parks should be considered.  Adding storm 

shelters to protect life safety for even the most devastating tornadoes has been suggested in the 

literature (van de Lindt et al., 2012; Gopu & Levitan, 2012).  Providing life safety measures in 
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areas that are highly vulnerable but recover quickly would incentivize the housing type and 

would provide affordable housing that can be rapidly reconstructed following disasters.   

In addition to industrial buildings and mobile homes, parcels zoned for churches provided 

significant results.  Buildings with church building designations were found to be 18.29% less 

likely to recover in the first time period.  Construction time for these buildings is typically longer 

as designs are often non-traditional and materials can be nonlocal.  The social aspect of church 

buildings makes their recovery important for communities.  Churches hold social significance; 

therefore, a disruption to a church building can cause cascading effects in established community 

social networks.   

Two variables representing building age were used in the model, one reported at the 

parcel level and the other reported at the census block spatial aggregation level.  The variable 

reported at the parcel level more accurately represents building ages in the model.  Building age 

was described at the census tract spatial aggregation level to provide a future research tool in 

studies where parcel data is not available.  Additionally, the age of buildings in the same tract are 

expected to be closely grouped when compared to other tracts.  The varying size of the tract also 

has an effect on the aggregated tract age parameter estimate, which avoids collinearity with 

parcel age.  Census tract data includes the number of homes built in decadal (and semi-decadal) 

intervals.  The mean age value for each block was calculated based on these data.  As shown in 

Table 4-11, the proximity of the coefficients and z-statistics of the two variables validates the 

tract level approximation for the Tuscaloosa data.  Based on marginal effects, both building age 

variables indicate that an increase of one year in building age translates to a decrease in the 

probability of returning in the first time period by 0.22% at the parcel level and 0.55% at the tract 

level.  Similar to the centerline distance parameter estimate, building age is expected to be 
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correlated to other variables.  While centerline distance is expected to be a proxy for storm 

exposure, building age is expected to be tied to construction quality and socioeconomic 

characteristics of building owners.   

Building age holds implications in building codes, materials, and potential for deferred 

maintenance, all of which contribute to vulnerability.  Building code is of interest because 

stricter codes are typically the mitigation adjustment highlighted in the engineering community 

to deal with wind storms.  Stricter building codes can come with unintended negative effects that 

impact personal finances and the overall building stock within an impacted community (Hammitt 

et al., 1999).  The financial effect concerns homeowners and is due to higher building costs 

depleting resident income, which could then negatively affect future choices concerning 

homeowner health and safety.  In the context of tornado hazard, higher building costs could 

prohibit homeowners from purchasing a safe room that would provide safety even in more severe 

events where failure would occur even in homes built to stricter codes.  Building stock effects 

are due to stricter construction codes leading to fewer homes being rebuilt.  This effect has been 

noticed in inner cities, where increased costs have led to slower revitalization of single-family 

detached housing and commercial rehabilitation (Burby et al., 2000).  Despite the adverse 

effects, adoption and enforcement of stricter building codes have resulted in savings from 

insurance premiums (Morris, 1956; Simmons et al., 2015).   

Moore, Oklahoma updated residential building codes following the EF-5 tornado in May, 

2013, which was the third large-scale tornado to hit the city in fifteen years.  The newer codes 

increased the design wind speed from 90 mph to 135 mph, the peak wind speed for EF-2 level 

winds (Ramseyer et al., 2015).  Additional construction costs to implement the new codes were 

estimated at $1 per square foot (Simmons et al., 2015).  A benefit-cost analysis conducted 
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assuming the entire state of Oklahoma adopted the Moore codes estimated a 3 to 1 ratio, 

indicating that the benefits of enhanced codes and enforcement far outweigh the costs.   

The City of Tuscaloosa has regularly updated to new building codes since first adopting 

building code legislation in 1967, adopting Standard Building Code updates typically twice per 

decade until 2000 and International Building Code and International Residential Code after 

2000.  Theoretically, the age of a building can be correlated to a building code and that code 

outlines aspects of design that potentially fortifies a structure against certain natural hazards.  

While regulations can be tracked for communities, the actual implementation of a building code 

is open to interpretation and can be influenced by external forces such as the political climate, 

local perceptions of risk, and the availability of local resources (Theckethil, 2006; Remmer, 

1980).  Therefore, effects on model results from building codes will be difficult to separate from 

unobserved effects captured in building age.  

Building and social characteristics were also examined in the Tuscaloosa dataset to find 

recovery trends.  Parcels including a building valued over $150,000 were 8.22% less likely to 

recover in the first time interval as shown in Table 4-11.  This category of buildings would 

typically include commercial, industrial, governmental, and higher-end residential structures that 

may employ or house a large number of citizens as compared to smaller and less valuable 

buildings.  Therefore, the recovery of these buildings holds importance for the community.  

Parcels containing buildings smaller than 1500 square feet (with mobile homes excluded) were 

found to have a 5.15% higher probability of recovering in the first time interval.  This finding 

provides an interesting contrast between probabilities of loss and recovery time.  Smaller 

buildings are expected to be more vulnerable to being destroyed (compared to being damaged) 

and, as discussed earlier, destroyed buildings recover more slowly.  Considering a constant 
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distribution of damage state across different building types, smaller buildings exhibit faster 

recovery for both damaged and destroyed buildings as compared to larger buildings.  

The City of Tuscaloosa has a high volume of rental properties as compared with many 

cities in the Southeastern United States.  This is due mainly to the fact that Tuscaloosa contains 

three higher education campuses.  The University of Alabama, with a 2017 student population 

over 38,000, is located within the city as well as Shelton State Community College, who most 

recently reported an enrollment of over 5000 in 2013, and Stillman College, with a 2014 

enrollment of 1000 students.  It was assumed that the transient nature of rental property 

occupants affects recovery efforts, and that sections of the population that are more invested in 

their housing unit and community would tend to rebuild or repair more quickly.  To assess this, a 

variable indicating families was created that provides the percentage of housing units per block 

containing four occupants.  While a housing unit containing four occupants does not designate 

family status, it is assumed that a higher percentage of this population would be made up of 

families.  After a disaster, parents will seek normalcy for their children, which would lead their 

behaviors to differ from other subsets of the population.  These behaviors would include 

purchasing insurance before the storm, rebuilding in the same area to retain school district, and 

rebuilding or repairing as quickly as possible.  Marginal effects of the model suggest that parcels 

containing family units do recover more quickly, with a 10% increase in family units increasing 

the probability of recovering in the first time interval by 4.30% as shown in Table 4-11. 

Perhaps the most impactful mechanism for mitigation in disasters is insurance.  In the 

mid-1990’s, following multiple hurricanes causing billions of dollars in losses, the insurance 

industry began to focus more on accounting for windstorms (Khandhuri & Morrow, 2003).  The 

insurance industry uses risk assessment models built using regression techniques to correlate loss 
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data with exposure and built environment characteristics.  Insured loss data at highly granular 

levels following disasters is proprietary in nature and has historically been difficult for 

researchers to obtain.  In instances where actuarial data has been used in research it has been 

found that land use planning can effectively lower insurance losses (Burby, 2005).  From an 

insurance standpoint, financial losses to the built environment is of primary concern while 

recovery time is a secondary concern.  The insurance industry is impacted by recovery time 

mainly through the cost of temporary housing.  Insurance coverage is estimated here using the 

percentage of homes per census block owned with a mortgage.  Lenders require insurance before 

a mortgage will be granted, meaning that these properties are insured.  This provides only a base 

estimate of insurance per block because buildings that are owned outright or rented can also be 

insured, but these unobserved differences are expected to vary similarly.  The results indicate 

that parcels located in blocks with higher percentages of insured buildings tend to recover more 

quickly.  A 10% increase in insured percentage was seen to increase the probability of recovering 

in the first time interval by 3.50% as shown in Table 4-11.  This finding could be useful in 

promoting insurance coverage in communities as well as driving public-private partnerships 

between government organizations and insurance companies in areas vulnerable to disaster.  

4.4 Dauphin Island Data Collection and Deep Learning Results and Discussion 

Reconnaissance procedures conducted on Dauphin Island took approximately 4 hours.  

Due to the small amount of time, multiple temporal datasets could be rapidly captured to 

document changes in the built and natural environment of the island over time.  The automated 

photograph extraction method ran for approximately 4 hour playing videos at normal playback 

speed to extract photographs.  This was an unsupervised approach; therefore, no investment of 

researcher time was necessary.  Manual image classification procedures and model training, as 
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well as model classification for all collected images took approximately 2 hours.  Therefore, the 

entire methodology, from collecting passive video data, extracting photographs, and finally 

obtaining information from the photographs using deep learning, took less than one full day of 

researcher time. 

In total, 1937 building locations were stored in the EEWV for Dauphin Island, with 

images extracted for 1751 of these buildings.  These 1751 images were classified using the deep 

learning methods described.  To verify the accuracy of the procedure, all of the buildings on 

Dauphin Island were manually classified and used to validate the classifications.  Three models 

were tested for deep learning, the first model was trained on 50 images per classification 

category, the second model was trained on 75 images per classification category, and the third 

model was trained on 100 images per category.  Three instances of each derivation were tested, 

using different images in training for each model run to determine consistency.  The results of 

the three models are presented in Figure 4-3.  The mean accuracy of the three models used for 

each number of observations is presented with error bars representing one standard deviation.  

The accuracy values trend upward as the number of observations used in training increases, 

while the standard deviation generally decreases.   

 
Figure 4-3. Results of iterative approach to deep learning model creation 
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These results show that an iterative approach to model training results in higher accuracy 

and less uncertainty, although the low accuracy suggests that a much larger number of training 

images is needed.  The inaccuracy is partially driven by a high number of observations in the 

unknown classification.  The derivation of a highly trained deep learning model is outside the 

scope of this work, although the data collection approaches presented would be highly beneficial 

in collecting more image data to use in training.  Deep learning approaches require a large 

dataset before a desired accuracy is reached.  The ImageNet project, designed to promote and 

enhance deep learning image classification by creating a large-scale image ontology, defines a 

set of 1000 classifications with an average of 500-1000 images per classification (Deng et al., 

2009).  The annual ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge resulted in significant 

image classification error reduction 2010 to 2015 (Russakovsky et al., 2015).  Therefore, deep 

learning algorithms are expected to improve with time, and with the image protocols established 

here, researchers will have the means to create robust deep learning models for disaster studies. 

Collecting images from similar coastal communities for model training would be useful.  

Additionally, collecting images at a different time of day or season could affect the variation in 

collected images due to lighting effects and seasonal changes in vegetation.  To create a robust 

deep learning model that can be accurately implemented at any time, images should be collected 

across lighting conditions and seasons.  Images from different communities should be collected 

as well to ensure that the deep learning model is transferable across locations. 

The nature of the deep learning classification data allows for spatial analyses to be 

conducted with the extracted information.  Figure 4-4 presents the spatial results of the manual 

and deep learning approaches to building classification on Dauphin Island.  The manual 

classification presented in Figure 4-4(a) shows that the west side of the island contains only 
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elevated buildings, while the east side contains a mixture of elevated and non-elevated buildings.  

The deep learning classification output from a model run trained on 100 images is presented in 

Figure 4-4(b).  In general, the model predicted mostly elevated buildings on the west side of the 

island and a mixture of elevated and non-elevated buildings on the east side.  Buildings classified 

as unknown were excluded because they are not of use for vulnerability analysis.  Buildings that 

were classified as unknown would require manual inspection of alternative imagery to determine 

the building type, but the amount of time to conduct this procedure is greatly reduced when using 

deep learning approaches.  Non-elevated buildings incorrectly classified as elevated are 

problematic in a vulnerability analysis because they signify vulnerability where there is none.  

This issue becomes more critical when non-elevated buildings are classified as elevated, because 

vulnerable locations would be thought to not be vulnerable.  Figure 4-4(c) shows where the 

incorrect classifications occurred.  Red locations indicate the more dangerous scenario where 

non-elevated buildings were classified as elevated, while yellow locations indicate elevated 

buildings that were classified as non-elevated.  The images at these locations can be manually 

inspected and classified to inform the next iteration of deep learning model training. 
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Figure 4-4. Buildings on Dauphin Island classified (a) manually, and (b) by a deep learning 

model trained on imagery collected on the island, with (c) incorrectly classified building 

locations. 

The vast majority of elevated buildings on Dauphin Island is made up of single-family 

residential structures.  While a large percentage of the non-elevated buildings are also residential, 

many are commercial, multi-family residential, worship, and government buildings.  Disaster 

impacts to these building types have the potential to cause cascading effects in other sectors of 

the community.  For example, damage to commercial buildings causing business disruptions can 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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impact employment for residents of the island, and damage to schools can cause educational 

disruption and social problems for affected children.  These represent a few of the community 

interdependencies that can be affected by the single disaster vulnerability of non-elevated 

buildings to flooding.   

The vulnerability assessment for Dauphin Island was restricted to only a single 

vulnerability indicator for a single aspect of the built environment.  The passive data collected in 

the methodology allows many aspects of the built environment to be captured, including 

transportation and distribution networks and erosion control measures, among others.  Deep 

learning models could be applied to assess vulnerability in these systems and track changes in 

these systems over time.  The methodology could also be applied to measure impacts to these 

systems following disasters.  Automated approaches for assessing and measuring these distinct, 

interdependent systems which can be affected by extreme events will provide data where and 

when needed in a format that is available to the broader research community as well as decision-

makers and community stakeholders to meet the needs of the NSB recommendations and NSTC 

grand challenges.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

5.1 Resilience Robustness Model Conclusions 

To account for human decision in damage states of buildings following a tornado, pseudo-

damage states were measured following the 2011 Tuscaloosa Tornado.  Temporal aerial imagery 

was used to measure three pseudo-damage states: unaffected, damaged, and destroyed.  These 

measurements were used in an econometric approach to modeling discrete choice frameworks.  

Multiple model frameworks were tested to satisfy two objectives: (1) practically measure the 

effects of characteristics on the damage states observed in a community, and (2) provide a 

transferrable framework that can be used to predict damage states for extreme event scenarios in 

new communities based on previous models.  The econometric models were built on parcel data 

obtained by the City of Tuscaloosa and supplemented with variables provided by a deep learning 

approach to mine tree cover information from publicly available aerial imagery.  To fulfill the 

first objective of the RRoM, variable findings suggest: 

• Single family residential buildings were more likely to be affected than other building 

classifications.  Non-residential buildings typically follow a more strict building code than 

residential buildings.  For example, in communities where the International Building Code is 

used any building larger than two stories must follow the code, whereas the International 

Residential Code is required for most single-family residential buildings.  Increasing the 

design requirements for residential buildings could reduce the probability of these buildings 

being affected, although in a large tornado a design philosophy to protect the building as well 

as life safety should be followed for life safety. 
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• Commercial buildings were more likely to be affected and more likely to be destroyed than 

other building classifications.  While these buildings are more likely to be designed following 

stricter codes, older buildings may not have required stricter codes and commercial buildings 

in small towns such as Tuscaloosa can be small compared to other building types. 

• Buildings valued over $150,000 were more likely to be affected than other buildings.  This 

finding will be useful in forecasting vulnerability to windstorms in communities. 

• Parcels with light tree cover and heavy tree cover were more likely to be damaged, and 

parcels with heavy tree cover had a higher probability of being destroyed.  This finding, 

along with the automated methodology described to collect data, and the use deep learning 

approaches to classify the images, will be useful for vulnerability analysis in communities 

with high tree cover.   

• Older buildings were more likely to be damaged and less likely to be destroyed.  Older 

buildings were more likely built to less strict standards and have a higher likelihood of 

deferred maintenance.  An analysis of building age coupled with median household income 

shows that owners of older buildings are more likely to have lower income.  This could cause 

building owners to choose to repair a building even if rebuilding is a better option. 

To validate the use of a transferable model framework, fulfilling the second objective of 

the study, an analysis of model frameworks was conducted.  Results of the analysis found that 

most parameter coefficient signs were similar results across binary choice modeling frameworks.  

The analysis validates the use of the multinomial logit for transferability analyses, satisfying the 

first objective, and future studies will be conducted to determine whether building age has a 

positive or negative effect on the likelihood of buildings being destroyed in tornadoes.  The 

multinomial logit model produced a log-likelihood value of -2803.57, while the random 
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parameter multinomial logit and latent class logit models produced log-likelihood values of -

2776.99 and -2713.93, respectively.  These findings signify that the latent class logit is the most 

accurate model framework for the discrete outcome analysis.  With the exception of one model 

variable, the signs of the variables were consistent.  The building age sign was consistent for the 

multinomial logit and random parameters multinomial logit models, but flipped in the latent class 

logit.  Based on these findings, the multinomial logit model is validated for use in transferability 

analyses, but the building age variable should be left out because this variable could negatively 

affect model results. 

5.2 Functionality Change Model Conclusions 

 Binary recovery measurements taken at five months after the tornado were used in a 

Functionality Change Model to determine the correlation between measured recovery and 

community and exposure characteristics. A spatiotemporal measurement methodology was 

presented and tested at five months following the Tuscaloosa Tornado.  Parcel information were 

obtained from the city of Tuscaloosa.  Census block and tract information were obtained from 

the USCB to supplement the parcel-level data.  A Functionality Change Model was created using 

a binary logit model framework to correlate building recovery 5 months after the tornado with 

the multi-granularity data provided by the city and USCB.  The findings of the FCM include: 

• As the poverty rate of a census block increases, the probability of recovery for buildings in 

that block decrease.  This holds significance when considering social vulnerability to 

disasters, and communities should keep this in mind when planning for recovery.  For 

instance, plans for construction of community buildings or schools could be prioritized in 

these areas following disasters to revitalize the surrounding regions.   
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• Higher percentages of buildings owned with mortgages in a census block increase the 

probability of recovery of buildings in that block.  This finding is a proxy for the effect of 

home insurance, as these buildings require a mortgage and insurance.   

• Buildings that are destroyed in a disaster have a lower probability of recovery at 5 months 

after the disaster.  Reconstruction efforts typically require more than 5 months to complete, 

whereas building repairs require less time.  The results of the aerial image assessment 

demonstrated that almost 100% of damaged buildings recovered in the 5-year recovery 

period, while less than 40% of the destroyed buildings recovered in that period. 

• Single family residential buildings and commercial buildings were less likely to recover 

compared to other building types.  Only the affected area of the city was measured; therefore, 

recovery of these building types could have happened in other areas of the community.  

While this effect could decrease the negative significance of the findings, areas of the 

community that once thrived with businesses and homes and do not recover impacts the 

resilience of a community.  While the system may have been less affected at the community 

level, the regional effects of these losses could cause cascading negative effects due to fewer 

employment opportunities for example. 

• Buildings with property tax below $1250 were less likely to recover at 5 months after the 

tornado.  This indicates that more valuable buildings have a higher likelihood of recovery.  

The FCM was conducted at only one of the four measured time intervals due to the lack of 

data for non-recovering parcels.  Increased importance should be placed on recordkeeping 

following disasters in order to properly account for the differences between the recovering and 

non-recovering buildings in communities.     
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5.3 Resilience Rapidity Model Conclusions 

To determine the correlation between temporal building recovery and community 

characteristics, a spatiotemporal measurement methodology was presented and tested for a five-

year recovery of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  Parcel recovery was measured and aggregated to create 

resilience curves at the census block spatial aggregation level as well as for the entire affected 

area.  A Resilience Rapidity Model was used to find correlation between the measured recovery 

and variables describing parcels, census blocks, and census tracts.  The results of the model 

provided significant results for three different categories of community characteristics: disaster 

exposure, building characteristics, and social characteristics.  The findings are presented below. 

• Parcels containing buildings that were destroyed (as opposed to being damaged) were 

18.23% less likely to recover within 5 months.  This finding provides quantitative support for 

enacting mitigation strategies targeting reduced damage levels.  Stricter building codes could 

be implemented to increase the wind resistance for communities, but decision makers should 

be aware of the negative effects of stricter codes such as the increased cost of construction to 

a higher standard. 

• Each additional year of building age decreased the probability of recovering in five months 

by 0.22%.  An approximation of building age using publicly available data from the U.S. 

Census Bureau resulted in a decreased probability of 0.55%, and can be used as a proxy 

when more granular data cannot be obtained. 

o The findings for building age could be due to regular building code upgrades, changes 

in building materials, or higher probability of deferred maintenance in older 

buildings.  
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• Community land use strategies may have significant impact on the recovery of industrial 

buildings, mobile homes, and churches.  Industrial buildings were 20.10% less likely than 

other buildings to recover within 5 months and 27.65% more likely to recover between 37 

and 58 months.  These buildings are typically grouped closely in communities and are critical 

for the employment of a community.  Distributing the location of these critical buildings 

limits the probability of multiple hits from a tornado.  This finding should also be applied for 

medical facilities, schools, and other critical community infrastructure that could cause 

cascading effects in the community. 

o When planning to distribute similar critical infrastructure, local tornado path 

orientation trends and expected width values should be considered.  Tornadoes in the 

U.S. generally take a southwest-northeast orientation, so zoning should be planned 

following a northwest-southeast orientation if possible.  

• A 10% increase in insured properties per block resulted in a 3.50% increase in recovering 

within 5 months.  This finding affirms promoting insurance coverage in communities and 

should be considered by community leaders when assessing overall community vulnerability.  

• Mobile homes were 64.2% more likely to recover within 5 months of the storm.  These 

housing units are particularly vulnerable to windstorms, so life safety measures such as 

adding community shelters in areas zoned for mobile homes should be considered.  Grouping 

the zoning for mobile homes would necessitate fewer community shelters, and the 

combination of life safety and rapid recovery would improve resilience. 

• For every 10 meters of distance from the tornado centerline, the probability of recovering 

within 5 months of the storm increases by 0.04%.  This finding will provide use in 

delineation of spatial recovery models for tornadoes.  
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5.4 Dauphin Island Data Collection and Deep Learning Conclusions 

Understanding the vulnerability of communities and measuring vulnerability changes 

through time is important for community leaders, governmental decision-makers, and industry 

stakeholders when creating plans for mitigation activities.  A methodology to rapidly collect 

large, passive data sets in a spatial and temporal format was presented.  The Extreme Events 

Web Viewer was created to store the collected data in a spatial, temporal, and publicly available 

format and add value to the data through analysis techniques.  The Extreme Events Video 

Capture tool was created to facilitate extraction of image data from passively collected, vehicle-

mounted 360° video.  A deep learning application employing the TensorFlow architecture was 

created to obtain information from the extracted image data.  A case study was presented to 

showcase how these tools could be combined to assess vulnerability of buildings on Dauphin 

Island, Alabama.  Reconnaissance was conducted on the island by driving every accessible street 

to document buildings.  The collected data was geolocated and uploaded to the Extreme Events 

Web Viewer and photographs of nearly every building on the island were extracted from the 

videos.  A set of deep learning models was trained to classify building images as elevated, non-

elevated, or unknown.  Buildings on the island were manually classified and a geospatial analysis 

of the deep learning model results was presented.  An approach to quickly determine where 

incorrect classifications occurred was presented to show how the geospatial nature of the 

presented methodology would facilitate an iterative approach to deep learning model creation.  

The results of the case study conclude that the data collection, storage, and extraction approach 

supports deep learning model creation, an iterative approach to model training is required to 

increase accuracy, and the model should be trained with images collected at different times of 

day and seasons, and across communities.  Future work will include the creation of deep learning 
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models, trained with data collected following the methods described here, to classify different 

pre-event, post-event, and longitudinal aspects of communities.  These studies will provide a 

framework to accurately measure impacts of disasters and enable data-driven mitigation 

strategies to enable continued viability of civil infrastructure and community functionality. 

5.5 Conclusions of Research Hypotheses 

Hypothesis #1: The existing theoretical resilience curve can be updated to provide 

empirical measurements describing robustness, rapidity, and functionality change. 

 The three resilience dimensions were measured for using an aerial image analysis relying 

on publicly available data.  Empirical resilience curves were created for affected buildings, 

aggregated at census blocks, and an empirical resilience curve describing the entire affected area 

was created and discussed.  The hypothesis that empirical measurements for the three dimensions 

can be conducted was verified. 

Hypothesis #2: A Resilience Robustness Model can be created to correlate measured 

damage states with event, natural environment, and built environment characteristics. 

 A description of modeling frameworks was proposed to correlate community and event 

characteristics with empirically measured damage states.  Empirical approaches for measuring a 

“pseudo-damage state” accounting for exposure to the extreme event along with human response 

choice were taken to test the Resilience Robustness Model.  An analysis of the results of the 

empirical modeling approach was provided, with the goals of 1) effectively measuring the effects 

of characteristics on the damage states observed in a community, and (2) providing a 

transferrable framework that can be used to predict damage states for extreme event scenarios in 

new communities based on models created in previous studies.  Based on the results of the 

analysis, Hypothesis #2 is validated. 
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Hypothesis #3: A Resilience Rapidity Model can be created to predict recovery time 

based on exposure and socioeconomic characteristics and validated against field data collected 

following disaster events. 

 A description of the ordered probit model framework used to correlate community 

characteristics with the probability of recovering within specified time intervals was provided.  A 

Resilience Rapidity Model was created by applying the ordered probit framework to recovery in 

measured using an aerial assessment approach and an analysis of the results was provided.  The 

results of the application validate Hypothesis #3. 

Hypothesis #4: A Functionality Change Model can be created to correlate community 

functionality loss at a specified time interval based on socioeconomic characteristics and 

validated against field data collected following disaster events. 

 A binary logit model framework was presented for correlation of variables with two 

discrete outcomes.  Leveraging the temporal recovery data collected in an aerial imagery 

analysis, the binary logit model was applied to correlate measured recovery at a specific time 

interval with community characteristics.  While the results validate Hypothesis #4, more 

characteristic data is needed to create a Functionality Change Model at other time intervals.   

Hypothesis #5: Data collection and extraction approaches can automate measurements of 

resilience dimensions and feed the empirical models. 

 A methodology for rapid spatiotemporal data collection was presented using vehicle-

mounted 360° cameras to collect videos and, facilitated by an online data storage, dissemination, 

and analysis platform, automating an approach of imagery extraction at points of interest.  A 

deep learning approach to automatically classify imagery for information extraction was 

presented.  The methodology was conducted to collect pre-event building imagery on Dauphin 
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Island, Alabama and predict the vulnerability of buildings to flood.  The results indicate that 

rapid data collection, storage and extraction facilitates the creation of deep learning models for 

information extraction, but the models require large input data for highly accurate classification.  

Additionally, the deep learning approaches have not been applied to measure damage states and 

recovery patterns following disasters.  Although the data collection approaches will fuel 

improvements in delineation of resilience-focused deep learning model measurements, more 

work is needed to fully validate Hypothesis #5. 

5.6 Future Work 

 The methodology described to empirically measure the three resilience dimensions and 

the application of econometric modeling approaches to find correlation between these 

measurements and event, natural and built environment, and socioeconomic characteristics of 

communities advances the measurement science for community resilience.  Application of these 

models across differing communities and disaster types will enhance the knowledge of factors 

that drive these resilience dimensions and inform community plans for disaster mitigation.  

Future application of data collection and deep learning models will make the measurement 

process more efficient by automating aspects of the resilience dimension measurement approach 

as well as measurement of additional characteristic variables.  To create deep learning models 

that are applicable in communities across the country, all community types and disaster types 

must be represented in multiple models.  For example, damage states for buildings affected by 

hurricanes will be different based on whether the buildings sustained flood or wind damage.  

Also, deep learning models to classify wind damage to coastal buildings affected by hurricane 

may not be capable of classifying wind damage to inland buildings affected by tornadoes.  

Additional resilience systems should be accounted for in future application of the framework as 
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well.  For example, while this approach may describe damage states and recovery patterns in 

nodes of the electrical grid in a community, the approach does not account for connectivity of 

nodes.  The spatiotemporal nature of the approaches described make integration of the 

approaches into other resilience models feasible, for example the automated classification of 

electrical grid nodes will inform existing connectivity models. 

 The econometric modeling approaches described were used in this research to find 

correlation between resilience dimension measurements and characteristic data.  Further research 

should be conducted to use characteristic data in new communities to predict the resilience 

measurements.  This research will update the framework illustrated in Figure 1-3 to create 

empirically modeled resilience curves for communities.  Research into uncertainty propagation 

will be necessary to validate the accuracy of probabilistically predicting resilience of a 

community.  Uncertainty propagation occurs when the results of one probabilistic model, which 

contain a level of uncertainty, are used to inform a separate probabilistic model.  For example, if 

damage states are under-predicted in the RRoM and used to create the FCM and RRaM, the 

effects of disaster exposure and community recovery will seem more manageable for a 

community and will not be prioritized.   
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APPENDIX A: EXTREME EVENTS WEB VIWER USER MANUAL 

 

The home page of the EEWV shows a world map with thematic symbols denoting extreme 

event reconnaissance deployments.  Figure A-1 shows the home screen with symbols for tornado 

reconnaissance trips for the 2011 Tuscaloosa, AL and Joplin, MO tornadoes and the 2013 Moore, 

OK tornado, inland flooding caused by Hurricane Matthew in Lumberton, NC in 2017, Hurricane 

Irma in central Florida in 2017, and the Puebla Mexico City earthquake in 2017.  There is also a 

symbol created as a test site in southwest New Mexico.  In addition to damage assessment data, 

the Joplin and Lumberton sites also include recovery data collected five years and one year after 

the events, respectively.  Event symbols can be clicked to navigate to a site containing geolocated 

data for the specified event.   

 
Figure A-1: Extreme Events Web Viewer home screen 

 The zoom extents for each event is set to include all data collected for that event.  For 

smaller events, such as tornadoes, the extent is typically set to part of a city.  Larger scale events, 
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such as hurricanes and earthquakes, usually have extents much larger.  A legend in the upper right 

corner of the page shows the data types stored in the site.  Each data set can be turned on or off for 

convenience.  Next to the legend is a toggle button used to change the basemap of the site from 

the default ESRI Streets basemap to satellite imagery.  Zoom buttons are located next to the 

basemap toggle button, and zoom commands are programmed to mouse scroll as well.  

Additionally, holding the Shift button and drawing a rectangle onscreen will zoom to the rectangle.  

A side pane is available and includes a button to return to the EEWV home screen as well as 

buttons with functionality that will be explained later.  The side pane can be docked or expanded 

on the fly. 

Three data types currently exist for each EEWV site: survey locations, building points, and 

video centerlines.  Survey locations are point data and store collected data such as photographs, 

PDF documents, or voice recordings.  These data are mapped at the collection location, with the 

location accuracy depending on the accuracy of GPS receiver used.  There are two approaches to 

creating survey locations inside an event site: a manual method and an automated method.  Survey 

points can be manually created by right-clicking on screen, selecting “Add” and picking location.  

Data in the EEWV is temporal, so the manual addition of survey locations will require the date 

when the data was collected.  Survey locations can be automatically created using the Extreme 

Events Data Importer (EEDI).  When clicked, survey location points are highlighted in cyan and 

open a window where the data associated with the point can be viewed and manipulated.  Buttons 

inside the window allow a user to upload data to the survey location, group survey locations that 

contain information about a similar point of interest, delete a survey location, add an attribution 

tag, open data in a larger format in a native viewer, and rotate the data.  The rotate button is useful 

for photographs that are uploaded with an incorrect rotation angle.  Once an image is rotated, the 
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image will save the new orientation.  Figure A-2 shows a selected survey location with the data 

window and data manipulation buttons shown.   

 
Figure A-2: Survey location highlighted on map with data viewer showing images collected at 

highlighted location. 

While survey data often describes buildings, a survey location point is placed where the 

data was collected and can be located in positions between buildings, which increases the difficulty 

of distinguishing which building the survey location describes.  Additionally, researchers often 

photograph building components that may not have enough information to tell which building was 

photographed.  To help researchers distinguish the data corresponding to specific buildings and 

more easily access all data describing the building, building points are created and associated to 

survey locations.  Building points are displayed in the EEWV as blue house-shaped points.  The 

data stored in associated survey locations will automatically transfer to the building point.  A 

survey point location will remain to preserve information about relative location of the collected 

data.  Additionally, building points are used for data extraction tools created to interface with the 

EEWV.  Building points can be added in the same manner as survey locations, or by using the 

“Add Buildings” button in the side pane.  Building points do not require a date.  Figure A-3 shows 
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a building point, blue, with over 20 associated photographs, purple points, taken at various 

locations around the building.   

 
Figure A-3: Building point shown with associated photographs extracted from survey 

locations. 

In post-disaster studies data has typically been captured by groups of researchers traversing 

a damaged area on foot and taking photographs of damaged infrastructure.  This approach works 

well for studies requiring close-range photography to highlight specific details, such as 

determining component failure mechanisms.  While providing in-depth study of important details, 

these approaches require a large investment in personnel and time, which lead to a higher cost of 

data-gathering and often do not allow for the research team to inspect an entire affected area.  An 

approach for quicker, larger-volume data collection has been developed.  Methods for visualizing 

video data collected using multiple platforms and perspectives have been created in the EEWV.  

The approach has been tested for vehicle-mounted and drone-mounted cameras shot in point-of-

view or 360° perspective.  An example of the vehicle-mounted 360° camera is shown in Figure A-

4 with the camera mounted to the roof of a vehicle. 
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Figure A-4: Picture of vehicle mount setup for 360° video collection. 

Multiple techniques for driven path geolocation have been tested and compared.  The 

methods require GIS software to perform data processing before data can be uploaded to the 

EEWV.  A manual technique requires a user to place vehicle location points over a GIS basemap 

in a point shapefile with a timestamp field correlating each location point to the corresponding 

time in the video.  Once vehicle location points representing the entire video have been placed, a 

line shapefile is created to represent the driven path by connecting the vehicle location points.  This 

method requires a large time investment, but point locations are accurate.  Figure A-5 shows a 

video path in a neighborhood digitized in GIS with timestamp labels displayed over each point.  

Points were digitized every 10 seconds and the video time is displayed above each point.    
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Figure A-5: Hand-digitized video path with time labels. 

An automated technique using 360° cameras with on-board GPS and other sensors was 

developed to eliminate the manual digitizing process.  Extracting GPS data stored in a .csv file 

format with latitude, longitude, and timestamp values can be input to GIS software to automatically 

create a point shapefile with 1 second intervals between points.  This method is much faster than 

hand-digitizing the driven path but is less accurate.  Point locations typically vacillate around the 

true driven path with a manageable error, but larger errors can be encountered when collecting 

video in the presence of disrupting infrastructure such as large buildings, highway overpasses, etc.  

The location errors have been corrected by using roadway line shapefiles obtained from the United 

States Census Bureau TIGER/Line® repository to represent the true location of road centerlines.  

GPS points from the camera sensor are snapped to the nearest roadway centerline, and a driven 

path centerline is created by connecting the video points.  The procedure provides a highly granular 
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dataset and minimizes most location errors, although location discrepancies arise at intersections 

and in areas where roadway centerlines are closely spaced.  These errors can be corrected by 

manually moving the points to the estimated true location or deleting the inaccurate points.  

Original unsnapped GPS data is shown in Figure A-6.  The gray lines indicate TIGER/Line® 

roadway centerlines.  Figure A-7 shows the same area with GPS points snapped to roadway 

centerlines.  The inset shows where original GPS location points were snapped and how GPS 

inaccuracy can negatively affect the point snapping process.   

 
Figure A-6:  360° camera onboard GPS location values. 

  

 
Figure A-7: GPS-digitized video path with points snapped to roadway centerlines. 
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In the Extreme Events Web Viewer, the path of travel centerline is represented as a line on 

the map and launches a video player when selected.  The one-second GPS point data exists in the 

EEWV, but is not displayed onscreen.  The point location corresponding to the video time is 

highlighted onscreen to track vehicle location along the driven path corresponding to video time.  

Each video centerline is given a unique video identification tag.  Videos are hosted on the Youtube 

channel “Extreme Events Web Viewer” and can be accessed outside of the EEWV.  These videos 

are queried and displayed in the video player that opens in the top left area of the screen.  The 

video player is locked, which allows a user the ability to pan within the map to follow the video 

location marker as the marker moves across the map.  The videos are displayed in an 

equirectangular format and allow the viewer to pan 360° side-to-side and 240° top-to-bottom.  

Figure A-8 shows the data visualization approach in the EEWV.  In the figure, a green line on the 

map represents the video path and the cyan point shows a marker for the location of the vehicle 

corresponding to the time in the video.   

 
Figure A-8: 360° video data visualization in the Extreme Events Web Viewer. 
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Post-disaster reconnaissance deployments typically record large volumes of data to quantify loss 

in an affected area.  To expedite data upload to the EEWV, the Extreme Events Data Importer 

(EEDI) has been created.  The EEDI is a local tool that interfaces with the EEWV to allow large 

volumes of data to be uploaded to the site quickly through automated approaches.  Standardized 

protocols have been created to ensure that data imports correctly and efficiently.  The EEDI 

currently supports two types of data upload: photographs and video tracks and Survey123 data 

upload procedures.  Figure A-9 shows the EEDI home screen, with tabs for data type and a map 

showing existing data stored in the EEWV.   

 
Figure A-9: The Extreme Events Data Importer home screen. 

Photograph upload requires the user to select an extreme event, a photographer name, and 

a local folder of photographs.  Two methods for photograph geolocation are used in the EEDI.  

The first is an automated extraction method used for photography containing location metadata.  

Most modern digital cameras contain onboard GPS technology, including phone and tablet 

cameras, although many of these devices require the user to turn on location preferences to store 

location information in the photo metadata.  Additionally, the GPS accuracy of these devices may 
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not be adequate for researcher needs.  A second approach using the Time Image Positioning (TIP) 

approach described in Crawford (2014) correlates external GPS receiver data with photograph 

timestamps.  The TIP approach allows flexibility in GPS receiver type and accuracy.  The approach 

requires the user to take a photograph of the GPS receiver showing time to correlate the time 

difference between the GPS receiver time shown in the image to the photograph timestamp stored 

in the photograph metadata.  The EEDI uses the time difference of the first photograph to correct 

the times of all photographs in the folder selected.  If the GPS receiver and camera times are 

synchronized, this step is not necessary but should be executed to establish consistency in the 

approach, as time differences between devices is a common problem.  Once the time difference 

has been corrected, the latitude and longitude values stored in the GPS receiver data, which is 

exported as a GPX file, are transferred to each photograph.  The GPX File, GPS Photo, and GPS 

Time fields are required for the TIP approach to geolocation.  The GPX file is required, so GPS 

receivers that export GPX files should be used.  GPX is a common GPS exchange file used by 

most receivers.  The GPS Photo is the filename of the photograph containing the GPS time.  The 

time shown on the GPS receiver should be entered to the GPS Time field.   

Once all the fields have been filled, the data is uploaded into survey locations at the latitude 

and longitude values provided by either the photograph metadata or GPS receiver data.  A message 

will alert the user that the data has successfully uploaded to the EEWV.  If a problem occurred 

during upload, an error message will appear.  Survey location data should be reviewed to ensure 

that research needs, such as survey location accuracy, are met.   

The Video Tracks tab of the EEDI is shown in Figure A-10.  All fields listed in the tab are 

required.  Fields include Site, Date Recorded, Center Line, Path, and Youtube URL.  The Date 

Recorded field denotes the date that the video data was collected, not the date of upload.  The 
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Center Line field should be filled with the name of the line shapefile created by joining video 

location points.  The Path field refers to the point shapefile made for video location, either digitized 

manually or using the automated approach for cameras with onboard GPS sensors.  The Youtube 

URL field is used to query the video stored in the “Extreme Events Web Viewer” Youtube channel 

for display in the viewer window used in the EEWV.   

 
Figure A-10: EEDI Video Tracks tab. 

Extreme event reconnaissance research requires collected data to be processed and 

converted to useable information.  The EEWV supports these procedures by offering metadata 

attribution through multiple tagging procedures for survey locations and building points.  

Attribution tags have been created to offer flexibility.  There are six tag data types: basic, list, 

numeric, URL, text, and date.  The basic allows a single distinguishing attribute to be given to a 

survey location or building.  For example, researchers collecting data after an earthquake can track 

buildings that exhibit signs of pounding.  A basic attribute tag named “Pounding” is created and 
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applied to buildings that showed signs of pounding.  Survey locations containing photograph 

evidence of pounding would also be attributed with a basic “Pounding” tag.  The list tag is used to 

track attributes that contain categories.  A hurricane site can store multi-hazard damage data, 

including wind and inland flooding damage.  A list tag named “Damage Type” would be created 

with subcategories “Wind Damage” and “Flood Damage.”  Numeric tags provide a method to 

track attributes that can be measured numerically.  The flood extreme event site might include a 

“Flood Depth” building point numeric tag with numbers for measured inundation levels provided 

in the tag.  The URL tag is applied to link websites to survey locations or building points.  The 

URL tag could be used for a hurricane site to link Youtube videos to survey locations.  The URL 

links can include drone videos that are collected over a single home.  The video can be the original 

flight video or a photogrammetric 3-dimensional mesh of the damaged home.  Text tags allow 

written information describing survey locations or building points to be attributed.  An example is 

a note tag used to store written notes collected in the field by a researcher describing a building, 

an interaction with a survivor, or safety notes for future deployments.  Addresses for buildings 

surveyed in an earthquake are stored in text tags attributed to building points.  Date tags are used 

to store date information describing an aspect of survey locations or building points.  In many 

disaster studies, the date of building construction is used to correlate the building code used in 

construction, level of deferred maintenance, etc.  Date tags can be created to store these metadata 

describing buildings.  Attribution adds information to data collected in disaster reconnaissance or 

longitudinal studies, and the format of the EEWV opens data attribution procedures to all 

stakeholders.  

Attribution tags are unique to each site in the EEWV and to the data associated with the 

site.  For example, a tag created in one of the tornado site will not transfer to another tornado site, 
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and a tag created for survey points in a tornado site cannot be applied to building points within the 

same site.  Tags must be created before a tag can be applied to a data point.  Figure A-11 shows 

the tag creation window launched from the side pane of the EEWV.  The required fields for tag 

creation include tag type, which specifies whether the tag will be applied to survey locations or 

building points, data type that specifies the tag data type described above, and a tag name.  Once 

the tag has been created the tag will be available to add attribution to stored data.  Survey location 

tags can also be applied to individual photographs within a survey location to distinguish which 

photograph holds attribute data tagged to a survey location.  This is useful in situations where 

survey locations contain a large volume of photographs.  For example, in an earthquake site only 

one survey location may be created for each multi-story building surveyed and a suite of 

photographs can be uploaded to each survey location.  In this scenario, if photographs were taken 

on multiple stories of a building, photographs can be tagged with the story were the photo was 

taken.   

 
Figure A-11: Method for creating new tags in the Extreme Events Web Viewer. 

Tags are displayed in the data view window and are color-coded based on tag type.  Basic 

tags are displayed in light blue, date tags are shown in dark blue, numeric tags are shown in red, 
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list tags are light green, text tags are shown in dark green, and URL tags are displayed in tan.  The 

tag display is illustrated in Figure A-12 and shows a photograph taken in Joplin, MO following 

the 2011 tornado.  Each tag contains an x in the right-hand corner that can be used to delete the 

tag from the building point, survey location, or photograph.  A button in the side pane labeled “Tag 

Multiple” allows a tag value to be applied to all selected survey locations or building points.  Only 

selected data points meeting the tag type will receive the tag values selected.  

 
Figure A-12: Tag display in the Extreme Events Web Viewer. 

Data filtering capabilities have been programmed into the EEWV to allow users to query 

data by location on the fly based on attribute tags.  Data filters are applied using the side pane 

window.  To create a filter, the tag type must be selected.  The available tags names for the chosen 

tag type are displayed in a drop-down list.  For a basic tag data type, the tag name is the only 

necessary information to create a filter.  All other tag data types require more information before 

a filter is created.  List tags will display a drop-down list with the categories.  Text and URL tags 

open a “contains” box where specific text is entered.  Numeric and date tags display an operator 

window where tag name can be equal to, greater than, less than, greater than or equal to, or less 
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than or equal to a given value.  As dates are stored and queried as numbers; therefore, the operators 

should be thought of in terms of “less than” being equivalent to “before” and “greater than” being 

equivalent to “after” a specified date.  Once all fields have been filled, the filter is applied.  When 

a filter is applied, all data not meeting that filter will be removed from the map.  Data types that 

have not been selected in the filter will not be affected when a filter is added.  For example, if a 

filter is applied based on a survey location tag, building points will not change.  Filters are 

displayed in the side panel and can be deleted.  Filters are unique to users and to each session 

within a site.  Therefore, filters that one user applies will not be applied to other users, and if a user 

leaves the site, filters will be lost.  Multiple filters can be applied using additive logic and only 

locations meeting all selected filter criteria are displayed.  Multiple data types can be filtered 

simultaneously.  Figure A-13 illustrates the application of filters in the EEWV.  No buildings in 

the site meet the criteria specified; therefore, all building points are removed from the site.  Only 

survey locations meeting all three criteria are displayed in the site. 

 
Figure A-13: Filter creation in the Extreme Event Web Viewer. 

In addition to filtering by displaying only data meeting filter criteria, a method of 

symbolically displaying filtered data exists on the site.  A tornado site can display survey locations 
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by color depending on the Enhanced Fujita (EF) classification provided for each survey location.  

A legend provides the symbology corresponding to each EF classification, including a color 

designation for those survey locations that are not tagged with an EF valus.  Figure A-14 shows 

the Tuscaloosa tornado site with symbology and a legend located in the top right of the data view 

window.  Filter-based symbology is currently executed by EEWV administrators, but on-the-fly 

symbology tools will be provided in an updated version of the EEWV for users to dynamically 

create filters and set symbol appearance.   

 
Figure A-14: Tuscaloosa tornado data site with survey locations symbolized by EF rating 

value. 

 The EEWV can adapt and offer updated data processing techniques to more robustly 

display damage and recovery data for extreme events.  The discrete locations with EF rating shown 

in Figure A-14 were interpolated to create a contour of damage following a methodology described 

in Crawford (2014).  The damage contour is stored as a grid-based dataset, referred to as a raster, 

which presents estimated EF value for an affected area.  Damage contours were created for the 

Joplin and Moore tornado sites as well and uploaded to the EEWV.  The damage contour was 

created locally using GIS software and was manually uploaded by EEWV.  Figure A-15 shows the 
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damage contour for Tuscaloosa, with a toggle button in the legend providing the ability to turn the 

layer on and off.  GIS-based data layers representing an aspect of damage or recovery created 

locally can be manually uploaded to the EEWV.  For example, Fig. A1-15 includes a damage 

boundary created for the Tuscaloosa tornado.  

 
Figure A-15: Damage contour displaying estimated EF value at all locations of the studied 

affected area. 

To capture functionality change over time, longitudinal data collection is necessary.  The 

EEWV is capable of handling the display of longitudinal data by using filter logic with date 

information provided as mandatory input for all survey locations and building points.  The filtering 

technique is executed by selecting time epochs, established date ranges, using a drop-down menu 

in the side pane.  Querying by time epochs allows a researcher to define date ranges when 

longitudinal deployments were conducted and query based on each deployment epoch.  In the data 

view window, date queries work similarly to filter queries in that only data meeting the time epoch 

criteria are displayed.  As with tag filters, time epoch queries can be toggled dynamically.  Figure 

A-16 shows Lumberton survey locations before and after a test epoch filter has been applied.  
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Updated versions of the EEWV will offer the ability to create time epochs and apply these filters 

through the EEWV. 

 
Figure A-16: Time epoch data filter applied to Lumberton data site. 

Field data collection can be enhanced with form-based survey data collection, especially 

in cases involving interviews with affected people.  These surveys are typically executed by 

researchers filling out paper-based forms while in the field, collecting and collating forms from all 

in-field researchers, and transferring data to an electronic format.  Paper forms can be lost or 

damaged by wind or rain, and spelling errors and poor handwriting can lead to data ambiguity.  
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Using a device-based data collection app reduces handwriting errors and facilitates the process of 

aggregating forms for an entire team to seamlessly offer an electronic copy of all collected data.  

While multiple form-based data collection device applications offer similar features, the 

Survey123 application created by ESRI, seamlessly interfaces with the EEWV to automatically 

create survey locations for a site in near real-time.  Survey123 is executed through a smartphone 

or tablet application.  Survey forms are created in advance and loaded into the application on the 

devices of all reconnaissance team users.  Collected data is stored locally on devices until internet 

connectivity is attained.  Once each device is connected, data can be uploaded to ESRI servers 

where the data is aggregated and stored for view and download.  The EEWV includes a protocol 

to download data for a specified survey at consistent time intervals and uses device GPS metadata 

to geolocate form data as attribute tags.  The implementation of Survey123 and interface with 

EEWV greatly increases form-based survey data collection efficiency and data sharing 

capabilities. 

Survey123 offers form creation through either a web-based interface or a local program 

that interfaces with the default spreadsheet such as Microsoft Excel.  Questions are added to the 

form to be filled out by the data collector in the field.  Questions can include different answer 

types, such as date, time, location, number, text, or image data.  Each question can be provided 

with a list of acceptable answers, which reduces spelling mistakes by in-field user.  Logic can be 

programmed into the survey form to display questions only if a specific answer was provided for 

a previous question.  For example, a survey created to document damage to homes after a disaster 

may begin by asking whether the home at a specific address was damaged.  If the answer is yes, 

more specific questions about the location and extent of the damage will display.   
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An ESRI account is needed for in-field users to access the survey forms.  The collected 

data is accessed through this username and the data can be viewed on the web or downloaded as a 

.csv file or GIS shapefile.  The EEDI will be updated to access Survey123 data by prompting the 

user to provide Survey123 login credentials (stored locally to preserve privacy), a survey form, the 

fields in the survey form to be uploaded as attribute tags, an extreme event for the data, and the 

date range for data collection.  For near real-time data upload, the EEDI will accesses the 

Survey123 form once a minute during field deployments.  If data has been added in the last minute, 

the site will upload the new data.  The near real-time approach to data upload allows a 

reconnaissance team to automatically view the areas visited immediately after returning from the 

field each day, allowing the team to effectively plan for the next day.  Additionally, remote 

researchers will be able to access data while a team is still in the field, which will provide the 

remote researchers access to the data. 
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APPENDIX B: AUTOMATED AERIAL IMAGERY CAPTURE METHODOLOGY 

 The automated aerial imagery methodology requires installation of AutoHotKey, 

Microsoft Excel, Google Earth, and IrfanView software packages, or equivalent software.  The 

process begins with latitude and longitude values provided in two columns of an Excel sheet 

(methods can be adjusted to use addresses as well).  Latitude and longitude values are copied 

from Excel.  Google Earth is opened, and the latitude and longitude values are pasted into the 

search bar of the program to view the location on a map.  A placemark is created at the latitude 

and longitude.  The placemark allows the zoom to be adjusted with the location centered in the 

map window.  Once zoomed in, a screenshot is taken.  Irfanview, a free graphic viewer software, 

can program a keystroke to take a screenshot.  The software also allows bulk crop and rename 

features, which streamline the work for a large suite of images.  AutoHotKey, a macro scripting 

language, automates the process described.  Macro scripting allows mouse clicks and keystrokes 

to be automated and iterated.   

 The script used to collect aerial imagery is provided below.  The code is broken into 

command blocks, and comments for each block are provided in lines that begin with semicolons.  

Mouse clicks must be calibrated to the pixel values of a computer for the script to execute 

properly.  Comments alert code blocks which require pixel calibration. 

; set i = to first column in excel 

i := 2 

 

; set loop equal to the number of rows to execute (1000 observations) 

Loop, 1000 { 

 

; open excel (click on icon using coordinates provided) 
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 CoordMode, Mouse, Screen 

 Click, 675, 880 Left, Down  

 Click, 675, 880 Left, Up 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; select cell for latitude and longitude  

 Send, {F5} 

 Sleep, 500 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {e}%i% 

 Sleep, 100 

 Send, {Enter} 

 Sleep, 100 

 

; copy cell contents 

 Send, {LControl Down} 

 Send, {c} 

 Send, {LControl Up} 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; open google earth (click on icon using coordinates provided) 

 Click, 615, 880 Left, Down  

 Click, 615, 880 Left, Up  

 Sleep, 2000 

 

; highlight search bar (click in bar using coordinates provided) 

 CoordMode, Mouse, Screen
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 Click, 1790, 85 Left, Down  

 Click, 1790, 85 Left, Up 

 Sleep, 50 

 

; paste latitude and longitude into google earth search bar 

 Send, {LControl Down} 

 Send, {a} 

 Send, {LControl Up} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Send, {LControl Down} 

 Send, {v} 

 Send, {LControl Up} 

 Sleep, 500 

 Send, {Enter} 

 Sleep, 4000 

 

; create Google Earth placemark 

 Send, {LControl Down} 

 Send, {LShift Down} 

 Send, {P} 

 Send, {Lcontrol Up} 

 Send, {LShift Up} 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; name placemark (click in bar using coordinates provided) 

 Send, {LControl Down} 

 Send, {v} 

 Send, {LControl Up} 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; select view tab of placemark 

 CoordMode, Mouse, Screen 

 Click, 2095, 373 Left, Down  

 Click, 2095, 373 Left, Up 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; highlight range (click in bar using coordinates provided) 

 Click, 2111, 503 Left, Down  

 Click, 2111, 503 Left, Up 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; adjust range 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 
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 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Backspace} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {3} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {0} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {m} 

 Sleep, 50 

 Send, {Enter} 

 Sleep, 1000 

 

; clear history to remove marker on map (click on icon using coordinates provided) 

 Click, 1877, 308 Left, Down  

 Click, 1877, 308 Left, Up 

 Sleep, 500 

 

; take screenshot using Irfanview 

 Send, {Control Down} 

 Send, {F11} 

 Send, {Control Up} 

 Sleep, 500 

 i:=i+1 

 } 

 

Escape::ExitApp (allows user to manually stop script function using escape key) 
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APPENDIX C: NLOGIT ECONOMETRIC MODEL CODE SAMPLES 

 

 The NLOGIT code used to estimate the model frameworks used to test the Resilience 

Robustness Model are provided below. 

?=====Multinomial Logit====================================================== 

 

NLOGIT; 

LHS=SEV; 

CHOICES=UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

 

MODEL: 

U(UNAFF)= 

UNAFF*ONE+ 

SFRESU*SFRES+ 

EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 

 

U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV$ 

Output 

|-> NLOGIT; 

    LHS=SEV; 

    CHOICES=UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(UNAFF)= 

    UNAFF*ONE+ 

    SFRESU*SFRES+
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    EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV$ 

 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

|WARNING:   Bad observations were found in the sample. | 

|Found   9 bad observations among    9335 individuals. | 

|You can use ;CheckData to get a list of these points. | 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

 

Normal exit:   8 iterations. Status=0, F=    2900.469 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -2900.46919 

Estimation based on N =   9326, K =  13 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   5826.9 AIC/N =     .625 

Model estimated: Apr 10, 2018, 11:33:53 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only  -3923.1804  .2607 .2602 

Chi-squared[11]          =   2045.42239 

Prob [ chi squared > value ] =   .00000 

Response data are given as ind. choices 

Number of obs.=  9335, skipped    9 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

     SEV|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   UNAFF|   -3.69546***     1.10595    -3.34  .0008    -5.86308  -1.52785 

  SFRESU|   -1.35392***      .23520    -5.76  .0000    -1.81490   -.89294 

  EXPENU|    -.29245***      .10329    -2.83  .0046     -.49490   -.09001 

     DAM|   -1.59841        1.11230    -1.44  .1507    -3.77848    .58167 

   DISTA|    -.00615***      .00023   -26.88  .0000     -.00660   -.00570 

   COMMA|     .93076***      .28258     3.29  .0010      .37692   1.48460 

    AGEA|     .01196***      .00188     6.35  .0000      .00827    .01565 

    POVA|    -.07249***      .00878    -8.26  .0000     -.08969   -.05529 

    MHIA|    -.00014***   .1698D-04    -8.33  .0000     -.00017   -.00011 

    AGEE|    -.02778***      .00355    -7.82  .0000     -.03475   -.02082 

   DISTE|    -.00987***      .00079   -12.53  .0000     -.01142   -.00833 

    MHIE|    -.00020***   .4075D-04    -5.00  .0000     -.00028   -.00012 

    POVE|    -.07666***      .02223    -3.45  .0006     -.12022   -.03310 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
?=====Multinomial Logit - Small-Hsiao Test=================================== 
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SAMPLE; All$ 

CREATE; i =Trn(3,0)$ 

 

CALC; Ran(1234567)$ 

MATRIX; split = Rndm(28005)$ 

CREATE; ab_split = split(i) > 0$ 

 

NLOGIT 1; 

For[ab_split = 0]; 

Quietly; 

Lhs = SEV; 

Choices = UNAFF,DAM,DES;  

 

MODEL: 

U(UNAFF)= 

UNAFF*ONE+ 

SFRESU*SFRES+ 

EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 

 

U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV$ 

 

MATRIX; gamma0 = b(4:13) $ 

 

NLOGIT 2; 

For[ab_split = 1]; 

Quietly; 

lhs=SEV; 

Choices =UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

 

MODEL: 

U(UNAFF)= 

UNAFF*ONE+ 

SFRESU*SFRES+ 

EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 

 

U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 
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DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV$  

 

MATRIX;gamma1 = b(4:13) $ 

MATRIX;gamma01 = .7071*gamma0 + .2929*gamma1$ 

 

reject;unaff=1$ 

 

NLOGIT 3; 

For[ab_split = 1]; 

Quietly; 

lhs=SEV; 

Choices = DAM,DES;   

 

MODEL: 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 

 

U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV$ 

 

CALC; logl1 = logl$ 

 

NLOGIT 4; 

For[ab_split = 1]; 

Quietly; 

Lhs = SEV; 

Choices = DAM,DES;  

 

MODEL: 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 

 

U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV; 

Start = gamma01; 

Maxit = 0$ 

 

CALC LR; List; hs_stat = 2*(logl1 - logl)$  

CALC;LIST;cvalue = Ctb(.95,10) $ 
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Output 

|-> SAMPLE; All$ 

|-> CREATE; i =Trn(3,0)$ 

|-> CALC; Ran(1234567)$ 

|-> MATRIX; split = Rndm(28005)$ 

|-> CREATE; ab_split = split(i) > 0$ 

|-> NLOGIT 1; 

    For[ab_split = 0]; 

    Quietly; 

    Lhs = SEV; 

    Choices = UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(UNAFF)= 

    UNAFF*ONE+ 

    SFRESU*SFRES+ 

    EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV$ 

----------------------------------------------------- 

Setting up an iteration over the values of AB_SPLIT 

The model command will be executed for     1 values 

of this variable.  In the current sample of   47835 

observations, the following counts were found: 

Subsample   Observations    Subsample  Observations 

AB_SPLIT =   0     23562 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Actual subsamples may be smaller if missing values 

are being bypassed.  Subsamples with 0 observations 

will be bypassed. 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subsample analyzed for this command is AB_SPLIT =       0 

|-> MATRIX; gamma0 = b(4:13) $ 

|-> NLOGIT 2; 

    For[ab_split = 1]; 

    Quietly; 

    lhs=SEV; 

    Choices =UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(UNAFF)= 

    UNAFF*ONE+ 

    SFRESU*SFRES+ 

    EXPENU*EXPEN/ 
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    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV$ 

----------------------------------------------------- 

Setting up an iteration over the values of AB_SPLIT 

The model command will be executed for     1 values 

of this variable.  In the current sample of   47835 

observations, the following counts were found: 

Subsample   Observations    Subsample  Observations 

AB_SPLIT =   1     24273 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Actual subsamples may be smaller if missing values 

are being bypassed.  Subsamples with 0 observations 

will be bypassed. 

---------------------------------------------------- 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Subsample analyzed for this command is AB_SPLIT =       1 

|-> MATRIX;gamma1 = b(4:13) $ 

|-> MATRIX;gamma01 = .7071*gamma0 + .2929*gamma1$ 

|-> reject;unaff=1$ 

|-> NLOGIT 3; 

    For[ab_split = 1]; 

    Quietly; 

    lhs=SEV; 

    Choices = DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV$ 

----------------------------------------------------- 

Setting up an iteration over the values of AB_SPLIT 

The model command will be executed for     1 values 

of this variable.  In the current sample of   31890 

observations, the following counts were found: 

Subsample   Observations    Subsample  Observations 

AB_SPLIT =   1     16182 

Actual subsamples may be smaller if missing values 

are being bypassed.  Subsamples with 0 observations 
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will be bypassed. 

Subsample analyzed for this command is AB_SPLIT =       1 

Error    803: Hessian is not positive definite at start values. 

|-> CALC; logl1 = logl$ 

|-> NLOGIT 4; 

    For[ab_split = 1]; 

    Quietly; 

    Lhs = SEV; 

    Choices = DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV; 

    Start = gamma01; 

    Maxit = 0$ 

----------------------------------------------------- 

Setting up an iteration over the values of AB_SPLIT 

The model command will be executed for     1 values 

of this variable.  In the current sample of   31890 

observations, the following counts were found: 

Subsample   Observations    Subsample  Observations 

AB_SPLIT =   1     16182 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Subsample analyzed for this command is AB_SPLIT =       1 

Error    803: Hessian is not positive definite at start values. 

|-> CALC LR; List; hs_stat = 2*(logl1 - logl)$ 

[CALC] HS_STAT =      117.1742048 

|-> CALC;LIST;cvalue = Ctb(.95,10) $ 

[CALC] CVALUE  =       18.3070381 

?=====Multinomial Logit - Hausman-McFadden Test============================== 

 

NLOGIT; 

LHS=SEV; 

CHOICES=UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

 

MODEL: 

U(UNAFF)= 

UNAFF*ONE+ 

SFRESU*SFRES+ 

EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 
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U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV$ 

?List; 

?Effects:me; 

?Prob=PRB; 

?Utility=UTL; 

?Table=TBL$ 

 

Matrix; 

bu=b(4:13); 

vu=Varb(4:13,4:13)$ 

 

reject;unaff=1$ 

 

NLOGIT; 

LHS=SEV; 

CHOICES=DAM,DES; 

 

MODEL: 

 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

DISTA*DIST+ 

COMMA*COMM+ 

AGEA*AGE+ 

POVA*POV+ 

MHIA*MHI/ 

 

U(DES)= 

AGEE*AGE+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

MHIE*MHI+ 

POVE*POV$ 

 

MATRIX;br = b(1:10)$ 

MATRIX;vr = Varb(1:10,1:10)$  

MATRIX;db = br - bu$  

MATRIX;vdb = Nvsm(vr,-vu)$ 

CALC;LIST;q = Qfr(db,vdb)$ 

CALC;LIST;P = 1 - Chi(q,4)$ 

 

Output 

|-> NLOGIT; 

    LHS=SEV; 

    CHOICES=UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(UNAFF)= 

    UNAFF*ONE+ 

    SFRESU*SFRES+ 

    EXPENU*EXPEN/ 

    U(DAM)= 
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    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV$ 

 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

|WARNING:   Bad observations were found in the sample. | 

|Found**** bad observations among   10630 individuals. | 

|You can use ;CheckData to get a list of these points. | 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    587.0121 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function      -587.01208 

Estimation based on N =    589, K =  13 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   1200.0 AIC/N =    2.037 

Model estimated: Apr 10, 2018, 08:55:46 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only   -609.2257  .0365 .0257 

Chi-squared[11]          =     44.42725 

Prob [ chi squared > value ] =   .00001 

Response data are given as ind. choices 

Number of obs.= 10630, skipped10041 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

     SEV|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

   UNAFF|    -.50925        1.61552     -.32  .7526    -3.67560   2.65710 

  SFRESU|     .76586*        .43423     1.76  .0778     -.08522   1.61694 

  EXPENU|     .34316         .25487     1.35  .1782     -.15637    .84269 

     DAM|     .75859        1.45096      .52  .6011    -2.08523   3.60242 

   DISTA|    -.00216***      .00062    -3.45  .0006     -.00338   -.00093 

   COMMA|    -.68796         .42244    -1.63  .1034    -1.51593    .14001 

    AGEA|     .00163         .00389      .42  .6741     -.00599    .00926 

    POVA|     .01621         .02418      .67  .5026     -.03118    .06360 

    MHIA| .12492D-04      .4590D-04      .27  .7855 -.77479D-04  .10246D-03 

    AGEE|     .00020***   .6023D-04     3.25  .0011      .00008    .00031 

   DISTE|    -.00180**       .00075    -2.40  .0163     -.00327   -.00033 

    MHIE| .24325D-04      .5816D-04      .42  .6758 -.89667D-04  .13832D-03 

    POVE|     .00485         .03026      .16  .8726     -.05446    .06417 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx. 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Elapsed time:     0 hours,  0 minutes,  .289 seconds. 

|-> Matrix; 
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    bu=b(4:13); 

    vu=Varb(4:13,4:13)$ 

|-> reject;unaff=1$ 

|-> NLOGIT; 

    LHS=SEV; 

    CHOICES=DAM,DES; 

    MODEL: 

    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    DISTA*DIST+ 

    COMMA*COMM+ 

    AGEA*AGE+ 

    POVA*POV+ 

    MHIA*MHI/ 

    U(DES)= 

    AGEE*AGE+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    POVE*POV$ 

 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

|WARNING:   Bad observations were found in the sample. | 

|Found**** bad observations among   15945 individuals. | 

|You can use ;CheckData to get a list of these points. | 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

 

Hessian is not positive definite at start values. 

Error    803: Hessian is not positive definite at start values. 

B0 is too far from solution for Newton method. 

Switching to BFGS as a better solution method. 

Normal exit:  15 iterations. Status=0, F=    327.2040 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function      -327.20402 

Estimation based on N =   1154, K =  10 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =    674.4 AIC/N =     .584 

Model estimated: Apr 10, 2018, 08:55:48 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only   -432.3542  .2432 .2366 

Chi-squared[ 9]          =    210.30031 

Prob [ chi squared > value ] =   .00000 

Response data are given as ind. choices 

Number of obs.= 15945, skipped14791 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

     SEV|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     DAM|   -4.18115***     1.26954    -3.29  .0010    -6.66941  -1.69290 

   DISTA|     .00273**       .00127     2.15  .0316      .00024    .00522 

   COMMA|     .08837***      .00044   199.64  .0000      .08750    .08923 

    AGEA|     .01978    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

    POVA|     .02512         .70711      .04  .9717    -1.36078   1.41103 

    MHIA| .72998D-04    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

    AGEE|    -.01978    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

   DISTE|    -.00273    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 
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    MHIE|-.73002D-04    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

    POVE|    -.02512    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx. 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

Fixed parameter ... is constrained to equal the value or 

had a nonpositive st.error because of an earlier problem. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Elapsed time:     0 hours,  0 minutes, 1.670 seconds. 

|-> MATRIX;br = b(1:10)$ 

|-> MATRIX;vr = Varb(1:10,1:10)$ 

|-> MATRIX;db = br - bu$ 

|-> MATRIX;vdb = Nvsm(vr,-vu)$ 

|-> CALC;LIST;q = Qfr(db,vdb)$ 

[CALC] Q       =  -111420.6438998 

|-> CALC;LIST;P = 1 - Chi(q,4)$ 

Error    471: Cannot compute CHI; parameter 1 is < = 0 

Error    116: CALC - Unable to compute result. Check earlier message. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
?=====Nested Logit=========================================================== 

 

NLOGIT; 

LHS=SEV; 

CHOICES=UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

TREE=NU(DAM,DES),THREE(UNAFF); 

 

MODEL: 

U(UNAFF)= 

UNAFF*ONE+ 

DISTU*DIST+ 

SFRESU*SFRES/ 

 

U(DAM)= 

DAM*ONE+ 

?DISTA*DIST/ 

 

U(DES)= 

MHIE*MHI+ 

DISTE*DIST+ 

POVE*POV/ 

 

U(NU)= 

MFRESNU*MFRES; 

ivset:(three)=[1]$ 

Output 

|-> NLOGIT; 

    LHS=SEV; 

    CHOICES=UNAFF,DAM,DES; 

    TREE=NU(DAM,DES),THREE(UNAFF); 
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    MODEL: 

    U(UNAFF)= 

    UNAFF*ONE+ 

    DISTU*DIST+ 

    SFRESU*SFRES/ 

    U(DAM)= 

    DAM*ONE+ 

    U(DES)= 

    MHIE*MHI+ 

    DISTE*DIST+ 

    POVE*POV/ 

    U(NU)= 

    MFRESNU*MFRES; 

    ivset:(three)=[1]$ 

 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

|WARNING:   Bad observations were found in the sample. | 

|Found   9 bad observations among    9335 individuals. | 

|You can use ;CheckData to get a list of these points. | 

+------------------------------------------------------+ 

 

Normal exit:   9 iterations. Status=0, F=    2990.705 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Start values obtained using MNL model 

Dependent variable               Choice 

Log likelihood function     -8749.32837 

Estimation based on N =   9326, K =   8 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =  17514.7 AIC/N =    1.878 

Model estimated: Apr 10, 2018, 11:32:38 

Log-L for Choice   model =   -2990.7050 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

Constants only  -3923.1804  .2377 .2373 

Chi-squared[ 5]          =   1864.95081 

Prob [ chi squared > value ] =   .00000 

Log-L for Branch   model =   -5758.6234 

Response data are given as ind. choices 

Number of obs.=  9335, skipped    9 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

     SEV|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |Model for Choice Among Alternatives 

   UNAFF|    1.32118***      .21004     6.29  .0000      .90950   1.73285 

   DISTU|     .01238***      .00085    14.63  .0000      .01072    .01404 

  SFRESU|    -.94606***      .14310    -6.61  .0000    -1.22653   -.66560 

     DAM|    3.84001***      .45614     8.42  .0000     2.94599   4.73403 

U(DES)=M|    -.00012***   .1644D-04    -7.27  .0000     -.00015   -.00009 

   DISTE|     .00631***      .00085     7.40  .0000      .00464    .00797 

    POVE|    -.05801***      .00834    -6.95  .0000     -.07436   -.04166 

        |Model for Choice Among Branches 

 MFRESNU|   -5.57215***      .50095   -11.12  .0000    -6.55400  -4.59031 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx. 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Normal exit:  22 iterations. Status=0, F=    2975.201 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

FIML Nested Multinomial Logit Model 

Dependent variable                  SEV 

Log likelihood function     -2975.20111 

Restricted log likelihood   -7264.18245 

Chi squared [   9 d.f.]      8577.96268 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .5904286 

Estimation based on N =   9326, K =   9 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   5968.4 AIC/N =     .640 

Model estimated: Apr 10, 2018, 11:32:48 

R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd R2Adj 

No coefficients -7264.1825  .5904 .5902 

Constants only  -3923.1804  .2416 .2413 

At start values -2992.3535  .0057 .0053 

Response data are given as ind. choices 

The model has 2 levels. 

Nested Logit form:IVparms=Taub|l,r,Sl|r 

& Fr.No normalizations imposed a priori 

Coefs. for branch level begin with MFRESNU 

Number of obs.=  9335, skipped    9 obs 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

     SEV|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |Attributes in the Utility Functions (beta) 

   UNAFF|    1.60011***      .55459     2.89  .0039      .51312   2.68709 

   DISTU|     .01422***      .00169     8.44  .0000      .01092    .01752 

  SFRESU|    -.52762***      .15794    -3.34  .0008     -.83717   -.21807 

     DAM|    3.11241***      .45516     6.84  .0000     2.22030   4.00452 

U(DES)=M|-.86714D-04***   .1887D-04    -4.59  .0000 -.12371D-03  -.49722D-04 

   DISTE|     .00559***      .00090     6.23  .0000      .00383    .00735 

    POVE|    -.04192***      .00936    -4.48  .0000     -.06026   -.02358 

        |Attributes of Branch Choice Equations (alpha) 

 MFRESNU|   -2.08546***      .52776    -3.95  .0001    -3.11986  -1.05107 

        |IV parameters, tau(b|l,r),sigma(l|r),phi(r) 

      NU|    1.50570***      .34806     4.33  .0000      .82353   2.18788 

   THREE|        1.0    .....(Fixed Parameter)..... 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx. 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

Fixed parameter ... is constrained to equal the value or 

had a nonpositive st.error because of an earlier problem. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Elapsed time:     0 hours,  0 minutes, ***** seconds. 
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?=========Binary Logit======================================================= 

 

LOGIT; 

Lhs=RECOV; 

Rhs=ONE, 

DES, 

POV, 

OWM, 

SFRES, 

COMM, 

CHPTAX; 

Marginal Effects$ 

Output 

|-> LOGIT; 

    Lhs=RECOV; 

    Rhs=ONE, 

    DES, 

    POV, 

    OWM, 

    SFRES, 

    COMM, 

    CHPTAX; 

    Marginal Effects$ 

Iterative procedure has converged 

Normal exit:   6 iterations. Status=0, F=    .4445348D+03 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Binary Logit Model for Binary Choice 

Dependent variable                RECOV 

Log likelihood function      -444.53484 

Restricted log likelihood    -531.28563 

Chi squared [  6](P= .000)    173.50157 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .1632846 

Estimation based on N =   1090, K =   7 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =    903.1 AIC/N =     .829 
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--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

   RECOV|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Constant|    -.56765         .67856     -.84  .4028    -1.89761    .76230 

     DES|    -.95530**       .41758    -2.29  .0222    -1.77374   -.13687 

     POV|    -.04413***      .01106    -3.99  .0001     -.06581   -.02246 

     OWM|     .03605***      .00448     8.05  .0000      .02727    .04482 

   SFRES|   -2.69291***      .65805    -4.09  .0000    -3.98267  -1.40314 

    COMM|   -1.72450**       .77039    -2.24  .0252    -3.23444   -.21455 

  CHPTAX|    1.58848***      .39870     3.98  .0001      .80704   2.36993 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

Model was estimated on Jul 30, 2018 at 10:29:02 AM 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Partial derivatives of E[y] = F[*]  with 

respect to the vector of characteristics 

Average partial effects for sample obs. 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |     Partial      Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

   RECOV|      Effect        Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     DES|    -.09983***      .03391    -2.94  .0032     -.16630   -.03336   # 

     POV|    -.00566***      .00143    -3.96  .0001     -.00846   -.00286 

     OWM|     .00463***      .00059     7.84  .0000      .00347    .00578 

   SFRES|    -.46194***      .10879    -4.25  .0000     -.67517   -.24871   # 

    COMM|    -.14809***      .03861    -3.84  .0001     -.22377   -.07241   # 

  CHPTAX|     .15065***      .02489     6.05  .0000      .10187    .19944   # 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#  Partial effect for dummy variable is E[y|x,d=1] - E[y|x,d=0] 

***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

Model was estimated on Jul 30, 2018 at 10:29:02 AM 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Elapsed time:     0 hours,  0 minutes,   .078 seconds. 
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?=========Ordered Probit===================================================== 
ordered; 

lhs=interval; 

rhs=one, 

pdestroy, 

?tmdhhinc, 

page, 

bage, 

?tpoverty, 

?poorhood, 

bpctmort, 

?bpctvac, 

?bnumvac, 

bpctfaml, 

ptcldist, 

pzonmg, 

pbcchrch, 

pbcmbhom, 

ptbcexp, 

ptbasml; 

marginal effects; 

Output 

|-> reset; 

|-> timer; 

|-> read; 

    nvar=57; 

    nobs=6000; 

    file=C:\Users\ACIIR\Dropbox\Resilience Modeling\RRaM 

Project\20170421_shane_tornado_ordered_probit_recovery\Model_Data_4.21.csv; 

    names=1$ 

Last observation read from data file was    1601 

|-> create;if(ptotbgvl>150000)ptbcexp=1$ 

|-> create;if(ptotbara<1500)ptbasml=1$ 

|-> create;if(tpoverty>25)poorhood=1$ 

|-> skip$ 

|-> ordered; 

    lhs=interval; 

    rhs=one, 

    pdestroy, 

    page, 

    bage, 
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    bpctmort, 

    bpctfaml, 

    ptcldist, 

    pzonmg, 

    pbcchrch, 

    pbcmbhom, 

    ptbcexp, 

    ptbasml; 

    marginal effects$ 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Ordered Probability Model 

Dependent variable             INTERVAL 

Log likelihood function      -641.28193 

Restricted log likelihood    -804.04616 

Chi squared [  11 d.f.]       325.52848 

Significance level               .00000 

McFadden Pseudo R-squared      .2024315 

Estimation based on N =   1154, K =  14 

Inf.Cr.AIC  =   1310.6 AIC/N =    1.136 

Model estimated: Aug 13, 2018, 10:06:44 

Underlying probabilities based on Normal 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |                  Standard            Prob.      95% Confidence 

INTERVAL|  Coefficient       Error       z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |Index function for probability 

Constant|     .44935*        .25614     1.75  .0794     -.05267    .95138 

PDESTROY|    1.01555***      .15714     6.46  .0000      .70756   1.32354 

    PAGE|     .00794***      .00253     3.13  .0017      .00297    .01291 

    BAGE|     .01971***      .00442     4.46  .0000      .01105    .02837 

BPCTMORT|    -.01261***      .00229    -5.50  .0000     -.01711   -.00812 

BPCTFAML|    -.01515***      .00339    -4.47  .0000     -.02180   -.00851 

PTCLDIST|    -.00148***      .00031    -4.84  .0000     -.00209   -.00088 

  PZONMG|    2.13646***      .75451     2.83  .0046      .65766   3.61527 

PBCCHRCH|    1.23886**       .57359     2.16  .0308      .11464   2.36308 

PBCMBHOM|   -1.84373**       .80213    -2.30  .0215    -3.41587   -.27158 

 PTBCEXP|     .32589**       .14318     2.28  .0228      .04527    .60652 

 PTBASML|    -.18737*        .09585    -1.95  .0506     -.37524    .00050 

        |Threshold parameters for index 

  Mu(01)|    3.16009***      .09498    33.27  .0000     2.97394   3.34624 

  Mu(02)|    3.55278***      .11886    29.89  .0000     3.31983   3.78574 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|                CELL FREQUENCIES FOR ORDERED CHOICES                | 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

|               Frequency        Cumulative  < =    Cumulative  > =  | 

|Outcome      Count    Percent   Count    Percent   Count    Percent | 

|----------- ------- ---------  ------- ---------  ------- --------- | 

|INTERVAL=00     285   24.6967      285   24.6967     1154  100.0000 | 

|INTERVAL=01     837   72.5303     1122   97.2270      869   75.3033 | 

|INTERVAL=02      18    1.5598     1140   98.7868       32    2.7730 | 

|INTERVAL=03      14    1.2132     1154  100.0000       14    1.2132 | 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Marginal effects for ordered probability model 

M.E.s for dummy variables are Pr[y|x=1]-Pr[y|x=0] 

Names for dummy variables are marked by *. 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |     Partial                          Prob.      95% Confidence 

INTERVAL|      Effect    Elasticity      z    |z|>Z*         Interval 

--------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

        |--------------[Partial effects on Prob[Y=00] at means]-------------- 

*PDESTRO|    -.18232***     -.93285   -10.31  .0000     -.21698   -.14766 

    PAGE|    -.00223***     -.61136    -3.13  .0018     -.00362   -.00083 

    BAGE|    -.00553***    -1.47449    -4.42  .0000     -.00798   -.00307 

BPCTMORT|     .00354***      .53310     5.45  .0000      .00227    .00481 

BPCTFAML|     .00425***      .43284     4.47  .0000      .00238    .00611 

PTCLDIST|     .00042***      .55778     4.82  .0000      .00025    .00059 

 *PZONMG|    -.20104***    -1.02862   -15.72  .0000     -.22610   -.17597 

*PBCCHRC|    -.18289***     -.93579    -6.30  .0000     -.23977   -.12601 

*PBCMBHO|     .64209***     3.28533     3.29  .0010      .25986   1.02432 

*PTBCEXP|    -.08215**      -.42034    -2.57  .0102     -.14483   -.01948 

*PTBASML|     .05154**       .26373     1.99  .0467      .00075    .10233 

        |--------------[Partial effects on Prob[Y=01] at means]-------------- 

*PDESTRO|     .10534***      .13275     6.11  .0000      .07155    .13912 

    PAGE|     .00201***      .13605     3.11  .0018      .00074    .00328 

    BAGE|     .00499***      .32814     4.37  .0000      .00275    .00723 

BPCTMORT|    -.00320***     -.11864    -5.38  .0000     -.00436   -.00203 

BPCTFAML|    -.00384***     -.09632    -4.43  .0000     -.00554   -.00214 

PTCLDIST|    -.00038***     -.12413    -4.76  .0000     -.00053   -.00022 

 *PZONMG|    -.21326        -.26875     -.73  .4655     -.78600    .35949 

*PBCCHRC|     .05430         .06844      .54  .5909     -.14370    .25231 

*PBCMBHO|    -.63172***     -.79612    -3.24  .0012    -1.01369   -.24975 

*PTBCEXP|     .07045***      .08879     2.76  .0057      .02049    .12042 

*PTBASML|    -.04618**      -.05820    -2.00  .0452     -.09137   -.00099 

        |--------------[Partial effects on Prob[Y=02] at means]-------------- 

*PDESTRO|     .04064***     5.51395     2.97  .0030      .01379    .06750 

    PAGE|     .00013**       .98166     2.54  .0109      .00003    .00024 

    BAGE|     .00033***     2.36758     3.21  .0013      .00013    .00054 

BPCTMORT|    -.00021***     -.85599    -3.51  .0005     -.00033   -.00009 

BPCTFAML|    -.00026***     -.69500    -3.12  .0018     -.00042   -.00010 

PTCLDIST|-.25209D-04***     -.89562    -3.29  .0010 -.40236D-04  -.10183D-04 

 *PZONMG|     .13784**     18.70025     2.54  .0111      .03152    .24416 

*PBCCHRC|     .06234        8.45687     1.19  .2346     -.04045    .16512 

*PBCMBHO|    -.00696***     -.94364    -4.83  .0000     -.00978   -.00413 

*PTBCEXP|     .00710*        .96319     1.65  .0992     -.00134    .01554 

*PTBASML|    -.00334*       -.45352    -1.72  .0857     -.00716    .00047 

        |--------------[Partial effects on Prob[Y=03] at means]-------------- 

*PDESTRO|     .03634***     9.85192     2.59  .0097      .00879    .06388 

    PAGE| .79917D-04***     1.16335     2.59  .0097  .19385D-04  .14045D-03 

    BAGE|     .00020***     2.80580     3.12  .0018      .00007    .00032 

BPCTMORT|    -.00013***    -1.01443    -3.40  .0007     -.00020   -.00005 

BPCTFAML|    -.00015***     -.82364    -3.18  .0015     -.00025   -.00006 

PTCLDIST|-.14949D-04***    -1.06139    -3.26  .0011 -.23939D-04  -.59595D-05 

 *PZONMG|     .27645       74.95095     1.09  .2736     -.21850    .77140 

*PBCCHRC|     .06625       17.96226      .87  .3861     -.08356    .21606 

*PBCMBHO|    -.00341***     -.92585    -3.75  .0002     -.00520   -.00163 

*PTBCEXP|     .00460        1.24675     1.61  .1069     -.00099    .01019 

*PTBASML|    -.00202*       -.54734    -1.69  .0918     -.00437    .00033 
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z, prob values and confidence intervals are given for the partial effect 

Note: nnnnn.D-xx or D+xx => multiply by 10 to -xx or +xx. 

Note: ***, **, * ==>  Significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level. 


